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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
This report addresses the ACAP / ARENA Strategic Review Initiative sub-program Australian Solar PV
Cell & M odule Infrastructure Plan and Feasibility Study covering areas within the scope broadly
paraphrased and summarised below.
•

A comprehensive inventory of existing solar PV cell and module research facilities and tools in
Australian public and private institutions.

•

Model agreement outlines for shared access.

•

Catalogue desirable additional tools and facilities and rationalisation of those existing, to
support PV research in the near term (nominally to 2020).

•

Methodologies for shared access in other scientific and engineering disciplines.

•

Feasibility of comprehensive sharing of research capability

The report captures and catalogues current solar PV cell and module research and support capability
across Australia, including all sites wishing to participate - university, industry and CSIRO research
sites, plus the many analytical and specialised fabrication groups increasingly offering support.

1. Web Site Capability Register
A database covering nearly 40 institutions Australia wide has been designed, built and populated, and
is resident within the website of the Australian Centre for Advanced Photovoltaics, (ACAP), a grouping
of university, industry and government agencies cooperating on a range of photovoltaics research
topics and educational / outreach initiatives. The database also includes many research institutions
across Australia that are outside the ACAP umbrella.
The data for each institution lists high level location information, principal contacts, facilities, research
programs and leaders, and a website link. Additionally, relevant toolsets within that institution are
listed with data available on the tool type, its specific location, detail on its purpose and technology,
and a two level categorisation of the technical process to allow specific searching by data base menufiltering.
In addition, those tools denoted as Marquee within the dataset are specifically nominated as available
to 3rd (external) users under specific usage and facility access agreements developed between the
parties, and addressed in detail in this report.
For Marquee tools, the website also includes provision for additional information to be displayed on the
webpage, along with a photograph of the tool (where available) and a tool website link and embedded
access to further documents and information.

2. Access Agreement & Guidelines
A generic Access Agreem ent has been developed to cover the many, often problematic, issues
associated with 3rd party access to facilities and usage of equipment. This Agreement is necessarily a
template only, as each institution has site specific management guidelines and operating protocols. A
ACAP ARENA 1-SRI001 Project Report
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comprehensive set of Access Guidelines has been drafted to address the many issues involved with
access management.

3. Technology Roadmap / Gap Analysis
A detailed review of the many institutions involved in this survey has been conducted, canvassing the
status of their current research activities, their projected technology development roadmap over the
next few years, the capability gaps identified in delivering that roadmap, suggestions from respondents
on how those gaps are best addressed by additional facilities or toolsets in terms of location and
timing, and the costs associated with addressing those gaps (both capital and, where possible,
operational).
In summary, while research programs are clearly defined and outlined, outcomes mapped over the
nominated 5 year timeframe have proven more difficult to delineate. In many cases, capability gaps
are noted as requiring attention immediately, resulting in the expense mapping of requested tools /
facilities being heavily front-end loaded.
While significant new laboratory synthesis and characterisation capability has been compiled from
suggestions by representatives from surveyed institutions, a major focus has been the establishment of
pilot production demonstration capability:
•

Completion of the Solar Industrial Research Facility (SIRF) at UNSW.

•

Completion of the organic demonstration production facility at CSIRO Clayton.

•

Extension and upgrade of the PV research facility at ANU.

•

Large scale thin film organic photovoltaics coating and pilot production lines.

There have also been numerous calls for improved performance measurement capability, at the cell
and module level, as developing new technologies pose problems for accurately assessing performance
on current equipment.
Where new laboratory based synthesis and characterisation equipment has been nominated, the type,
provider and capital costs have generally been identified and provided (although in some cases, details
are still under investigation). However, installation and running costs have proven more difficult to
define and have generally been assumed to be covered within the institutions operating budgets.
Total expenditure over the 5 year technology roadmap time horizon of over $150M has been identified,
heavily front end-end loaded with over $40M in 2016, $50M in 2017, $15M in 2018 and a further
(mainly aspirational) $42M in 2019, and with some of the major infrastructure proposals somewhat
loosely defined and costed.

4. Shared Access in Other Disciplines
A review of Australian consortia or associations is presented wherein sharing or information is provided,
mainly based on facilities specifically set up to quasi-commercially provide expert resources in
particular fields, grouped together under umbrella organisations like the Australian Nanofabrication
Facility (ANFF) and the Australian Microscopy and Microanalysis Research Facility (AMMRF).
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5. Feasibility of Sharing Research Infrastructure
It is proposed that, similar to other cooperative consortia operating in Australia, a loose consortium of
contributing Australian PV research institutions could be formed to further facilitate infrastructure
sharing.
Denoted notionally as the Australian PV Research Consortium (APVRC), such a group could manage the
ongoing maintenance and update of research capability register website, host an on-line expert
advisory “chat-room”, offer advisory assistance to ARENA on application calls and responses, and
propose capital and operating funding sources.
However, it is difficult to envisage significant gains to tool sharing given the current degree of
geographical co-location of, and cooperation among, the major institutions working in broadly similar
technology fields – the Melbourne based organic photovoltaic cluster (University of Melbourne, Monash
University, La Trobe University, RMIT University, CSIRO, Melbourne Centre for Nanofabrication (MCN),
Australian Synchrotron) and UNSW / ANU in the inorganic photovoltaics field.
Such a consortium, based on similar principles to ANFF, would seem sensibly to sit within the ACAP
group, and may look, as many other institutions do, to NCRIS, the National Collaborative Research
Infrastructure Strategy for funding support.
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1 INTRODUCTION
This report addresses the ACAP / ARENA Strategic Review Initiative sub-program Australian Solar PV
Cell & M odule Infrastructure Plan and Feasibility Study covering areas within the scope broadly
paraphrased and summarised below.
•

A comprehensive inventory of existing solar PV cell and module research facilities and tools in
Australian public and private institutions.

•

Model agreement outlines for shared access.

•

Catalogue desirable additional tools and facilities and rationalisation of those existing, to
support PV research in the near term (nominally to 2020).

•

Methodologies for shared access in other scientific and engineering disciplines.

•

Feasibility of comprehensive sharing of research capability

The report captures and catalogues current solar PV cell and module research and support capability
across Australia, including all sites willing to participate - university, industry and CSIRO research sites,
plus the many analytical and specialised fabrication groups increasingly offering support to this
research.
The scope of PV research in Australia is extensive, covering almost all of the current and emerging
technologies, notably the well-established silicon based cell and module platforms and other inorganic
solar photovoltaic (IPV) technologies, plus the extensive effort in organic semiconductors based
photovoltaics (OPV), dye sensitised sola r cell structures (DSC) and the rapidly emerging field of
organometal halide Perovskite materials (PeSC).
Capability data collected from sites participating in this survey has been collated and presented in a
w ebsite based searchable database embedded within the Australian Centre for Advanced
Photovoltaics (ACAP) website.
The database web page includes provision for each institution to nominate those tools it regards as
M arquee , those it considers of high or unique value, and for access by external users. The webpage
further provides additional information and links to assist those interested.
While the specialised fabrication and advanced analysis groups included in this survey are well versed
in offering services to third party users and have a long history of doing so, the majority of university
based research facilities have less experience.
To help address this, a generic Access Agreem ent has been developed and distributed that could
potentially form the basis of managing third party access to site and usage of Marquee toolsets. This
Agreement is necessarily a template only, as each institution has site specific management guidelines
and operating protocols.
To assist, a comprehensive set of Access Guidelines has been drafted based on a review of publicly
available information on access agreements, intellectual property management and pricing policies, and
discussions with universities and other institutions.
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A review of the current state of research in all technology areas within the scope has been conducted
and itemised, and input collected from institutions on their projections of likely near term Technology
R oadm ap , covering pathways to projected device performance, cost and manufacturability targets,
and new capability required to allow this to happen, the capability Gap Analysis .
Finally, the ways in which the Australian research and engineering community currently addresses and
facilitates shared access to research tools and capability is considered, and the feasibility of similar
models applying beneficially to the PV research community. The concept of an Australian PV
R esearch Consortium is put forward, building on similar organisational groupings within Australia.
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2 TOOLSET / CAPABILITY WEBSITE DATABASE
A database covering nearly 40 institutions Australia wide has been designed, built, and populated, and
is resident within the website of the Australian Centre for Advanced Photovoltaics, (ACAP), a grouping
of university, industry and government agencies cooperating on a range of research topics and
educational / outreach initiatives. The database also includes many research institutions across
Australia that are outside the ACAP umbrella.
For those institutions that have elected to participate in this PV research capability register, information
has been provided for the website database by way of a site-specific spreadsheet data acquisition
template, which includes information on site location, contacts, facilities, principal research programs,
research area leaders, and an institution website link.
Toolset data relevant to cells and modules, and necessarily also to enabling materials and product
stability, is collected on a line item basis, with each tool assigned a unique database identification code
that allows supporting information specific to that tool to be permanently appended.
All tools are tagged as to material or technology platform type, to allow menu search by the many
material platforms and technology types, and also by the very wide range of characterisation,
performance and stability techniques used.
Each individual tool listing includes (where possible) manufacturer and model number (or, if developed
internally, classified as In-House), and a brief description of the associated process or equipment
specification.
Tools are further flagged as M arquee if sites elect to make them available to third party users, under
specific access agreements determined by the parties.
All Marquee tools have the option for further information to be provided within the web page, typically
equipment photos or additional technical specifications, and a website link.
Given the extremely wide range of technology and characterisation processes uncovered in this work
and made searchable under the website menu filters, an Excel spreadsheet guide m ap is included as
an openable spreadsheet page which expands each category and guides the user to where a particular
tool or capability is likely to be found.
The website software also includes a key w ord search capability.
This database is necessarily a snapshot in time of current capability, and the need for regular
information review and update is noted for the facility to remain relevant. This is feasible and relatively
simple as the website has been built to robustly allow data amendments, deletion or new data upload
without any disruption or live access to existing data.
The website link is the “Australian Research Capability Directory ” menu tab in the banner line of
the ACAP website (http://www.acap.net.au/) and the drop down menus guide the user to Location ,
containing information for all participating sites, and All Tools in the database, filterable by Location ,
Process Type , or M arquee designation. Examples of web pages are shown in Figures 1 and 2.
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The following table lists all the institutions captured in the database, and includes universities, industry
CSIRO and many fabrication and analytical sites increasingly being used by the developing PV
technologies.
In addition, several website screen shots are included as examples of a typical website page for a
research institution location and toolset.

Table 1
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.
33.
34.

Institutions Included in the Capability Register

ANFF-ACT Node
ANU
ANFF-NSW Node
University of NSW
ANFF-SA Node
Wark Institute
Australian National University Engineering
Australian National University RSPE, EME
AIIM University of Wollongong EMC
Australian Synchrotron
Bluglass Ltd
Bragg Institute
ANSTO
Brisbane Materials Ltd
BT Imaging
Charles Darwin University
Griffith University
CCEE
Flinders University
CNST
University of Queensland
COPE
CSIRO Clayton
Industrial Innovation
CSIRO Newcastle
Energy Centre
Dyesol Ltd
Edith Cowan University
ESRI
FII University of SA
FII University of SA
Coatings
Deakin University
IFM
James Cook University
La Trobe University
CMSS
Melbourne Centre for Nanofabrication
Melbourne University
Bio21 Institute
Murdoch University
Monash University
PV Lighthouse
Queensland Microtechnology Facility, Griffith University
Queensland University of Technology
RMIT University
Swinburne University of Technology
University of Adelaide

ACAP ARENA 1-SRI001 Project Report

Canberra, ACT
Kensington, NSW
Mawson Lakes, SA
Canberra, ACT
Canberra, ACT
Wollongong, NSW
Clayton, Vic
Silverwater, NSW
Sydney, NSW
Brisbane, Qld
Sydney, NSW
Darwin, NT
Gold Coast, Qld
Adelaide, SA
Brisbane, Qld
Clayton, Vic
Newcastle, NSW
Queanbeyan, NSW
Perth, WA
Mawson Lakes, SA
Mawson Lakes, SA
Waurn Ponds, Vic
Townsville, Qld
Bundoora, Vic
Clayton, Vic
Parkville, Vic
Perth, WA
Clayton, Vic
Coledale, NSW
Nathan, Qld
Brisbane, Qld
Bundoora, Vic
Melbourne, Vic
Adelaide, SA
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35.
36.
37.
38.
39.

University of Sydney
UNSW Analytical Centre
University of NSW
University of NSW
University of NSW

Figure 1

MWAC
Molecular Photonics Lab
SPREE TETB
SPREE SIRF

Sydney, NSW
Kensington, NSW
Kensington, NSW
Kensington, NSW
Kensington, NSW

UNSW Solar Industrial R esearch Facility (SIR F) Location W eb Page
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Figure 2

UNSW SIR F R oth & Rau M AiA PECVD Deposition Tool
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3 MODEL THIRD PARTY USER ACCESS AGREEMENT
While most PV research support institutions (the advanced analytical, microscopy and high technology
fabrication centres) are well established and have their own set of proven access management
procedures and funding to support sharing, most of the universities interested in sharing or accessing
specialised Marquee tools have less experience.
Such institutions are justifiably concerned at the many potentially problematic issues relating to such
sharing, not the least being regulatory compliance and work health and safety requirements.
Additionally, they have little idea of how to price such access and, while mostly not being interested in
any commercial (profit) return, are concerned that such usage does not actually cost them money or
“crowd out” their own internal users.
To address these issues, a generic User Agreement (Appendix A), and in part included in this
section) has been drafted to form the basis of managing third party access to site and usage of
Marquee tools. This Agreement is necessarily a template only, as each institution will have site specific
management guidelines and operating protocols.
Further, to assist with understanding and addressing the many areas that need consideration in such
an Agreement, a comprehensive set of User Access & Pricing Policy Guidelines (Appendix B) has
been drafted, based on a review of publicly available information from established analytical and
fabrication centres (access agreements, intellectual property management and pricing policies), and
discussions with universities and other institutions.
These Guidelines offer suggestions to institutions within a notionally proposed Australian Photovoltaics
Research Consortium (APVRC, Section 6) operating through the Australian Research Capability
Directory database, and are intended for institutions that have limited experience of such external
access.
It is emphasised that many institutions included in the database have proven experience of external
User access, and reviewing their procedures is strongly recommended when addressing the following
areas and issues:
The Guidelines address each of these areas in detail, and offer an example of how pricing for a
particular tool may be approached.

ACAP ARENA 1-SRI001 Project Report
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USER AGREEMENT
Host #1
User Name:

User #1

Host #1 is a member of the Australian Photovoltaics Research Consortium (APVRC) with
facilities based at __________________________.
As a user of Host #1 facilities I acknowledge that I have read and understood the APVRC User
Access & Pricing Policy Guidelines which accompany this document.
Further, I confirm that:
1.

Marquee Tool / Capability Offer - I acknowledge that I have read and understood the
Marquee Tool or Capability Offer (Attachment 1) and agree to all its terms and
conditions.

2.

Host Usage Classification – I nominate, from the options included in the Host Usage
Classification (Attachment 2) the below classification of the proposed usage, and
acknowledge that this nomination may be used in determining the priority and pricing of
usage.
o

Usage Classification Proposed: __________________________________

o

Purpose of Work: _____________________________________________

3.

Usage Request – I acknowledge that the host makes tools available for external use in
line with their published Usage Request Form (Attachment 3), and I have complied with
the requirements therein.

4.

Toolset Availability / Booking - I acknowledge that the host makes tools available for
external use in line with their published Marquee Tool Booking Schedule (Attachment 4),
and I have complied with the requirements therein.

5.

Access Prioritisation – I acknowledge that the host determines at its sole discretion the
priority it places on usage requests, and I agree to abide by its decision.

6.

Regulatory Compliance – I acknowledge that I have read, fully understood and will at all
times abide by all rules and regulations in place within the host institution.

7.

Process Integrity - I acknowledge that I have fully complied with the host Process Detail
Disclosure Form (Attachment 5) and have disclosed all access and processing details,
including but not limited to materials to be used and process parameters, and that to the
best of my knowledge my usage of the tool will not result in safety breaches, equipment
damage or contamination.

8.

Insurance: I acknowledge that I have read, fully understood and agree the host User
Insurance Policy (Attachment 6) for facility access and equipment usage, and am aware

ACAP ARENA 1-SRI001 Project Report
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of my responsibility and liability should I be shown to cause damage to equipment or
facility during my usage.
9.

Intellectual Property / Information Publication / Acknowledgement – I
acknowledge that I have read, fully understood and agree the host IP Handling Policy
(Attachment 7) and will abide by its terms and conditions.

10.

Data Security - I acknowledge that I have read, fully understood and agree the host
Data Security Policy (Attachment 8) and will abide by its terms and conditions.

11.

Pricing Schedule – I acknowledge that I have read the host Pricing Schedule
(Attachment 9) and accept the rates shown below –

12.

i.

Tool #1 Usage Rate: $_________________________________________

ii.

Tool #2 Usage Rate: $_________________________________________

iii.

Other Charge #1: $_________________________________________

iv.

Other Charge #2: $_________________________________________

Dispute Resolution – in the event of any dispute arising between the host and users, I
agree that the procedures within the host Dispute Resolution Procedure (Attachment 10)
will be followed.

Title / Name:

________________________________________

Institution:

________________________________________

Signature:
Date:

___________________________
___________________________
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4 TECHNOLOGY ROADMAP & GAP ANALYSIS
In developing a technology roadmap and capability gap effectively covering the many research groups
active in the various PV technologies, it has proved useful to:
1.

Summarise the relevant Australian PV research areas with respect to technology, current
performance levels, commercial market scale, product reliability (stability) and production
cost.

2.

Summarise the current status of research activity in each research institutions participating
in this survey in their particular technology field.

3.

Identify near term research programs for each institution and what capability is needed
over the forecast period to achieve those advances, where the gaps currently lie and how
best to address those gaps – what tools, facilities, infrastructure or staffing are required,
when is it required, where proponents suggest it should be located, and at what cost (both
capital and, where possible, ongoing operational).

To this end, the following sections summarise the outcomes of discussions in the major technology
research strands currently actively researched within Australia:
1.

Inorganic Photovoltaics (IPV) – cells and modules based typically on semiconductor
materials or alloys of crystalline silicon (dominant, and denoted a Type IV material*),
compound III-V semiconductors such as gallium arsenide / indium phosphide / gallium
nitride, and thin film II-VI compounds cadmium telluride (CdTe), amorphous and quasicrystalline silicon, copper indium gallium selenide chalcogenides (CIGS) and the similar
copper-zinc-tin-sulphur (CZTS) kesterites. To this is added multi-junction stacked material
structures, nanostructures and concentrating or spectrum splitting devices.

2.

Organic Photovoltaics (OPV) - solar cells or modules where the active components are
carbon based organic semiconductors.

3.

Organic-Inorganic Photovoltaics (OIPV) - organic and inorganic material
combinations, including dye sensitised solar cell (DSC) structures, and the recent and
rapidly advancing metal-organic halide based (Perovskites, from the mineral crystal
structure), typically, but not only, methyl ammonium lead tri-iodide, CH3NH3PbI3.

Note
Carbon, silicon, germanium, tin and lead are correctly denoted Group 14 elements in modern
IUPAC notation, but are more commonly referred to as Group IV in semiconductor physics.
_______________________________________________________________________________
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4.1 Technology – Brief Overview

4.1.1 INORGANIC PHOTOVOLTAICS (IPV)
Silicon (Si) based semiconductor PV devices dominate the IPV area, although compound
semiconductors of other elements are also represented in the research field and commercial market
(mainly by thin film CdTe and CIGS).
Silicon is a non-toxic metalloid material, having properties of both metals and non-metals. It is the
second most abundant in the earth’s crust (after oxygen).
It is referred to as a semiconductor as it conducts electricity, but only under certain conditions.
In its crystalline state, the outer valence (bonding) electrons form four equivalent “hybridised” bonding
orbitals, covalently bound to their neighbouring atoms in spatially-symmetrical tetrahedral
arrangement.
The electron energy band structure in such Si crystalline material has a range of allowed bonding
orbital energy levels increasing up to the outermost occupied level (the “valence” bands), then a region
devoid of allowed energy states (the “forbidden band gap”) and then a set of allowed higher energy
bands (the “conduction” band).
In an idealised ground state, all the valence band levels are completely filled with electrons, with none
in the conduction band. The presence of the forbidden band gap leads to the semiconducting property
of silicon - weak conduction from a significant, but not insurmountable, barrier to electrons which gain
energy from the surrounding environment and are “promoted” across the forbidden band gap as
excited charge carriers into the conduction bound, relatively free to wander and so conduct electricity.
At normal ambient conditions, some electrons do populate levels in the conduction band, and this
population can be increased by externally adding energy by, for instance, heating or illuminating the
material.
Unlike semiconductors, insulating materials have a very large forbidden band gap, effectively blocking
any electrons from the conduction band, while conductors such as metals have effectively no band gap
and hence present no impediment to free electron flow.
Pure silicon, as a semiconductor, has little practical electrical application. To fabricate an active
electronic device that can, for instance, allow electrical current switching, areas within the material
must be created that are electronically dissimilar.
This is typically done by incorporating into the crystal lattice trace amounts of impurities (or
“dopants”), atoms that fit reasonably well within the crystal structure, but which have more or less
electrons than their silicon neighbours.
Typical examples are phosphorous (P), of atomic size not dissimilar to Si but with one more outer shell
(valence band) electron and boron (B), also somewhat similarly sized but one less valence electron.
The regions which incorporate these dopants are termed respectively negative or n-type for the
electron rich phosphorous doped region (not negatively charged, but electron rich), and p-type for the
electron deficient boron doped region.
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The region (or junction) between these two doped areas is termed a homojunction, since it occurs in
the same base (silicon) material.
At the junction interface, the n-type / p-type electron imbalance leads to charge separation, which is
self-limiting resulting and results in a fixed electric field across the junction.
Across the junction there is also a shift in the Fermi level, a notional bandgap energy level where there
exists an equal likelihood of an electron having energy above or below it. This Fermi level is different
in silicon with dopants contributing more or less electrons (for instance, lying closer to the conduction
band in an electron rich n-type material, or to the valence band in electron deficient material).
As the Fermi level must remain constant throughout the body of the material, the energy levels of the
valence and conductive bands are shifted relative to each other across the junction.
The simplest of the silicon based semiconductor devices and of relevance to photovoltaics is the diode
switch, in which an externally-applied voltage either increases or decreases the junction electric field,
in one polarity to an extent where it collapses the junction electrostatic barrier and electrons are free
to flow under the applied electrical bias.
A similar “solar cell” device structure is used to generate electricity as the inbuilt junction field can be
used to collect electrons promoted to the conduction band by absorbing energy from incoming
sunlight.
The width of the bandgap (different in the range of materials noted earlier) defines both the maximum
voltage potential of the photovoltaic device (from the required junction band-bending) and the photocurrent generation, since the light energy must be must sufficient to promote electrons into the
conduction band.
For a working solar cell, it only remains to collect the photo-generated current by conductive contacts
(usually, but not only, metal) applied to the surfaces of the device, to interconnect individual cells in
series to achieve workable electrical output, and to package the cells in environmentally secure ways to
ensure continued operation over many years in hostile environments.
It should be noted that the above description addresses the “homojunction” doped silicon device
structure. Many of the other compound materials noted earlier are “heterojunction” devices, where the
junction is between dissimilar materials, for instance the commercially significant CdTe / CdS thin film
solar cell.
The many technology variants noted in the following research areas address the practical issues
addressed in this simple technology description.
•

To optimally “harvest” the energy from the incoming sunlight, it is necessary to utilise a
variety of different bandgap materials. This leads to a range of semiconductor material types,
and device structure options, from stacking different materials on top of each other to
concentrating the light, or splitting and redirecting the incoming light to several optimally
constructed solar cell receivers.

•

Light coupling into the solar cell is critical as this is the energy source of the photocurrent, and
light can be lost to absorption or reflected by materials in the optical pathway to the device
surface. Any shadowing obstruction on the semiconductor surface (such as external
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conductors) will also block incoming light. Hence there are several approaches to reducing
optical losses - improved surface light-coupling mechanisms, relocation of conductors away
from the illuminated surface, and improving the optical performance of packaging.
•

The quality of the semiconductor material must also be sufficient to allow the photo-generated
charge carriers to survive long enough without recombining (dropping back into their original
energy levels) and to be collected and made available externally. Traditionally this has been
achieved by using very highly purified materials, but this is costly in both energy and money
terms. Hence there is focus on using lower cost materials without unduly impacting
performance.

•

Several of the technologies discussed in this and the following sections utilise materials which
are toxic (Cd, Se, Pb), increasingly scarce (Te, In) or difficult to manufacture reliably (CIGS).
These issues are also addressed in several of the technology options in the following sections.
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4.1.2 ORGANIC PHOTOVOLATICS (OPV)
Organic photovoltaics (OPV) can best be described simply as solar cells where the active components
are composed of organic semiconductors.
OPV can be considered in an analogous manner to inorganic photovoltaic devices in that light
absorption within the active semiconductor materials results in charge carriers being generated and
separated between measurable atomic electron energy levels, similar in concept to the valence and
conduction band edges of IPV materials, and carriers transported to a junction between electronically
dissimilar materials.
In an organic semiconductor, notionally discrete single and double bonds of a conjugated molecule
have bonding molecular orbitals delocalised into what is called an extended π bonding orbital, with the
highest occupied molecular orbital (HOMO) analogous to the valence band edge of inorganic
semiconductor materials.
In electrochemical terms, the HOMO energy level is equivalent to the (First) Ionisation Energy of
the material, the energy needed to remove the outermost (highest energy) electron from the neutral
atom to free space. This is measurable by techniques such as cyclic voltammetry (CV) and
photoemission spectroscopy (PES).
As in inorganic semiconductor materials, the organic semiconductor molecule also has a set of allowed
higher energy levels, denoted π* bonding orbitals separated by a region devoid of allowed states, the
forbidden band gap.
The lowest of the π* states is referred to the Lowest Unoccupied Molecular Orbital (LUMO),
corresponding to the bottom of the conduction band in inorganic materials which, in electrochemical
terminology corresponds to the measurable Electron Affinity (EA) of the material, the energy
released when an additional electron is attached to a neutral molecule
In organic semiconductors, the bandgap energy is related to the maximum possible open circuit
voltage of the material, and is relatively large, typically in the range 1.5-4eV (cf Si at 1.1eV).
OPV devices typically include two or more chemically dissimilar organic semiconductor materials
meeting at a heterojunction, the interface between materials of different electronic energy band
structures, an Absorber (or, more commonly, referred to as a Donor) and an Acceptor.
The HOMO / LUMO levels of the Absorber are higher than the Acceptor, facilitating photo-generated
carrier (electron and hole) transfer across the heterojunction.
OPV devices are referred to as Excitonic since photo-generation typically occurs via the creation of
relatively strongly bound electron-hole pairs (an exciton) with a Coulombic electrostatic binding
energy typically a few tenths of an eV (up to 0.5eV). They are thought to “hop” through the active
organic material until separation into free electron and hole occurs at the Donor / Acceptor interface
electric field.
The Donor (for example, the widely used P3HT, poly(3-hexyl) thiophene) absorbs sunlight energy
and excitons are generated and transported to the heterojunction where the junction field dissociates
the exciton and free electrons are injected into the Acceptor material (for example, the widely used
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fullerene PCBM, [6,6]-phenyl C61 butyric acid methyl ester) and then to the external device electrode
(the Cathode). The presence of excess free electrons in the Acceptor leads to these materials being
sometimes referred to as n-type.
The Absorber facilitates hole transport to the external device electrode (the Anode), and the excess
hole concentration leads to the reference as p-type materials).
There is speculation that exciton transfer into the Acceptor can occur prior to dissociation, and it has
been demonstrated that the Acceptor can also contribute significantly to photo-generation (Ref 2, 3).
OPV devices are typically fabricated as Linear Heterojunction (LHJ) devices, where the Absorber /
Acceptor materials are layered on top of each other, or Bulk Hetrojunction (BHJ) where the
Absorber and Acceptor materials are blended together in an interspersed mixture of varying structure
(or morphology).
Due to the very short lifetime of the photo-generated excitons, OPV materials typically comprise very
thin active material layers (typically < 200 nanometres) providing short path lengths to the external
collection electrodes.
The final requirement for an operating OPV device is the establishment of an electric field to assist
separation and collection of the photo-generated free carriers. This field is established by surface
electrode contacts of differing Work Function (WF, the energy needed to remove an electron from its
surface to vacuum immediately outside the solid surface).
The low Work Function Cathode (Al, for example) collects electrons and the higher Work Function
Anode (ITO, for example) collects holes.
Structures may also include electron and hole Blocking Layers to inhibit carriers moving to, and
recombining at, the wrong external electrodes.
The anode is typically a conductive transparent material such as the conductive oxides (to date,
predominantly indium based), metal meshes (eg silver nanowires), or nanostructures (eg carbon
nanotubes).
Photo absorption enhancing structures such as plasmonic nanostructures and fluorescing converters
are also used.
OPV devices are typically fabricated as thin films of active materials, allowing flexible device structure
(unlike current large area crystalline silicon based devices). A device structure typically consists of 

very thin individual layers or multi-component mixtures of organic semiconductor materials,
potentially with internal scaffold structures for morphology control, deposited by liquid
solution coating or physical vapour deposition onto supporting substrates or superstrates,
both inorganic (glass) or organic (semi-rigid or flexible plastic film)



electron and hole blocking layers



conductive, transparent, anode for current collection and external contact (inorganic oxides
(indium, zinc, or fluorine doped tin oxides), or thin / meshed metals, nanostructures or high
conductivity organic polymers



metal cathode
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sectioning into discrete, interconnected small area segments given the area size constraints
of relatively low anode conductivity and the presence of material layer defects (pinholes)
due to the very thin material layers, the density of which increases exponentially with area;



protective encapsulants, and air / moisture ingress barrier sealing.

4.1.3 ORGANIC-INORGANIC PHOTOVOLTAICS (OIPV)
OIPV devices constitute a combination of organic and inorganic materials such as the dye-sensitised
solar cell technology (DSC), and the more recent organometallic alkyl ammonium metal halides (PeSC,
the ABX3 perovskite crystal structure), as both the absorber in DSC structures and as stand-alone
discrete devices.
While charge generation and transport in DSC devices is well understood, the functioning of perovskite
metalorganic devices is not, and may involve contribution from both the organic and inorganic
components of the molecule.
Perovskite PV devices typically use methyl ammonium lead tri-iodide (CH3NH3PbI3) as a single material
device, or as the donor in a DSC arrangement.
Perovskite based device fabrication mirrors to a large extent that of OPV in that it is usually deposited
in thin films as a solution based coating technique or as physical deposition (thermally evaporated or
sputtered).
While a relatively recent technology, perovskites have to date demonstrated impressive photoconversion efficiencies, which are rapidly improving and have commercially significant projections.
They also use abundant, low cost materials and have a projected a low cost manufacturing route, and
may benefit from the large body of background work in perovskite structured metal oxides used in
superconducting ceramics.
They do, however, suffer the significant disadvantage of being extremely sensitive to degradation from
moisture exposure (Pb halide dissolution), and also the current use of lead (Pb), a toxic heavy metal
with processing prone to Pb or Pb oxide dust formation.
The presence of Pb may also expose the product to regulatory restrictions on use and deployment.
Alternative elements to replace lead in the perovskite structure are under active investigation,
principally tin (Sn) although it is considered likely other candidates will be identified.
DSC devices have traditionally used titanium dioxide as a wide bandgap acceptor material, in a large
area (mesoporous) structure with the donor metalorganic dye (traditionally ruthenium based) as the
absorbing material, adsorbed onto the TiO2 surface. The device structure also requires an oxidationreduction couple charge carrier medium to allow reductive regeneration of the dye, typically a liquid
solution or gel, and the normal conductive contacts and encapsulating methodologies.
The requirement to permanently contain the electrolyte has to date posed significant problems in
encapsulation of large area liquid-junction DSC devices. Whilst progress has been made toward more
stable solid-state DSC devices, in recent times attention on these has shifted toward the better
performing Perovskite devices.
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4.2 Current Status of PV Technologies

The defining commercial parameter for photovoltaic technologies is the cost of electrical energy
delivered to the user (price is a separate issue, commercial not technical).

This cost is captured in systematic Levelised Cost of Electricity (LCOE) analyses and, while the cost of
the solar cell or module is a critical component of this, there are also many contributing actors which
are beyond the scope of this work (location, local costs etc).
The defining parameter in this survey is therefore the manufacturing cost of the solar module ($/W,
the cost to manufacture versus the power produced), its performance (photo-conversion efficiency), its
lifetime in the field (its environmental stability) and its environmental sustainability (manufacturing or
product hazard, energy content etc).
Each of these are examined briefly in the following sections with relation to Australian research

4.2.1 COMMERCIAL SCALE
The global PV market is now commercially significant, with global annual production estimated at
between 45 and 55 GW in 2014 (Ref 4, Page 4) and expected to grow at around 6% pa (Ref 5, Page
54), reaching an accumulated installed base of some 700 GW and annual production of 75 GW in 2017
(Ref 5, Page 54) and annual demand over 100 GW by 2019 (Ref 6).
Crystalline silicon based product dominates the current market at >90% market share, and is expected
to continue to do so for the foreseeable future (Ref 5, Page 54).

4.2.2 PERFORMANCE
As listed in the latest Solar Cell Efficiency tables (Ref 7, Pages 806-7) performance levels as of 2014 at
one sun standard test conditions for small area cell or sub-module devices, including those of relevance
to current Australian research initiatives are as follows:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Silicon, crystalline
Silicon, multicrystalline
Silicon, thin film
GaAs (mutlicrystalline)
CIGS
CdTe
InGaP/GaAs/InGaAs tri junction
Dye Sensitised
OPV
PeSC

25.6% / 143.7 cm2
20.8% / 243.9 cm2
25.6% / 143.7 cm2
18.4% / 4.0 cm2
21.0% / 0.99 cm2
21.0% / 1.06 cm2
37.9% / 1.05 cm2
8.8% / 398.8 cm2
9.7% / 26.1 cm2
15.0% / 1.0 cm2

At commercially available module product size, however, there are no entries as yet for DSC or PeSC,
with the well-established silicon and CdTe technologies dominant:


Silicon, monocrystalline
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Silicon, mutlicrystalline
CdTe
CIGS
OPV

18.5% / 14,881 cm2
17.5% / 7,021 cm2
15.7% / 9,703 cm2
8.7% / 802 cm2

Claims of commercial product performance above these figures can be found, however:


Trina Solar, April 24, 2015 p-type multicrystalline silicon module at 19.14% (Ref 8)



Toshiba 2014 Highlights: OPV modules of 8.5% efficiency (5x5cm), 6.8% (20x20) and the
development of a 30x30cm module (Ref 9).



Korean developed perovskite devices combining two alkyl ammonium group perovskites
(methyl and formadimium) have reached 17.9% (Ref 10) but these are noted as small
devices, “the cells being tested were just 0.1cm2”.

A recent report by the University of Queensland’s Centre for Organic Photonics & Electronics (UQ
COPE) (Ref 11, Page 7) contends stable performance at the module (large area) level for any product
should be at 8-10% conversion efficiency in order to reach a commercially acceptable LCOE. This is
already true for silicon and CdTe based products, and is the benchmark target for organic and organicinorganic device technology.
From the data presented, it is clear that commercially significant conversion efficiency product is
currently made for silicon and several other IPV thin film technologies, and levels are promising for the
other technologies under review.

4.2.3 MANUFACTURING COST
Costs for silicon based flat plate modules are currently around or below US$0.50/Wp for large area
modules, with projections for cost reductions into the mid US$0.30/Wp range in the next few years
(Ref 12).
The UQ COPE report (Ref 11, Page 7) proposes next generation technology commercial contenders
need to be aiming for sub US$0.20/Wp, with module efficiencies around 10% and field lifetime of 20
years, in order to meet a competitive levelised cost of electricity (LCOE) target of $0.10/kWh
Organic PV small scale / low volume commercial production currently exists (infinitypv, Ref 13),
albeit at very high prices, and industrial scale manufacturing costs have recently been modelled in
detail, including recent papers by a European / Scandinavian group (Ref 14) and from the University
of Newcastle Centre for Organic Electronics (Ref 15).
In the European paper, industrial scale product based on various materials and structure and, at
assumed 10% module conversion efficiency, a manufacturing cost below €0.15/Wp is projected, in line
with those in the UQ COPE guidelines (Ref 11).
In the latter University of Newcastle paper (Ref 15), a technology-standard material set and device
structure is assumed, known high cost elements (principally ITO) substituted with feasible low cost
alternatives, and industry standard processing techniques adopted in a detailed, bottom-up analysis.
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From this study, fully built up high volume manufacturing costs of around $8.00/m2 are projected
($7.85±2.35/m2).
While no predictions are made for product performance, assuming the above 10% module conversion
efficiency benchmark, a cost of US$0.08/Wp can be inferred, in line with the UQ COPE report guideline
(Ref 11).
It should be noted that the $/Wp cost can be reduced by both improving performance (increasing Wp’s)
and reducing manufacturing cost.
Thus performance improvement and cost reduction is the focus of the research work in the following
sections, albeit always within the bounds of product stability (reliability) which is fundamental to
market acceptance and delivered energy cost.

4.2.4 PRODUCT STABILITY / LIFETIME
Commercial PV product is (or should be) subjected to rigorous accelerated aging to demonstrate its
environmental stability and to back the very long warranties typically currently offered (25 years or
more) and factored into LCOE assessments.
International exposure test regimes have been in place for decades (see IEC 61215 / 61646, Ref 16)
to facilitate this, and a large body of experience in encapsulating silicon and other inorganic PV product
has been developed.
Silicon and IPV based modules are typically fabricated with series connected discrete cells and
encapsulated by vacuum lamination within a sandwich of glass superstrate, ethyelene vinyl acetate
(EVA) pottant and polyvinyl fluoride (PVF) backing sheet. Alternative edge-sealed thin glass/glass
module structures are also commercially available.
OPV-OIPV products are, however, much more sensitive to environmental exposure than most IPV
product (some thin film materials allowing) and this makes photochemical degradation tolerance and
high quality encapsulation critical to their commercial acceptance.
Hence the benchmark target of a 20 year field lifetime will require intensive focus for organic based PV
technologies.
It also demands very rigorous assessment of risks involved with encapsulation changes proposed for
IPV based product, for instance to reduce encapsulation cost or improve light transmission in high
performance module technologies.
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4.3 Technology Roadmap & Capability Gap Analysis
4.3.1 TECHNOGY ROADMAP - SUMMARY OF FINDINGS

This section reviews the findings from a review of all research and support institutions for –
•

The status of their current research activities,

•

Their projected technology development roadmap over the next few years,

•

The capability gaps identified in delivering that roadmap,

•

How those gaps are best addressed by additional facilities or toolsets, in terms of suggested
location by the proposing institution and timing

•

The costs associated with addressing those gaps (both capital and operational

As noted earlier, IPV crystalline silicon solar cells and modules dominate the current commercial market
and are expected to do so for many years. Thin film technologies, both inorganic organic, remain small
players in the commercial market (First Solar’s CdTe technology aside) but, because of projected
significant cost reduction potential, they are very actively pursued in the research sector.
In terms of current IPV technology, silicon cell manufacturing has historically been dominated by the
“Al BSF” technology of large area, thick multi-or mono-crystalline single junction silicon cells with
screen printed front and rear conductive metal-glass contacts – a silver front grid, and an aluminium
rear contact providing a reasonable degree of surface passivation (a Back Surface Field, BSF).
However, a steady move towards significantly more efficient cell structures is emerging in commercial
production, the most significant being the PERC (Passivated Emitter Rear Cell) and HIT (Heterojunction
with Intrinsic Thin layer) and potentially IBC (Interdigitated Back Contact) technologies.
Australian research in the IPV area is thus focussed on the next generation of performance
improvement and cost reduction, in particular:
•

Low cost / low quality crystalline silicon in high performance devices by bulk material
passivation

•

Low cost electrical contact materials – removing / reducing Ag usage

•

Ultra-thin devices – silicon, or earth-abundant / non-toxic thin film

•

Super-passivated silicon device surfaces and reduced contact resistance

•

Improved light capture by –

•

•

Using several collecting junctions on the one device

•

Placing all electrical contacts on the non-illuminated side

•

Splitting incoming light and redirecting it to appropriate collector devices

•

Introducing innovative light capturing structures to trap light within the device

3rd generation approaches – hot carriers, quantum dot structures, carrier selective contacts
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Australian IPV research is concentrated within a few university groups and, to a much lesser degree, in
Australian industry. Groups who have participated in this survey comprise:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

University of NSW, School of Photovoltaic & Renewable Energy Engineering (UNSW SPREE)
Australian National University, School of Engineering (ANU Engineering)
Australian National University, Research School of Physics & Engineering (ANU RSPE)
Swinburne University of Technology, Centre for Micro-Photonics
University of Sydney
Bluglass Ltd
Brisbane Materials

Research in the OPV-OIPV area is focussed on •
•
•
•
•
•

Identifying new materials with focus on performance, cost and manufacturing feasibility
Developing synthesis routes for such materials
Characterising material properties, performance and degradation mechanisms
Developing environmentally acceptable processing techniques
Fabricating and encapsulating stable devices
Demonstrating long term environmental stability

Research in OPV-OIPV is conducted in a much wider range of research institutes, and also in one major
industry group. Groups who have participated in this survey comprise:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.

University of Melbourne
University of Queensland
Monash University
CSIRO Manufacturing
CSIRO Energy Centre
University of NSW
Australian National University, School of Engineering (ANU Engineering)
Flinders University
University of SA
University of Adelaide
RMIT University
Deakin University
Charles Darwin University
Edith Cowan University
James Cook University
Queensland University of Technology
Griffith University
Dyesol Ltd
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In addition, major support to research is provided by highly specialised analytical and microfabrication
centres, including the following groups who have participated in this survey:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

UNSW Mark Wainwright Analytical Centre
Bragg Institute
Australian Synchrotron
ANFF-NSW Node
ANFF-ACT Node
ANFF-SA Node
Melbourne Centre for Nanofabrication (ANFF-VIC Member)
Centre for Materials & Surface Science, La Trobe University
Queensland Microtechnology Facility, Griffith University
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4.3.2 IPV RESEARCH - SUMMARY BY INSTITUTION
IPV research at the institutions listed below covers the following topics. These are individually explored
in detail in the following sections, and the technology roadmap, capability gaps and costing recorded.
University of NSW
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Solar Silicon
III-V Cells on Silicon using SiGe Buffer Layers
III-V Cells on Silicon Using Gallium Phosphide
III-V Cells on Silicon Using Atomically Abrupt Si/Ge Transition
Chalcogenide Cells on Silicon
Non-Epitaxial Tandem Cells on Silicon
Infrastructure Upgrade - Thin Film Inorganic (CZTS)
CZTS Cells on Soda Lime Glass
CZTS-coated Architectural Stainless Steel
Superstrate Liquid-Phase Crystallised Silicon on Glass Cells
Model Phonon Dispersion in Bulk Materials and Nanostructures
Hot Carrier Absorber Using Bulk Materials
Hot Carrier Absorber Using Nanostructures
Energy Selective Contacts
Complete Hot Carrier Devices
Optimisation of Homojunction Si QD Devices
Develop Heterojunction Devices
Absorption & Electrical Properties of Materials & Devices
Other Materials based on Si or Ge QD's
Light Trapping Characterisation
Plasmonic Nanomesh Contacts for Thin-Film Photovoltaics
Optical Constants of Silver
Novel Light Trapping in Si Based Solar Cells
Cost Evaluations
40% Efficient Power Cube Power Tower Receiver
Carrier Selective Contacts for Boosting Solar Cell Efficiency
High Efficiency, Industrial Module Design & Fabrication
Plated Metal Contacts / Carrier Selective Contacts in High Efficiency Cell Structures
Super Passivation & Carrier Selective Contacts
Ultrathin Flexible Silicon Solar Cell on Steel
Photoluminescence (PL) Spectroscopy
Smart Modules
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Australian National University
•
•
•
•
•

Solar Silicon
Rear Contact Silicon Cells
Passivated Contacts
Silicon Tandem Cells (Mechanically Stacked)
OPV Device Architectures

•
•
•
•
•
•

Light Trapping
Photoluminescence (PL) Spectroscopy
Smart Modules
Light Trapping Characterisation
Plasmonics for Thin Film Photovoltaics

•

Optical and electronic constants of silicon
Novel Light Trapping in Si Based Solar Cells

•
•
•

Thin Flexible Silicon Solar Cells and modules
Sliver solar cells on Si and III-V materials
Cost Evaluations

•

III-V (GaAs) solar cells based upon nanowires

Swinburne University
•

High efficiency thin film silicon modules with integrated photonic absorption and thermal
management.

Sydney University
•

Computer modelling of semiconductor material and device structures

Bluglass Ltd
•

Low temperature remote plasma deposited compound semiconductors (InGaN and others)

Brisbane Materials
•

Inorganic antireflection module cover glass coating
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4.3.3 OPV / OIPV RESEARCH - SUMMARY BY INSTITUTION
OPV / OIPV research is more broadly based, with all activities in most major cities and many regional
centres. Major research areas for each institution are summarised below, and detailed in the following
sections.
University of NSW, SPREE
•
•
•

Organic Bulk Heterojunction Solar Cells
Organic-Inorganic Base Solar Cells
Metal Complexes as Solid State Hole Conducting Materials

Australian National University
•
•

Perovskite Solar Cells
Silicon/perovskite tandems

University of NSW, Molecular Photonics Laboratory

•

Fundamental Molecular Spectroscopy

•

Photochemical Up-conversion

University of Melbourne
•
•
•

•

Industrially Relevant Solvent Systems
OPV High Performance Materials
OPV Device Architectures

OPV Characterisation

Monash University
•
•
•
•

Organic/Inorganic Hybrid Devices
Impedance Spectroscopy
Flexible Perovskite Solar Cells
Fast deposition of Lead Iodide Perovskite Solar Cells

•

Metal Complexes as Solid State Hole Conducting Materials

CSIRO Manufacturing Clayton
•

Printing and Scale Up

University of Queensland
•
•

Elucidating the Role of Donor & Acceptor in Photocurrent Generation
Characterising the Factors that Affect Photocurrent Collection in Sub-Module Cells

•

Methods to Characterise the Optical & Electrical Properties of Organic and Other Thin Film
Earth Abundant Solar Cell

University of South Australia
•
•

Synthesis of Conjugated Polymers for Green Organic Solar Cells
Morphology Control of the Active Material in Printed Solar Cells
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University of South Australia, Coatings
•
•
•

Infrared Filters
Conductive Polymers
Durable Optical Coatings

Flinders University
•
•
•
•
•

Nanotechnology and Polymer Science
Interfaces in Dye-sensitised Solar Cells
Advanced Characterisation - MIES / NICISS
Scanning Probe Microscopy
Carbon Nanotubes as novel conductive structures

University of Adelaide
•
•

Highly fluorescent conjugated polymer nanostructures
Soft Condensed Matter Theory

La Trobe University, CMSS
•

Surface analytical techniques

RMIT University
•
•
•
•
•
•

Novel nanomaterials
Dye sensitised titanium dioxide hybrid solar cells
Quantum dot sensitised titanium dioxide hybrid solar cells
Perovskite solar cells
Photo-induced Electron transfer dynamics
Laser Spectroscopy

CSIRO Energy Centre Newcastle
•
•
•
•
•

Perovskite, organic, dye-sensitised & related solar cells - materials synthesis
Perovskite, organic, dye-sensitised & related solar cells - cell & sub-module fabrication
Outdoor I-V testing - all cell & module types
Calibrated module flash testing
IEC 17025 accredited cell testing

Queensland University of Technology
•
•

Sensitized solar cells and earth-abundant thin film solar cells
Nanotechnology Research Programs/Activities

Deakin University, IFM
•
•
•

surface nano-structuring
element doping
surface functionalization
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Griffith University
•
•
•
•

Synthesis of Light Harvesting Nanomaterials
Perovskite Solar Cells
Dye Sensitised Solar Cells
Sustainable Materials for Energy Conversion & Storage

Dyesol Limited
•
•
•

Perovskite system stability/durability to industrial standards
Perovskite efficiency for stable/durable systems at commercial levels
Scaling-up perovskite modules and panels to manufacturing capability

James Cook University
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Charge transport in organic materials for application in organic opto-electronics and organic
solar cells
Developed porphyrin-TiO2 hybrid materials that overcome the poor absorption characteristics
of the semiconductor within the solar spectrum
Conduced photo-stability testing of organic polymers used for solar cells
Demonstrated potential hazards of combining TiO2 nanoparticles with organic compounds
World-leader in solar manufacturing of organic chemicals with concentrated sunlight
Successfully demonstrated the potential of solar energy for water treatment applications
Developed novel integrated photocatalytic adsorbents (IPAs) for waste treatment
Development of sustainable, natural-resource-based environmentally friendly biomaterials and
electronic and biomedical devices
Use of essential oils or its constituents as a precursor for preparing polymer thin films using
low-temperature plasma polymerization
Successfully demonstrated the fabrication of optically transparent polymer thin films over a
variety of substrates including silicon and plastics
Developed graphene from non-conventional sustainable sources using plasma enhanced
chemical vapour deposition
Non-destructive characterisation of various materials but primarily dielectric and
superconducting materials
Charge transport mobility in organic polymers for application in organic opto-electronics and
organic solar cells
Smart Grid & Smart Grid technologies
Grid integration of alternative sources
Distributed renewable energy generation systems
Impacts of large-scale penetration of solar PV and wind generation on dynamic performance
of power system
Power system modelling
Renewable energy education and Plug-in Hybrid Electric Vehicle (PHEV)
Polymer thin films
Organic electronics
Plasma nanoscience
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•
•

Material characterisation
In vitro material testing

Edith Cowan University
•

Functional photoluminescent materials and embedded absorption-free particulate scatterers,

•

Spectrally-selective optical coatings

•

Micro/Nano-patterning of glass substrates for spectrally-selective light trapping

•

Light scattering control in materials with very low optical absorption.

Charles Darwin University
•

Design and Fabrication of Thin Film Organic Solar Cells

•

Design and Fabrication of Organic Light Emitting Devices

•

Design of Inorganic Scintillators

•

Excitonic and Photonic Processes in Materials
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4.3.4 SUPPORT INSTITUTIONS – SUMMARY BY INSTITUTION
In addition to the above research sites, the following advanced microfabrication and characterisation
institutions were reviewed.
Detail of this capability review and their principle areas of support to the PV research area is presented
in Section 4.3.9

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

UNSW Mark Wainwright Analytical Centre
Bragg Institute
Australian Synchrotron
ANFF-NSW Node
ANFF-ACT Node
ANFF-SA Node
Melbourne Centre for Nanofabrication (ANFF-VIC Member)
Centre for Materials & Surface Science, La Trobe University
Queensland Microtechnology Facility, Griffith University

4.3.5 OTHER GROUPS CANVASSED
The following groups were canvassed but had no relevant PV research capability to report.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Innovia Security (Securency)
Sapphicon / Silanna
Tindo Solar
Bond University
Central Queensland University
Macquarie University
University of Technology Sydney

The remaining groups were canvassed as likely to have relevant research activity but who did not
respond or elected not to participate.
•
•
•
•

University of Newcastle
University of Wollongong
ANFF Materials Node
ANFF Optofab
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4.3.6 CAPABILITY GAPS – SUMMARY OF FINDINGS
Capability Gaps have been identified by each research institution, along with their estimated associated
costs, suggested location by the proposing institution and timing, and are summarised in the following
tables.
In summary •

While research programs are clearly outlined, outcomes mapped over time have proven
difficult to define.

•

Most capability gaps are noted as requiring attention immediately, hence the expense
mapping of requested tools / facilities is heavily front-end loaded.

•

While significant new laboratory synthesis and characterisation capability has been proposed,
a major focus has been the establishment of pilot production demonstration capability:

•

•

IPV – completion of SIRF at UNSW

•

IPV – upgrade and extension of the ANU PV labs

•

OPV/OIPV - completion of the manufacturing demonstration facility at CSIRO Clayton

•

OPV – large scale thin film coating facility (Edith Cowan University)

•

OIPV - pilot production line (Dyesol)

Where proposed, the type, provider and capital costs of new laboratory based synthesis and
characterisation equipment tool have generally been provided (although in some cases, details
for these are still under investigation), but installation / running costs have proven difficult to
define and have generally been assumed to be covered within the institutions operating
budgets.

The survey is thus characterised by a level of difficulty in accurately defining the timing of outcomes of
research work, and a strong front-end loading of measures to plug perceived capability gaps.
In the capability gaps and expenditure identified, several “big ticket” items are prominent:
•

a strong focus on providing industrial / commercial manufacturing and product reliability
demonstration (more so than laboratory level infrastructure), of a type partially already in
place at the UNSW Solar Industrial Research Facility and CSIRO Manufacturing in Clayton

•

repeated calls for improved performance measurement capability, at the cell and module level,
as developing new technologies pose problems for accurately assessing performance on
current equipment

Total expenditure over the 5 year technology roadmap time horizon of over $150M has been identified,
and a timed plan summarised in the following table, although it should emphasised that some of the
major expenditure proposals are aspirational and somewhat loosely defined.
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No capability gaps were identified by the support analytical and microfabrication centres, although
some capability identified by the research institutions is flagged as potentially best sited within these
specialist facilities.

The following table summarises the overall gap analysis expenditure plan and, as previously noted, is
characterised by heavy front-end loading (given an understandable general difficulty in foreseeing
capability gaps beyond a few years of research) and some aspirational and loosely defined
infrastructure proposals.

Table 2

Total Gap Expenditure by Technology and Time

Total Spend
All Technologies

IPV

OPV

Total

2016

$

28.91

$

12.01

$

40.92

A$'M

2017

$

18.73

$

34.50

$

53.23

A$'M

2018

$

7.43

$

7.50

$

14.93

A$'M

2019

$

0.03

$

42.50

$

42.53

A$'M

2020

$

0.02

$

7.50

$

7.52

A$'M

Total Spend

$

55.12

$ 104.01

$ 159.13

A$'M

The following tables summarise in detail the gap proposals for all institutions canvassed, categorised as
to institution, research program, expenditure, timing and proposed location.
In the tables, the following input annotations have been used:
o
o
o
o

Q/R = Quote Requested
U/D = Toolset Undefined
C/E = Capability Gaps Covered Elsewhere
N/I = No Capability Gaps Identified
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Table 3

Capability Gaps by Institution – Inorganic PV

Research
Program

Capability Gap

Cost
$'M

When

Where

5.00
0.50
1.00
0.40
0.04
0.50
0.50
0.04
0.25
Q/R
0.20
0.12
0.003
0.05
0.19
0.05
0.40
U/D

C/E
C/E
C/E

2016
2016
2017
2016
2016
2016
2016
2016
2016
2016
2016
2016
2016
2016
2016
2016
2016
2016
2016
2016
2016

SIRF
SIRF
SIRF
TETB
TETB
TETB
SIRF
TETB
TETB
TETB
TETB
TETB
TETB
TETB
TETB
TETB
TETB
TETB

2.00

2017

TETB

0.05
0.02
N/I
N/I
0.15
0.10
0.10
0.05
0.10

2016
2016

TETB
TETB

2016-2020
2016
2016
2016
2017

TETB
TETB
TETB

2016
2016
2016
2017

TETB/ANFF
TETB
TETB
SIRF
SIRF
SIRF
SIRF
SIRF
SIRF
MWAC
TETB
SIRF
TETB
TETB

University of New South Wales
PP1.1
PP1.3a(i)
PP1.3a(ii)
PP1.3a(iii)

PP1.3a(iv)

PP1.3a(v)

PP2.2a
PP2.2b
PP2.2c
PP2.3
PP2.4
PP2.4b(i)
PP2.4b(ii)
PP2.4b(iii)
PP2.4b(iv)
PP3.2b
PP3.2c
PP3.2d
PP3.2e
PP4
PP6.1

PP6.2
PP6.3

SPREE#01

SPREE#02

SPREE#03

Completion - IPV Industrial Demonstation Line
532nm / p-S dielectric patterning laser
MOCVD GaAsP capable
Spectral response for multijunction Si / III-V cell structures
Modelling - production parameters vs performance
Ge Anneal CW 532nm Laser
MOCVD III-V Deposition
MBE Si Filament
MBE P-dope Upgrade
Wafer bonder - Karl Suss SB-6 / Microtec NanoPrep
Dedicated Sputter - ZnO / TCO + Molybdenum
Selenisation Furnace RTP/ Knudsen Cell
Furnace - 500°C / O2 ambient
Plasma Surface Activation
Enviro-Chamber Embedded AFM
Enviro-Chamber Embedded TGA
Sputter ITO
Glass-Glass Edge Seal Capability
C/E - identified gaps covered in other program requests
C/E - identified gaps covered in other program requests
C/E - identified gaps covered in other program requests
Program complete
Advanced Characterisation - SIMS / TEM / Inelastic X-Ray Scatter
Program complete
Program complete
Program complete
C/E - PP2.4
Rear Reflection Measurement System
Mayer Rod Nanowire/Wet Film Deposition System
N/I - no gaps identified
N/I - no gaps identified
WWK Factory Commander Commercial - Annual 2x Licence
External Quantum Efficiency - Triple Junction Devices
Non Standard High Efficiency Cells - Silicon
High Efficiency Cell Stock - III-V
High Performace Band-Pass Optical Filters 5x
C/E - see Monash University
MBE Upgrade
ALD Upgrade
Modelling software
Smartwire Commercial Inerconnection System
Commercial Tabber/Stringer Cell Interconnection System
Solar Simulator - Module Size
Laser Multi-Head Platform
532nm / p-S dielectric patterning laser
Multi-head laser platform
Scanning Transmission Electron Miceoscope (STEM)
ALD System Upgrade c/w In-Situ Diagnostics
Ion Implanter
Solar Simulator - LED, Sub Module Size
Contactless CV Measuremnt System
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0.08
0.04
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0.25
C/E
2.00
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C/E
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2017
2017
2017
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Table 3 - continued
SPREE#04
SPREE#05

SPREE#06
SPREE#07
SPREE#08
SPREE#09

IPV Industrial Demonstation Line Completion
Extreme UV 13.5nm Lithography
Nanoimprintor (Nanonexx 2000)
LED Solar Simulator
Field PV Array PL Test System
PV Reconfiguration Platform
Programmable LED Solar Simulator
Split beam industrial emiiter diffusion YAG laser
SIRF Completion
MES Software
Statistical Software
Programmable LED Solar Simulator

C/E
5.00
1.40
C/E
2.00
0.10
C/E
1.00
C/E
0.35
0.10
C/E

Wet Benches
Lab extension and fit-out of new rooms
N/I - no gaps identified

0.30
0.50
N/I

2016
2016

Upgrade to 150-200mm capability
Excimer laser work station suite
Ion implanter
III-V wafer stock
Sputter system
PECVD doped a:Si deposition system
Corona charge contactless CV characterisation system
LPCVD upgrade polyx Si deposition
Glovebox embedded sputter/evaporation system upgrade
Solar simulator
Machining tools
Environmental chambers
EQE system
No Gaps Identified
Advanced spectrophotometer with integrating sphere
Outdoors PV module test system

1.80
1.90
2.50
0.10
0.30
1.50
0.50
0.15
0.15
0.20
0.30
0.10
0.20

2016
2016
2016
2016
2016
2016
2016
2016
2016
2016
2016
2016
2016

0.40
1.50

2017
2016

Electron Beam Writer
ICP Etching Tools (4x at $1M per)
Sputter System

3.00
4.00
0.80

2017
2016-2018
2016

No Gaps Identified

N/I

ANU Engineering
PP1.1

PP1.2a

2018
2018

SIRF
ANFF-NSW
ANFF-NSW

2017
2017
2017
2017

SIRF
SIRF

2017
2017
2017

SIRF
SIRF
SIRF

SIRF

Upgrade of ANU PV Labs:

PP1.2b

PP1.3b

PP2.1f
PP3.2a
ANU#01

ANU RSPE Electronic Materials Engineering

Swinburne University of Technology
University of Sydney
Murdoch University
Bluglass Ltd
Brisbane Materials
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ANU
ANU
ANU
ANU
ANU
ANU
ANU
ANU

No Gaps Identified
No Gaps Identified
InGaN Dedicated RPCVD Deposition System

0.75

No Gaps Identified

N/I

2017

Silverwater
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Table 4

Capability Gaps by Institution – Organic PV / OIPV

Research
Program

Capability Gap

Cost
$'M

When

Where

0.20
1.50

2016
2016

TETB
TETB

University of New South Wales
PP2.1a / PP 2.1b

Polymer Deposition System
Glovebox c/w in-Site Processing / Accelerated Ageing etc

UNSW Molecular Photonics Lab
PP1.1

University of Melbourne
PP2.1c/d/e/f/g

No Gaps Identified

N/I

See CSIRO Manufacturing

C/E

CSIRO Clayton

C/E
C/E
C/E
0.40
1.00
0.65
0.01
0.00
0.068
0.002
0.10
0.005
0.45
0.10

2016
2016
2016
2016
2016
2016
2016
2016
2016
2016
2016

UNSW
UoM
CSIRO Clayton
Monash
Monash
Monash
Monash
Monash
Monash
Monash
Monash
Monash
Monash
Monash

2.50
1.00

2016
2016

CSIRO Clayton

0.80
1.00
0.15

2016
2016
2016

UQ St Lucia
UQ St Lucia
CSIRO Newcastle

Monash University
PP1.3a(v)
PP2.1d
PP2.1j(iii)
PP2.1j(iv)
PP2.1j(vi)
PP6.2
Monash #01

Dedicated ALD
Fluoresence Imaging Capability
Temp Dependent Conductivity / Hall Measurement
Modal Optical Breadboard
Dovetail Optical Rails
Motion Controller / Accessories
Neutral Density Filters
Solar Simulator
Multichannel multimeter
Hi-Performance Fluorescence Lifetime Spectrometer
Multichannel Potentiostat

CSIRO Manufacturing

OPV-OIPV Demonstration Pilot Prod'n Line - UoM / Monash / CSIRO
Environmental Test Chambers 5x

University of Queensland
PP2.1h/2.1i/3.1

Glovebox c/w In-Situ Synthesis-Characterisation Capability 4x
Cluster Deposition Tool
High Accuracy OPV Measurment Capability Upgrade

University of SA FII

No Gaps Identified

N/I

No Gaps Identified

N/I

No Gaps Identified

N/I

Large format cell/module test capability
Roll-to-Roll OPV-OIPV Fabrication Capability

Q/R
Q/R

No Gaps Identified

N/I

No Gaps Identified

N/I

University of SA FII Coatings Lab
University of Adelaide
Flinders University

La Trobe University
RMIT University
CSIRO Energy Centre

Upgrade to existing large area module flash tester

Queensland University of Technology
Deakin University IFM
Griffith University CEE
Dyesol Ltd

0.20

No Gaps Identified

N/I

No Gaps Identified

N/I

No Gaps Identified

N/I

2016

Industrial Scale OPV-OIPV Pilot Line - Capex
Industrial Scale OPV-OIPV Pilot Line - Opex

12.00
5.00

2017
2018-2020

Solar Research Centre of Excellence
Outdoor Solar Platform Upgrade
Solar Place' Institute

2.50
0.10
35.00

2016-2020
2016
2019

Large Scale Thin Film Coating
Large ScaleMicro-Nano Fabrication
Large Scale Solar Simulator

14.00
4.00
2.00

2017
2017
2017

James Cook University

Edith Cowan University
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4.3.7 IPV CAPABILILY GAPS - DETAIL BY INSTITUTION
The following section details the outcomes of discussion with all institutions involved with research in
Inorganic Photovoltaics (IPV).
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

University of NSW, School of Photovoltaics & Renewable Energy Engineering
Australian National University, Engineering
Australian National University, Research School of Physics & Engineering
Swinburne University
University of Sydney
Murdoch University
Bluglass Ltd
Brisbane Materials

Many of the following research programs are conducted under the ACAP consortium, and a full review
is available from the 2014 Annual Report available on the ACAP website
(http://www.acap.net.au/annual-reports/acap-ausiapv-annual-report-2014).
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4.3.7.1

University of NSW

Research Institution:

University of NSW

Campus / Location:

Kensington, Sydney, NSW

Institute / Division:

SPREE

Principal Contact:

Professor Darren Bagnall

Principal Researchers:

Professor Martin Green, Professor Stuart Wenham
Professor Allen Barnett, Professor Gavin Conibeer

4.3.7.1.1

ACAP PP 1.1 - Solar Silicon (partner with ANU)

Research Contacts: Professor Stuart Wenham / A/Professor Chee Mun Chong
ACAP AR 2014 P15 - “….advanced hydrogen passivation techniques based on the control of the

hydrogen charge states, have been applied to low cost solar grade silicon with impressive results.”
Technology – Current Status
•

Silicon currently dominates the commercial market, and is expected to continue to do so;

•

The silicon wafer remains a significant overall cost contributor;

•

A range of commercial producers of low (“solar”) grade silicon wafers exist, typically cast ptype upgraded metallurgical grade (UMG) material;

•

UNSW’s focus is on improving cell performance using solar grade wafers by bulk
semiconductor passivation using controlled “activated hydrogenation”, denoted [H];

•

Post [H], low quality UMG material has been demonstrated to be capable of achieving carrier
lifetimes comparable to high quality “float zone” (FZ) silicon wafers, and open circuit voltages
of 700mVoc;

•

Such hydrogenation passivation treatment results in typically at least 1% absolute conversion
efficiency improvement irrespective of the cell processing route, for instance the industry
standard p-type UMG screen printed with aluminium back surface field (Al-BSF) or the more
efficient and rapidly emerging Passivated Emitter Rear Cell (PERC) structure;

•

Results to date additionally indicate Light Induced Degradation (LID) free performance in ptype material, indicating effective deactivation of the Boron-Oxygen degradation centres;

•

Cells made from low grade material significantly improved by [H] whether at wafer input stage
or during cell fabrication (typically post all high temperature steps), or on the completed
devices;
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•

[H] processing is in principle relatively straightforward and low cost to implement in
manufacturing, essentially as a {thermal+ laser} in-line process;

•

Industrial tool development is currently underway, tailoring [H] processing to individual
producer material / process route.

Technology Roadmap
•

Technology challenges remaining are the current use of high cost or non-optimal materials –
the Si wafer, Ag conductors, and encapsulants like glass / EVA / PVF which are costly and
have non-optimal spectral transmission for high efficiency / high blue response cell
technologies;

•

This is being addressed as –
•

Low cost / low quality silicon wafer with performance improvement by [H]
processing;

•

Screen printed Ag conductor replaced by metal plated contacts – Ni/Cu/Ag-Sn
concurrent front-back - light or field induced electro-plating (LIP/FIP);

•

Improved optical performance encapsulation – Teflon / thin glass superstrate, silicone
pottant etc

•

The hydrogenation [H] passivation challenge is transferring the current lab results to an
acceptable industrial processing route, and preserving / maintaining material property
improvement in finished devices;

•

Improved rear PERC contact using picosecond pulse width green lasers,

•

Improved front selective emitter via laser grooved in-situ doping over shallow emitter to
improve contact adhesion

•

Expectation within 5 year horizon is a 10% relative performance improvement via a robust,
low cost processing route applicable across the current dominant processing routes (p-type
screen print Al-BSF, PERC, homogeneous emitter) at cell level –
•

S/Print PERC

22-23%

•

Cu Plated

23-24%

Further improvement is expected via high blue response selective emitter processing.
Capability Gap
•

UNSW SIRF pilot – demonstration cell line needs to be brought into full operational status

•

Currently all required equipment for standard s/print – electroplating are in place (except for
surface texturing and rear junction etch), sourced via grants or industry involvement

•

All utilities and services required for these tools and the below laser addition are in place and
operational, except for additional volatile organic compound (VOC) exhaust facilities which are
currently being installed

•

Only some tools currently commissioned and functional due to high cost
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Cost / Timing
•

UNSW SPREE has done detailed, bottom-up costing analysis to bring all current SIRF tools
fully on-line and needs a minimum of $5M to bring the balance of the current toolset into
production for industrial Al-BSF and PERC devices. Timing 2016

•

The only additional tool needed to transfer the PERC technology with [H] activation industrial
scale (apart from the previously noted texture & rear surface etch) is a picosecond or
nanosecond (532nm) dielectric patterning laser, estimated at $0.5M / $0.3M respectively.
Timing 2016

Location
•

SIRF
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4.3.7.1.2

ACAP PP 1.3a - Silicon Tandem Cells (monolithic)

A variety of tandem junction cells structures are examined, using a range of inorganic and organicinorganic semiconductor materials - III-V, Si-Ge alloys, CZTS kesterites and perovskites, aimed at
improving light spectrum absorption by a multi-junction device structure.
The following programs aim to “successfully mate the most successful PV technology based on silicon
solar cells with the III-V and chalcogenide technologies” (ACAP 2014 Annual Report, p22).
The following programs are investigated.
1.

III-V Cells On Si Using SiGe Buffer Layers

2.

III-V Cells On Si Using GaP Buffer Layers

3.

III-V Cells On Si Using Atomically Abrupt Si/Ge Transition

4.

Chalcogenide Cells on Si

5.

Non-Epitaxial Tandem Cells on Silicon

The following sections detail these programs.
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4.3.7.1.3

ACAP 1.3a(i) – III-V Cells on Si Using SiGe Buffer Layers

Research Contact: Professor Allen Barnett, Dr Ivan Perez-Wurfl
Technology
Solar cell efficiency is an important economic driver for the cost-effective deployment of solar power.
It has been long recognized that the addition of a high performance top solar cell to a silicon based
solar cell can increase the efficiency by as much as 40%. To achieve this, the top solar cell must
capture the high-energy photons efficiently. III-V materials are the prime candidates to achieve a high
efficiency top cell. The key requirements are lattice match to Si (for efficiency) and ultra-thin (for
cost).
The strategy in this program is to “take advantage of the miscibility between Si and Ge to grow a
series of SixGe1-x buffer layers on Si, with x steadily decreasing. In this way, the lattice constant can
be changed from that f Si to that of Ge after growth of a micron or more of buffer materials. High
quality III-V cells can be grown on the Ge surface” (ACAP 2014 Annual Report, p 22)
Simplified tandem structure SiGe layers are grown externally using reduced pressure chemical vapour
deposition on <100> CZ silicon, followed by III-V layers deposited by metalorganic chemical vapour
deposition (MOCVD).
PV devices are then completed with a range of SiGe alloy compositions and III-V’s (including GaAsP)
and current matching between the top and bottom cells demonstrated, and a tandem cell efficiency of
over 20% reported.
Future Roadmap
A range of material and device refinements to improve current matching, material quality and series
resistance and achieve device efficiencies of over 25% (1x concentration) and 30% (20x
concentration) at AM1.5G
Capability Gap
•

Currently the Si-Ge and III-V layers are deposited overseas and this capability needs to be
brought to Australia. Options are to use existing capability in Australia if suitable for GaAsP (for
example, MOCVD at ANU RSPE or Bluglass) or to acquire in-house 6” substrate capable GaAsP
MOCVD deposition capability.

Capital Cost
•
•

MOCVD GaAsP capable - $1M capital
Running cost estimate $300K pa:
•
1x engineer
•
1x technician
•
Utilities, services (including exhaust scrubber), consumables etc

Location / Timing
•

SIRF / 2017
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4.3.7.1.4

ACAP 1.3a(ii) III-V Cells on Silicon Using Gallium Phosphide Buffer
Layers

Research Contact: Dr Stephen Bremner
Technology
This program investigates the use of GaP as a bridging layer between the silicon substrate and III-V
materials, based on the ability to grow high quality GaP on Si, high band gap GaP as a window layer
and favourable band alignments for carrier flow in a multi-junction device.
A range of high performance silicon cell structures has been investigated, and suitable cells prepared
for external III-V growth (GaP / GaAsP).
Future Roadmap
Continue to process completed devices, initially on conventional front junction design, but also applied
to alternate rear junction design.
Capability Gap
1.

Spectral response measurement capability for multi-junction cell structures. Light saturation
bias for Si sub-cell with spectral response for III/V

2.

Performance projection modelling – production parameters as inputs  device
characterisation parameters and performance projections as output (like Centaurus / Comsol,
as standard in IC industry)

Capital Cost
1.
2.

Si sub-cell light saturation bias $200K, plus III/V spectral response $200K  $400K
Say 2x specialised software packages 2 x $20k $40K

Location / Timing
1.
2.

SPREE TETB or possibly CSIRO Energy Centre / 2016
SPREE TETB / 2016
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4.3.7.1.5

ACAP PP1.3a(iii) – III-V Cells on Silicon Using Atomically Abrupt Si/Ge
Transition

Research Contact: Dr Xiaoijing (Jeana) Hao
Technology
This program aims to build low cost, high efficiency Si/III-V tandem cell devices where sputtered
hetero-epitaxial Ge/Si is used as a virtual Ge interconnecting layer integrating the Si wafer with
overlying III-V cell.
To reduce the impact of lattice mismatch on the III-V layer by Si in the interlayer, work has focussed
on using a thin pure Ge layer sputtered and then laser annealed. In this way, the Si / III-V lattice
mismatch is taken up by a single Ge atomic layer.
To date, quite thick layers have been used and an 808nm wavelength LIMO laser used to anneal (melt
/ recrystallise) the layer using a 500°C substrate heating stage to avoid Si wafer cracking.
A much thinner Ge layer (30-50nm) is preferable but requires a high frequency 238-532 nm
wavelength CW laser.
Operational GaAs cells on bare silicon wafers and sputtered thin Ge layers on Si wafers have been
demonstrated but this has relied on the use of overseas facilities for MOCVD or MBE deposition of the
III-V cells.
Future Roadmap
•

Optimise the laser-defect annealing of Ge by the use of thinner layers and improved laser
annealing process.

•

Investigate local or in-house capability for in-house MOCVD/MBE.

•

Investigate polarity engineering of hetero-epitaxial Ge/Si

•

Development of optimised III-V cell structures for virtual Ge substrates.

•

Investigate laser defect annealing of epi-III-V on Si wafer

•

Investigate III-V with Si through directly bonding.

Capability Gap
•

Ge layer annealing laser,
•

Upgraded current LIMO laser

•

New 350-400nm laser

•

Local III-V deposition capability – utilise existing Australian based facilities (Bluglass, ANFF-ACT)

•

Upgrading MBE facility for in-house growing III-V ells

•

A combined pressure-plasma activated bonding tool)

Capital Cost
•

Ge Anneal Laser
•

Upgrade current LIMO laser - >$200,000
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•

New dedicated CW green 532nm laser - $400 – 500,000 (quote requested)

•

MOCVD for in-house III-V deposition capability- >$500,000 (confirming quote)

•

Si filament $42,000, and P growth capability in MBE $250,000

•

Karl-Suss SB-6 wafer bonder and Suss-Microtec NanoPREP (surface plasma activation
tool) - (quote requested)

Location / Timing
•

TETB / 2016
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4.3.7.1.6

ACAP PP1.3a(iv) – Chalcogenide Cells on Silicon

Research Contact: Dr Xiaoijing (Jeana) Hao
Technology
Chalcogenide semiconductors offer attractive properties for solar cells – direct bandgap, high
absorption coefficient, use of earth abundant and non-toxic elements (CZTS, copper zinc tin sulphur),
and a tuneable bandgap (by element substitution) well suited for use in a multi-junction arrangement
with silicon.
The aim of this project is “… to develop a new generation of Si wafer cell technology, with performance

of the Si cell substantially improved by combing thin layers of high performance CZTS based cells to
produce tandem devices.” (ACAP 2014 Annual Report, p 27)

To this end, high quality CZTGS (incorporating Ge) thin films with tuneable bandgap in the range 1.5 –
2.0eV have been synthesised and characterised, and a working CZGS solar cell demonstrated.
CZTS cell fabrication method –
•

Co-sputter metal and/or metal sulphide from separate targets onto commercially available
molybdenum (Mo) coated (rear contact, rear surface mirror) soda lime glass substrate (sample
size 5x5cm typical, 10x10 cm maximum)

•

Sulphurise the deposited precursor layer in sulphur vapour atmosphere furnace to produce ptype CZTS

•
•

Chemical bath deposition (CBD) n-type CdS layer
Sputter ZnO and transparent conductive oxide window layer ( ITO / AZO) and evaporate Ni+Al
front contacts followed by MgF antirefllection layer).

Small area CZTS cells of 8.8% maximum efficiency were prepared.
Silver nanowire transparent front contacts replacing traditional TCO, prepared by dip-casting and spin
coating, were also investigated for maximum transparency and conductivity.
Future Roadmap
•

Initial work to fabricate 1x1cm2 CZTS cell with a reasonable efficiency and eventual efficiency
similar to that of current best performing CIGS analogue at >20% efficiency,

•

Optimise currently developed top chalcogenide solar cells and integrate with Si as a tandem
solar cell structure,

Capability Gap
•

Currently the work has been conducted with a shared sputter chamber for CZTS and ZnO and
TCO, and need these to be separated to dedicated chambers, and Mo sputter capability added
to allow in-house coating of required substrates
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•

Capability for dedicated evaporated MgF ARC layer

•

Selenisation furnace allowing for wider window for bandgap engineering, probably setting up a
RTP selenisation furnace or incorporating a high accuracy Knudsen cell evaporation stage
(valved cracker) with appropriate Se toxic gas exhaust scrubbing (zeolite trap)

Capital Cost
•

Use existing CZTS precursor co-sputter but add dedicated ZnO/TCO and Mo sputter at $200,000
estimate

•

RTP Selenisation furnace at $120,000 or Knudsen cell evaporation stage at $100,000

•

Furnace allowing for heat treatment in Pure O2 with temperature range up to 500C ($3000)

•

Plasma surface activation tool ($50,000)

Location / Timing
•

SIRF TETB / 2016
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4.3.7.1.7

ACAP 1.3a(v) - Non –epitaxial Tandem Cells on Silicon

Research Contact: Dr Anita Ho-Baillie
Technology
This program focusses on materials where tandem growth on a crystalline template is not required for
good cell performance.
One such material is the organic metal halide perovskite (PeSC).
Work to date has focussed on determination of the optical constants and dielectric properties of the
conventional CH3NH3PbI3 perovskite material, and determination of the exciton binding energy in triiodide and tri-bromide variants, and conversion efficiency limits for perovskite/silicon dual junction
tandem cells.
Future Roadmap
Work will focus on –
•

Determination of optical constants / dielectric properties of higher bandgap PeSC materials

•

Photoluminescence characterisation of a range of PeSC materials

•

Scanning probe microscopy of grain boundaries in various PeSC materials

•

Fabrication of PeSC/Si tandem cells with various terminal configurations

•

Stability studies and encapsulation strategies for the PeSC/Si tandem technology

Capability Gap
•

To increase environmental exposure stability, there is a requirement to sputter conductive,
transparent dielectric (ITO, AlOx, graphene, graphene oxide, SiOx/SiN etc) prior to final
encapsulation, probably with cover glass.

•

To investigate degradation mechanisms in PeSC devices, there is a need to have
characterisation capability embedded within enviro-exposure chambers, either heating or more
severe conditions such as humidity, salt spray or thermal cycling. Many techniques in time /
temperature regime have been studied and reported in the literature (Raman, IV, PL/EL,
ellipsometry, NMR-NQR) but particularly useful tools would be atomic force microscopy (AFM)
and thermogravimetric analysis (TGA, microbalance weight change) embedded within envirochamber

•

Advanced encapsulation techniques such as glass:glass edge sealing

Capital Cost
•

Enviro-chamber embedded AFM –
•

Retrofit existing AFM $26,000
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•

Purchase new system $194,000

•

TGA in enviro-chamber $50,000

•

ITO sputter coat system (until a better transparent conductive material is developed) –
•

•

AJA $300,000 – 400,000

Edge seal capability – no process or cost identified

Location
All tools in SPREE TETB in 2016
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4.3.7.1.8

ACAP PP2.2 - Thin Film Inorganic (CZTS)

Research Contact: Dr Xiaojing (Jeana) Hao
Technology
Development of “synthetic silicon” (valence electron similar compound materials, to date the III-V and
II-VI ) utilising earth abundant, non-toxic copper/zinc/tin/sulphur (CZTS, kesterites) thin film solar cells
on a variety of substrates, including silicon (see PP1.3a((iv), glass and architectural stainless steel.
•

Infrastructure Upgrade

•

CZTS Cells on Soda Lime Glass

•

CZTS Coated Architectural Stainless Steel

4.3.7.1.9

ACAP PP 2.2a – Infrastructure Upgrade – Thin Film Inorganic (CZTS)

Research Contact: Dr Xiaojing (Jeana) Hao
Technology
A new rapid thermal anneal (RTP) allowing versatile CZTS chalcogenide heat treatment, a dedicated
sputter coater and a new XRF (x-ray fluorescence) characterisation tools were all recently
commissioned.
Technology Roadmap
Use of the above newly commissioned infra structure upgrade capabilities in the remaining PP2.2b, c
programs
Capability Gap / Cost / Timing
•

See section PP1.3a(iv), Chalcogenide Cells on Silicon
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4.3.7.1.10 ACAP PP2.2b – CZTS Cells on Soda Lime Glass
Research Contact: Dr Xiaojing (Jeana) Hao

Technology
•

An innovative intermediate layer between the molybdenum (Mo) layer coating the soda lime
glass (SLG) and the CZTS absorber layer was developed and found to significantly increase
short circuit current without deteriorating open circuit voltage or fill factor

•

A novel CdS/In2S3 buffer (n-type) layer developed to better manage band-band transition with
CZTS

•

A novel buffer layer was recently developed allowing better band-alignment with CZTS, better
coverage on the surface of CZTS as well as less current loss in the blue wavelength region

•

An innovative process developed to synthesise micro-sized CZTS grains in the sulphurisation
process

•

An innovative process developed to reduce the Sn loss and improved film quality in the
sulphurisation process

Technology Roadmap
•

Further work to improve CZTS solar cell performance on SLG, with a focus on both absorber
quality and interface engineering

Capability Gaps / Cost / Timing
•

See section PP1.3a(iv), Chalcogenide Cells on Silicon
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4.3.7.1.11 ACAP PP2.2c – CZTS Coated Architectural Stainless Steel
Research Contact: Dr Xiaojing (Jeana) Hao
Technology
•

Industrial stainless steel types were evaluated and ranked according to factors such as type,
surface roughness and thermal expansion coefficient

•

Buffer layers between the steel and the CZTS to prevent iron diffusion and ranked according
to barrier effectiveness, roughness and adhesion. Sputtered SiO2 was found to be effective
but low throughput and a high throughput sputtered ultrathin metal barrier layer was
identified

•

A working 4.1% efficient CZTS device was demonstrated on a stainless steel substrate

Technology Roadmap
•

Further work to improve CZTS solar cell performance on stainless steel, with a focus on both
absorber quality and interface engineering

•

Engage with the steel industry on suitable steel product types and CZTS configurations

Capability Gaps / Cost / Timing
•

See section PP1.3a(iv), Chalcogenide Cells on Silicon
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4.3.7.1.12 ACAP PP2.3 - Superstrate Liquid-Phase Crystallised Silicon on Glass
Cells
Research Contact: Dr Sergey Varlamov
Technology
Potentially low cost module-level process for recrystallising deposited silicon on a glass superstrate.
Recrystallised silicon on glass technology improvement continues from contact treatment (pulsed laser
annealing) and light absorption improvement from textured glass and silicon surfaces.
Capability Gaps / Cost / Timing
None identified
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4.3.7.1.13 ACAP PP 2.4 - Third Generation Approaches
Research Contact: Professor Gavin Conibeer
Third generation photovoltaics describes the development of materials that can be used to engineer
performance by manipulating the bandgap, phonon response or light trapping properties of the
absorber materials.
Hot carrier cells aim to capture the energy of above-bandgap photons to either extract their energy at
high voltage and high current or to optically boost the performance of a standard silicon cell in a downconverter configuration.
Silicon based nanostructures are used to increase the band gap of a photovoltaic cell for use as a top
element in a thin film silicon device or as the top cell on a c-Si solar cell. Silicon nanostructures can also
be used as selective contacts in heterojunction cells or to enable double back contact devices.
Colloidal nanoparticles can also be used to engineer bandgaps for single junction or for tandem cells.
They can also exhibit multiple carrier generation per absorbed photon to boost current in down
converter or hot carrier devices. The organic version of this - singlet fission - is also being investigated
in pentacene/tetracene.
Up-conversion (UC) takes photons below the band gap and emits photons that can be absorbed by the
cell, thus boosting current. Lanthanide doped materials along with organic molecules for TTA UC are
being investigated for both boosting current in photovoltaic cells and in enabling water splitting in wide
bandgap photoelectrolysis cells.
These approaches of nanoparticles, nanostructures and hot carrier cells offer alternative ways to boost
the efficiency of silicon cells or provide high efficiency cells in their own right. They all have the
potential to circumvent the Schockley-Queisser limit and so offer routes to devices well over 30% or
even over 40% efficiency.
ACAP PP2.4 - Third Generation Approaches
•

Phonon Dispersion in Bulk Materials / Nanostructures

•

Hot Carrier Absorbers using Bulk Materials

•

Hot Carrier Absorbers using Nanostructures

•

Energy Selective Contacts

•

Fabricate Hot Carrier Devices

•

Optimised Homojunction Si Quantum Dot Device

•

Develop Heterojunction Devices

•

Colloidal nanoparticles – core shell, heterojunctions, elongated shapes

•

Erbium doped nanoparticles or TTA up-conversion

•

Photoelectrolysis materials – wide bandgap, high stability, high activity

•

Modelling Absorption / Electrical Properties of Materials / Devices
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•

Modelling of electronic, vibronic and plasmonic properties of nanocrystals

•

Materials Based on Si or Ge Quantum Dots

•

Modelling of new photovoltaic materials (topic of a current CoE EoI)

Technology - Current Status
Current solar silicon cell technologies are somewhat fixed in efficiency, approaching the theoretical and
physical limits imposed by high efficiency structures (PERC, back contacted), thin materials, passivation
and contacting.
This work looks at new and advanced concepts in solar cell design.
Technology Roadmap
•

Colloidal synthesis of silver sulphide, lead sulphide and silicon quantum dot (QD) solar
absorbers (CQDSCs) terminated by ligand organic material (to be relocated from Chem.
Science to new TETB lab 165)

Heterojunction QD Solar Cell
•

•

Structure
•

Carrier Selective Contact – electron conductor (hole block) with wide bandgap, large
work function (eg n-type metal oxides ITO, TiO2)

•

Absorber – Si nanoparticles or AgS2, PbS (or CdS) QD in organic ligand material

•

Carrier Selective Contacts – hole conductor (electron block) with large bandgap and
low work function (eg Molybdenum Oxide or Sulphide)

•

Quartz substrate

•

MESA structures used for accessing contacts

Device Performance
•

2.9% demonstrated after only one year (external reported 9.8%, Toronto)

•

Lateral conductivity of oxide layers low, so FF low

•

Use of vibration sensitive Langmuir Blodgett for absorber layer deposition

Hot Carrier Solar Cells – Highly Crystalline Materials
•

Proof of Concept
•

Modelling new material candidates (highly crystalline)

•

Synthesis III / V materials by MBE, MOCVD or sputter (typically via external
collaborations)

•

Thin film growth of transition III-nitrides as absorbers

•

Sb on MBE

•

Quantum well hot carrier absorbers (proven to have high carrier temps)
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•

Potential for local industry collaboration to access III / V (eg Bluglass, Silanna) and
significant industry potential overseas

•

Processing routes via nanostructure / mesostructured, self-assembly, electron beam
writing, colloidal synthesis, ALD monolayers, sputtering, micro-patterning (Extreme
UV, nanoimprint)

Capability Gaps
•

Modelling
•

•

•

Need increased access to a range of capability, from ab-initio, monte carlo defect /
gran boundary, and in particular integration between these different
techniques/scales

Fabrication
•

III-V fabrication resources: in-house facilities, or maybe better suited at nano-fab
facilities due to expense

•

Access bottlenecks at fabrication facilities (ANFF, etc) could be improved via
successful collaboration on LIEF grant proposals

•

ALD / MOCVD and other monolayer deposition tools (which could be located at ANFF
if access levels could be guaranteed)

Characterisation
•

SIMS, RBS calibration

•

TEM, TEM tomography, aberration corrected

•

Improved operation / interpretation expertise at (say) MWAC

•

Inelastic X-Ray Scattering – currently use Spring8 in Japan (one of only 3 hard x-ray
facilities in the world)

Capital Cost
•

$2M / 2017

Location / Timing
•

MOCVD – Bluglass / Silanna

•

Colloidal Synthesis – UNSW Chemistry, TETB
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4.3.7.1.14 ACAP PP2.4b(i) – Optimisation of Homojunction Si QD Device
Research Contact: Dr Ivan Perez-Wurfl
Technology
•

Characterisation and modelling of silicon quantum dot materials and solar cells

•

Silicon nanocrystal PV devices fabricated via photolithography and characterised

•

In-situ boron doped Si QD’s in SiO2 characterised

•

Tandem, mechanically stacked series connected Si/SiQD devices have been demonstrated:
•

Large bandgap (1.8-2.0eV) silicon rich oxide pin diode on p-n junction solar cell on
silicon substrate

•

Medium bandgap (1.4-1.6eV) device on thin polycrystalline p-n solar cell

Technology Roadmap
•

Optimise design and fabricate improved tandem devices

•

Project effectively complete end 2015

Capability Gaps / Cost / Location / Timing
•

Not applicable
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4.3.7.1.15 ACAP PP2.4b(ii) – Develop Heterojunction Devices
Research Contact: Dr Ivan Perez-Wurfl
Technology
•

•

Development of vertical Si QD solar cell device structures to
•

investigation of conducting transparent bottom contact layers to moderate currentcrowding in mesa-structured devices

•

allow for tandem stacked single junction series connected Si QD solar cells

Two approaches for device s fabricated on fused silica under investigation:
•

Molybdenum (Mo) back contact interlayer

•

Membrane cells through rear via fabrication method

•

Mo back contact device fabricated, small PV effect measured

•

Membrane device design completed

Technology Roadmap
•

Working vertical structured single junction Si QD solar cells by both above approaches
fabricated and characterised

•

Project effectively complete end 2015

Capability Gaps / Cost / Location / Timing
•

Not applicable
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4.3.7.1.16 ACAP PP2.4b(iii) – Model Absorption and Electrical Properties of
Materials and Devices
Research Contact: Dr Ivan Perez-Wurfl
Technology
•

Modelling of optical properties of Si QD’s –
•

application to device properties

•

understanding of absorption and photovoltage

•

Identification of contact layers compatible with high temperature processing – MO & Zn oxides
potential candidates

•

Use of various characterisation techniques / models to optimise materials
•

photoluminescence:
•

emission peak identification with QD size during deposition

•

effect of boron doping to reduce material defect

•

Ellipsometry

•

Other – capacitance/voltage, temperature dependent IV, electron paramagnetic
resonance etc

Technology Roadmap
•

Use of developed models / characterisation techniques to optimise material growth
parameters and develop predictive capability

•

Project effectively complete end 2015

Capability Gaps / Cost / Location / Timing
•

Not applicable
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4.3.7.1.17 ACAP PP2.4b(iv) – Investigate Other Materials Based on Si or Ge QDs
Research Contact: Dr Santosh Shrestha
Technology
•

Investigate Group IV materials / applications for nanostructured QDs:
•

Silicon rich silicon carbide with bandgap intermediate between Si and SiC, intrinsically
n-type but dopable by Al /Sb to p-type, applicable to water splitting

•

Size specific high uniformity colloidal Si QDs by time-of-flight vapour CVD

Technology Roadmap


See Section 4.3.7.1.13

Capability Gaps / Cost / Location / Timing


See Section 4.3.7.1.13
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4.3.7.1.18 ACAP PP3.2b - Light Trapping Characterisation
Research Contact: Dr Supriya Pillai
Technology
A methodology has been developed to measure the scattering properties of rear surface device
structuring by the use of Si hemisphere, a normally difficult procedure due to light refraction at the
device air / cell interface.
Technology Roadmap
The physical componentry of the measurement system has been established and will be combined in a
measurement tool and used to study a wide range of plasmonic structures.
Capability Gap
The rear reflection measurement system componentry needs to be built into a useable measurement
tool.
Capital Cost
Estimated at around $50,000 to build, test and commission.
Location / Timing
SPREE TETB / 2016
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4.3.7.1.19 ACAP 3.2c – Plasmonic Nanomesh Contacts for Thin-Film Photovoltaics
Research Contact: Dr Supriya Pillai
Technology
High performance device structures with spectral response from the high energy (blue) region into the
near IR (like tandem junction cells) need an improved transparent surface layers to the current
transparent conductive oxides (TCO’s), such as the widely used indium tin oxide (ITO) with a cut-off
wavelength around 800nm.
This program investigated the use of a front surface array of plasmonic hexagonal or spherical nanohole structures within a metal (Ag) layer.
The program has successfully fabricated large area structured layers, with the potential use a
transparent conducting layer on the front or rear surface of a solar cell.
Technology Roadmap
While successful, the nano-hole structure technique is costly in terms of material usage and process
complexity and the focus has shifted to the use of alternative front surface transparent conductive
layers, including solution deposited (silver) nanowires, other thin transparent conducting layers
potentially combined with overlaid sparsely distributed nano-wires, embedded conductor transfer films
and other materials.
The work will also investigate the beneficial impact of over-coated antireflection coating layers,
particularly to reduce on tarnish of silver nanowires.
Capability Gap
One application method for transferring and depositing sub-micron diameter solution based nano-wires
is the Mayer Rod, a roller based wet film deposition system.
http://www.holoeast.com/machines/coating/adhesive-coating-Meyer-Bar.html
At some future stage graphene deposition capability may be useful, but is currently difficult to predict
the preferred process route and cost
Capital Cost
A suitable area automated system is estimated at around $15,000, including required solvent
extraction.
Location / Timing
SPREE TETB / 2016
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4.3.7.1.20 ACAP PP3.2d – Optical Constants of Silver
Research Contact: Dr Supriya Pillai
Technology
This work has accurately established the optical constants of silver, a widely used material for
plasmonic structures, in to correct inaccuracies in current modelling and assess the impact of process
annealing and material grain boundaries on these constants.
Technology Roadmap
This work is now completed
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4.3.7.1.21 ACAP 3.2e - Novel Light Trapping in Si Based Solar Cells
Research Contact: Dr Supriya Pillai
Technology
This program has investigated the use of a diffuse rear surface based on silver metal nanoparticles
over-coated on a very thin (20-25nm) dielectric passivation layer.
The system builds on the nano-hole concept earlier described (PP2.2c) but leaves the embedded
spheres (initially polystyrene, but now 500nm-1u diameter silicon oxide) in place, to give diffuse light
scattering structure (rather than specular reflection typical of a continuous metal layer).
The surface embedded spheres are then over-coated with a thick metal contact (say Ag or Al, 1μ
thick).
Technology Roadmap
This work will continue to investigate and optimise rear surface embedded spheres
Capability Gap
Nothing identified
Capital Cost
Not applicable
Location
Not applicable
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4.3.7.1.22 ACAP PP 4 - Manufacturing Issues - Cost Evaluations (with NREL and
Australian based ACAP members CSIRO/ANU/Monash/UoM/UQ)

Research Contact: Dr Renate Egan
Technology
This work is aimed at providing a standardised manufacturing cost analysis across the many
technologies under research investigation to better assess “potential benefit, risk, scale and capital
costs”.
The program will take into account both commercially available Total Cost of Ownership Modelling
software packages such as the Wright Williams Kelly Factory Commander
(http://www.wwk.com/fc.html) and costing models built by NREL.
Technology Roadmap
Initial modelling will focus on validation with well-known cost structures for industry standard
crystalline silicon screen printed cell technologies (Al-BSF) and crystalline silicon-on-glass technology.
Modelling will then move to industry leading device structures like the silicon PERC cells, before being
applied across other technology platforms under investigation in the ACAP program.
Capability Gap
If this work comes to rely on the WWK Factory Commander software, it may be necessary to move to a
full commercial licenced version of this software, with a maintenance contract. This will allow the use
of the software for industrial contracts as well as ensuring interaction with WWK on optimum
methodologies when applying the model to novel technologies, potentially at an early stage of
development.
An alternative is to continue using an educational licence, which has the same functionality as the
commercial licence, but is not able to be used for industry contracts or consulting. The University of
New South Wales currently holds a two user educational licence for this software.
Cost
A multi-user fully supported commercial license has been quoted by WWK as –
•

US$36k for one user, plus US$9k per extra user

•

Maintenance and support contract for 3 years is 45% of the licencing cost

So a 2 user licence with a three-year maintenance contract would average ~US22k/year
(~A$30k/year).
Location
SPREE TETB or any other site under the conditions of the licence
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4.3.7.1.23 AUSIAPV International PP 6.1 - 40% Efficient ‘Power Cube’ Power
Tower Receiver
Research Contact: Dr Mark Keevers and Professor Martin Green
Technology – Current Status
This program aims to develop a spectrum splitting PV receiver to direct incoming concentrated light
onto separate triple junction and silicon solar cells, allowing up to a 10% relative increase in energy
generation. The project is supported by ARENA, UNSW, NREL and commercial partners. Australian
company, Raygen, is a partner in the project. Their core business is in “power tower” based
concentrator PV (CPV) systems with PV receivers based on triple-junction devices. Raygen already has
two 200 kW CPV system in operation (Newbridge, VIC; Zuchozhou China) and is at the final planning
stage of a 1 MW system (Zhangiakou, China) scheduled for construction in 2015/16, and 10 MW
system (Qinghai, China) scheduled for 2016/2017. PV receivers based on 4-junction spectral
concentrators offer potential for increases in efficiency over the standard approach.

An efficiency record of 40.4% has already been achieved for a 4-junction spectrum splitting
concentrator receiver at UNSW using commercial triple-junction III-V solar cells (Spectrolab) and
commercial silicon solar cells (Sunpower). The technology uses a discrete custom designed bandpass
filter in front of the triple-junction cell to split off part of the solar spectrum to the silicon cell.
Optimisation during on-sun testing is achieved by fine tuning the angle of incidence of the filter to best
partition the spectrum between the two solar cells.
The record breaking result led to ARENA extending the 3-year project by a further year, with $450k
additional funding to take the next efficiency step for spectrum splitting concentrators and to develop a
1-sun spectrum splitting minimodule (consisting of a fused silica prism, a band-reflect filter deposited
directly on one face of the prism, a TJ cell and a Si cell).
Technology Roadmap
High concentration 4-junction spectrum splitting receiver
Efficiency in excess of 42% is projected, based on:
•

Detailed optimisation of the spectrum splitting filter enabled by high-resolution EQE (external
quantum efficiency) measurements for improved spectral matching

•

Customised triple-junction III-V devices with tailored Ge bottom junctions to enable partitioning
of more of the spectrum to the Si cell without current limiting the triple-junction cell.

Environmental testing and test bedding of the 4-junction spectrum splitting receiver at Raygen’s test
facility at Bayswater VIC, using Raygen’s patented packaging for superior heat removal.
1-sun (or low-X) 4-junction spectrum splitting minimodule
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The advent of low-cost single-axis trackers has driven industry interest at the low concentration end of
the concentrator sector (e.g. Sunpower’s C7 technology). Spectrum splitting technology can also be
applied to advantage on single-axis trackers. A 1-sun minimodule will be developed using a fused silica
prism to provide an optical platform for mounting the spectrum splitting filters, triple-junction III-V
solar cell and silicon solar cell. Efficiency >35% is projected for a 1-sun minimodule (7 cm × 4 cm).
Spectrum splitting PV/thermal hybrid concentrator for hydrolysis of water
By replacing the Si cell with a thermal absorber and re-tuning the spectrum splitting filter, it is possible
to develop a combined PV/thermal concentrator receiver. The use of pre-heating of water may offer a
route for improving the process efficiency of PV electrolysis of water to hydrogen (as per previous work
by RayGen).
Capability Gap
•

High resolution EQE (external quantum efficiency) characterisation tool suitable for triplejunction devices. Resolution should be in the 1 nm range (i.e. monochromator based, not filter
based). The system must have the capability for separate optical biasing of each junction to
enable accurate measurement of EQE of each subcell in the triple-junction solar cell.

•

Limited access to Si concentrator solar cells:

•

o

Triple-junction III-V solar cells have replaced Si cells in concentrator systems since the
advent of commercial production of triple-junction III-V solar cells specifically
manufactured for concentrator applications. Consequently, commercial suppliers of Si
concentrator solar cells have stopped manufacturing, result in a supply bottle neck for
the R&D program on 4-junction spectrum splitting concentrators. Current research is
relying on a very small supply of “old stock” Si concentrator cells, which is rapidly being
depleted.

o

Possible options for supply:


Procurement of “old stock” Si concentrator receivers (e.g. possibly from Solar
Systems, which previously installed Si based concentrators in Australia)



Partner with, or sub-contract to, commercial high efficiency Si cell suppliers, such
as Sunpower or Trina



Implementation of IBC processes at SIRF UNSW for pilot scale fabrication on Si
concentrator cells with low performance variance, which could be developed in
collaboration with ANU. (Would likely require addition of photolithography tools
to the SIRF pilot line.)



Develop IBC “lab” processes for Si concentrator cells at ANU (ANU already have
lab scale IBC processes for 1-sun cells as a starting point)

Customised triple-junction solar cells: Current commercial devices are optimised for solo use in
concentrator systems. Spectrum-splitting configurations require a modified Ge bottom cell to
optimise the complementary spectrum-splitting match with the Si PV device while minimising
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current limitation in the triple-junction PV device. Such cells are not currently available from
commercial suppliers and would require modest process development.
•

Supply of high performance filters: Custom-fabricated, high-performance spectral filters will be
required during development of the higher performance 4-junction spectrum splitting
concentrator receivers. There is a limited number of custom suppliers (e.g. Omega and
Materion), which are costly due to the one-off process customisation (note: serial production
would significantly reduce price for expanded commercial application). Supply of customised
spectral filters is limited by funding levels (i.e. funding gap).

Capital Cost
•

EQE $100k

•

Si concentrator cells:
o

Procurement of “old stock” Si concentrator received: approx. $20k

o

Sub-contract to eg. Sunpower or Trina: approx. $100k

o

SIRF concentrator pilot line process

o

ANU “lab” cells

•

Customised triple-junction solar cells: approx. $50k

•

Spectral filters: $20k each, multiple filters required during development stages (5x assumed)

Location / Timing
•

External supply

•

UNSW TETB and/or SIRF

•

ANU PV labs

•

2016 cells

•

Filters 2016
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4.3.7.1.24 ACAP PP 6.2 - Metal Complexes as Solid-State Hole Conducting
Materials (with Monash University)
AUSIAPV International
See Monash University Section 4.3.8.4.7
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4.3.7.1.25 ACAP PP 6.3 - Carrier Selective Contacts for Boosting Si Solar Cell
Efficiency (AUSIAPV International)
Research Contact: Dr Stephen Bremner
Technology
This program aims to develop carrier selective contact materials for ultra-thin silicon devices with
efficiencies approaching 29%. Theoretical modelling and physical trialling of materials such as gallium
phosphide (GaP), zinc sulphide (ZnS) and silicon carbide (SiC) is underway.
Results indicate GaP effective as CSC but degrades carrier lifetimes in silicon. This aspect of the
fabrication is being investigated heavily at the moment.
Technology Roadmap
•

Look at further CSC material options:

•

nickel and molybdenum oxides as hole selective CSC’s

•

Sb based options, requires Te and C dopant sources

Capability Gap
•

Deposition options:

•

MBE upgrade Si filament source (ANFF-NSW system upgrade, ports available)

•

ALD upgrade for MoOx, NiO

•

Pulsed Laser Deposition of MoOx, NiO

•

Computer simulation of heterojunctions – materials parameters needed as well as nonstandard carrier transport models (Sentaurus/Comsol being explored).

Capital Cost
•

MBE upgrade C, Te dopant source and Si source at $50K each $150K

•

ALD source upgrades, 4x at $20K each  $80K

•

Software licences 2 x $20k  $40K

Location / Timing
•

MBE upgrade ANFF-NSW Node / 2016

•

ALD upgrade SPREE TETB / 2016
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4.3.7.1.26 SPREE#01 - High Efficiency, Industrial Module Design & Fabrication
Research Contact: Dr Matt Edwards
Technology - Current Status
Module encapsulation techniques have not changed substantially over the past decade or so, and
currently represent a significant contribution to overall module costs. Approximately 40% of the
module cost is directly associated with modularisation.
In addition, the use of a glass superstrate and EVA pottant, both with spectral cut-off uncomfortably in
the high energy (blue) part of the sunlight spectrum, increasingly present an unacceptable optical path
impediment to emerging high efficiency / high blue response cell technologies that use very light
homogeneous or selective emitters.
Meanwhile, standard module interconnection techniques have led to requirements for solar cell
metallisation schemes that create greater consumable use and limitations on cell structure.
Furthermore, conventional soldered-ribbon interconnects require the use of toxic lead and cadmium in
the module.
Technology Roadmap
•

ARC Linkage grant (LP150101114): Commercial Solar Cells with Improved Metallisation and
Interconnection (redesign that enables alternate approaches to cell designs)

•

SmartWire interconnection technology –
o

Cell interconnection using plated (low temp In alloy) metal mesh embedded in
Thermal Polyolefin (TPO)

o

Lamination involves low pressure, low temperature press to soften TPO and allow
SmartWire to contact cell metal contacts, with reflow of SmartWire plated solder
during lamination

o

Enables busbar-less cell/module design to significantly reduce metallisation, especially
in regards to use of expensive Ag for cell contacts/busbar

o

Meyer Berger have commercial toolsets for SmartWire encapsulation (CHF 1.9M,
about AUD2.8M)

o

Another option is GTAdvanced Technologies Merlin coated Cu product, or Schmid
Multi Busbar Connector (MBC).

o

Metal contacts only need thin flash layer (say Ni, Ag) as SmartWire main conductor
(no need for Cu plate-up), negating the need for busbars

•

PERC / IBC / Bifacial Cell capable modules

•

Maintenance of cell performance at module level – encapsulation change required – for
example, thin (2 mm) glass / glass modules are viable (glass has a reasonable UV cut-off,
which starts around 350 nm, increasing to 90% absorption below 300 nm), but EVA blocks
below about 420 nm. Therefore an encapsulant change will be needed (e.g. EVA TPO)
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•

Frameless module construction to reduce PID – enabled by removal of the grounded frame,
which otherwise causes leakage current from cell-string to frame through the encapsulation
(EVA, TPO, silicone)

•

Multiple busbar

•

In-house developed patented plating tool – enables simultaneous double sided plating for
streamlined production and potential for Ni only designs (Ag minimisation)

Capability Gap / Capital Cost
•

Interconnection capability:
•

Sm artW ire (or Merlin or Schmid MBC) capable interconnection – full module size
capable (CHF 1.9M, about AUD2.8M)

•

Standard Stringer-Tabber

•

Solar Simulator – full module size – cost AUD250k

•

Lasers - better lasers required for cell fabrication: consider high quality laser platform with
multiple selectable laser heads to enable a suite of processes in a single highly-spec’d tool

Location / Timing
•

Smartwire - SIRF / 2017

•

Solar Simulator – SIRF / 2016
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4.3.7.1.27 SPREE#02 - Plated Metal Contacts / Carrier Selective Contacts in High
Efficiency Cell Structures
Research Contact: Dr Alison Lennon
Technology - Current Status
Screen-printed silver (Ag) contacts represent a significant material cost in current cell technology and
there has, for many years, been effort in replacing Ag with base metal conductors (Ni/Cu) using plating
methodologies.
While metal plating was successfully commercially implemented by BP Solar in the 1990’s in their Laser
Buried Grid Saturn cell technology, the plating process was slow and it was costly to manage the metal
waste. The adoption of light and field-induced plating has offered a way in which these problems can
be addressed with cells being able to be plated in less than 10 minutes in plating baths which require
minimal maintenance. This has resulted in renewed interest in metal plating, not just for the front
contacts of PERC cells but for contacts on bifacial, heterojunction and interdigitated back contact cells
(IBC). Recent research is focussed on plating to non-silicon surfaces (e.g., transparent conducting
oxides and polymers), contact integrity and durability.
Cells employing Carrier Selective Contacts (CSC) offer high cell performance prospects especially as an
enhanced alternative to PERC structures. Carrier-selective contacting schemes feature high
conductivity to “selected” charge carriers whilst blocking unwanted carriers (i.e. electron-specific or
hole-specific contacts), and importantly avoid the high recombination currents associated with standard
contacting schemes, which use heavy doping at semiconductor-metal contacts. These cell structures,
which eliminate the need for diffusions and localised patterning, are well-suited to plated metallisation
and the surface treatment and masking techniques developed at UNSW for the plating of silicon
heterojunction cells.
Technology Roadmap
Plated Metallisation (PERC, bifacial, heterojunction, carrier-selective contact and IBC cells)
•

ARC RND003 (with ANU / industry)

Carrier Selective Contacts (also see later section with Dr Bram Hoex)
•

Metal-oxide carrier selective rear surface contacts (Mo, W, Ti) – provide electronconductor/hole-blocker contacts as an alternative contacting scheme for PERC and amorphous
silicon heterojunction solar cells

•

Integrated metal-oxide research directions:
o

Carrier selective contacts

o

Pseudo-capacitors for module integrated charge storage capability and solar-driven
pseudo-capacitance (with UNSW Chem. Eng)

New Materials Analysis – transition metal-oxides, anodic oxides
Capability Gaps
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•

•

UV picosecond pulse length laser for opening front surface dielectric layers
o

Currently use ANFF Lumera 266 nm at Optofab at $100 / hour, plus travel etc, and
complicated IP issues.

o

A co-located tool at UNSW would enhance research efficiency.

o

Consider high quality laser platform with multiple selectable laser heads to enable a
suite of processes in a single highly-spec’d tool

High quality scanning transmission electron microscope (STEM).
o

UNSW EMU STEM is too old to meet R&D requirements.

o

Researchers currently have to travel (by train) to the access the UoW EMC capability,
or access the unit at U Syd, which has low availability due to high usage.

•

High quality X-Ray Photoelectron Spectroscopy (XPS) for surface analysis

•

Dedicated Inkjet / Aerosol / plating lab using with current tools in lab 265, and other TETB
labs, to provide a critical mass of tools as a sub-facility (would require relocation of other tools
out of 265)

•

Metal oxide deposition – give enable very different material makeup / properties
•

Sputter metal & separately oxidise

•

Thermal oxide evaporation (sublimation – direct solid  vapour)

•

Consider multi-material sputter capability system (requires fast change-over and
contamination control).

•

Possible interest from Andreas Cuevas (ANU) and Bram Hoex who are also pursuing
selective carrier contacts.

Capital Cost
•

UV Picosecond laser – Coherent 6” substrate capable, say $1-2M (budgetary quote requested)

•

Multi-head laser platform (e.g. Innolas etc) say Euro1-3M depending on spec.

Location / Timing
•

UV Picosecond Laser - SIRF (or maybe ANU Eng / Research School Physics & Engineering
(RSPE) / 2016

•

Multihead Laser Platform – SIRF / 2016

•

STEM – UNSW MWAC
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4.3.7.1.28 SPREE#03 - Super Passivation & Carrier Selective Contacts
Research Contact: Dr Bram Hoex
Technology - Current Status
As silicon solar cells become thinner (to reduce material cost and improve output voltage) the
performance limiting effects of surface recombination and contact resistance become more significant.
The following areas of research address these issues
Technology Roadmap
•

Passivation layers – e.g. AlOx by PECVD / ALD, a:Si:H, SiOx, TiOx, SiNx

•

Carrier Selective Contacts (CSC) – transition metal-oxides of molybdenum (Mo) / tungsten (W)
/ titanium (Ti) metals e.g. deposited by plasma-assisted methods (e.g. plasma assisted ALD,
PECVD)

•

CSC offers
•

low recombination current at contact point ( higher Voc)

•

high conductivity for electrons or holes carriers

•

CSC applicable to PERC structure as an alternative to aluminium alloyed contacts.

•

CSC offers improvement addition to [H]  p-type silicon wafer solar cell performance at
23+% efficiency

•

CSC’s are also applicable to ultrathin crystalline silicon solar cells which, due to lower bulk
recombination, have a potential for even higher Voc values.

Capability Gaps
•

•

ALD system – have one being installed & another is being procured, but these would benefit
from upgrades to extend their R&D capabilities particularly with respect to in situ diagnostics
such as:
o

Spectroscopic ellipsometry (to measure dielectric properties and thickness of
synthesized films),

o

Optical emission spectroscopy (information about plasma chemistry),

o

Quartz crystal microbalance (QCM, process study/monitoring),

o

Residual gas analyser (process study/monitoring),

Ion Implanter (note ANU has this capability but it is not solar specific)
•

Expected to play a significant role in PV R&D, with production potential
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•

•

Low ion energy, for solar specific application

•

Enhanced flexibility in doping profiles

•

Intrinsic single side processing

•

Potential to significantly reduce (or even eliminate) use of HF.

•

Potential for ion implanted CSC

Characterisation
•

•

State of the art solar simulator & I-V tester for solar cells
•

Currently available tools at SPREE are not state-of-the-art

•

Flash testers are not suitable for high carrier lifetime devices (because pulse
length is of the same order of minority carrier lifetime)

•

Requirements – not flash, preferentially LED based (spectral accuracy,
adjustable spectrum, long lamp-life, CW suitable for high carrier lifetime / high
efficiency devices)

Non-contact capacitance-voltage measurement system for measuring dielectric
properties.

Capital Cost
•

ALD Upgrade (in-situ diagnostics) - $0.5M

•

Ion Implanter US$1.5M (e.g. Applied Materials ELT - Early Learning Tool)

•

Solar simulator – e.g. WAVELABS LED 20cm x 20cm - $0.3M

•

Contactless CV – e.g. SEMILAB - €200K

•

ALD Upgrade - TETB

•

Ion Implanter - SIRF

•

Solar simulator – TETB

•

Contactless CV – TETB

Location
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4.3.7.1.29 SPREE#04 - Ultrathin Flexible Silicon Solar Cell on Steel
Research Contact: Professor Allen Barnett
Technology - Current Status
The use of Building Integrated PV (BIPV) in buildings has long promised cost savings due of the
elimination of some on the separate systems integration steps. To date there has been no mass
market product that realizes this promise
The possibility of thin, flexible, robust and efficient PV modules has significant appeal, and technologies
such as organic photovoltaics and thin film compound semiconductors technologies such as CIGS or
the kesterites are potential candidates.
A flexible, high performance crystalline silicon technology holds much appeal in this field, and a device
structure has been developed and demonstrated high potential.
•

18 µm silicon PERC solar cell, laser doped selective emitter with LIP Ni/Cu/Ag top contacts,
rear contact bonded to thin, flexible stainless steel substrate;

•

Device epitaxially grown and rear surface part-processed on porous silicon, separated and
bonded to steel substrate (at AmberWave, USA) and transferred (to UNSW) for front surface
process completion

•

Measured bare cell efficiency 16.8%

Technology Roadmap
•

Develop advanced flexible encapsulation process capability, utilising ETFE front sheet, EVA
encapsulant and PET backsheet.

•

Achieve 19-20% module efficiency via
•

Advanced surface passivation

•

Improved laser doping

•

Carrier Selective Contact schemes

•

Possibly incorporate plasmonic light absorption techniques

•

Demonstrate long term environmental stability

•

Carry out all processing including wafer bonding , only excluding specialised epi-growth, at
UNSW SIRF

Capability Gaps
•

SIRF – complete commissioning of all required fabrication and environmental testing
capability.

Capital Cost
•

Previously covered in the costs of complete commissioning of all required fabrication and
environmental testing
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4.3.7.1.30 SPREE#05 - Optical Enhancement of Thin or Composite PV Devices
Research Contact: Professor Darren Bagnall
Technology - Current Status
As device structures become thinner it is important for device efficiency to effectively capture and trap
all incoming light. To date, top surface light trapping for thick silicon wafers are selectively etched to
produce structured light trapping features (for instance, pyramid covered top surfaces) and coated in
antireflection layers such as silicon nitride. Wafers are also thick enough to effectively capture most of
the incident light.
With thin silicon wafers (which are less tolerant to micron-scale surface etching) and materials not
suited to conventional etching or coating, improved methods of light capture and trapping are needed.
Technology Roadmap
•

•

•

•

Plasmonic or textured rear surface mirror


Plasmonic based (metal / dielectric) Rear Surface Mirror which provides increased
scattering for optical enhancement (i.e. increased light trapping potential, increased),
Plasmonic Feature Size: 50-100 nm, separation 300 nm



Front or rear surface dielectric structures may also induce Mie scattering and increase
light-trapping albeit with large feature size and less ability to tune to required
wavelengths

Applicable device types/structures


Most viable for thin devices where standard wet chemical texturing (i.e. random and
inverted pyramids) are not applicable



Ultrathin PV Cells, Thickness ≈20-50 μm epi grown off nanoporous anodic oxidation
silicon oxide via lift-off



Multi-Junction Devices (thin top surface active layer unsuited to physical surface
structuring (eg inverted pyramid)

Performance Improvement Progression
•

Current 0.3% absolute demonstrated on 1μ monocrystalline silicon device, solution
deposited plasmonics (8.0  8.3%) in collaboration with Japanese group.

•

Expected performance increase of 5-10% power output for thin devices.

Fabrication Methodology
•

Electron Beam Lithography Patterning (EBL)

•

Extreme UV Lithography

•

Nanoimprint Lithography (NIL)

•

Colloidal Solution / Physical Deposition with self-arranging properties
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Capability Gaps
•

Nanoimprintor – Nanonex NX 2000, 6” capable, thermal / photo

•

Solar Simulator – LED based, multi-junction device capable

•

Chemical synthesis

•

Advanced Metrology: I-V and IQE especially devices beyond single junction structures
and non-AM1.5 (e.g. LED simulators, etc)

Capital Cost
•

Extreme UV (EUV: 13.5nm) photolithography (~13.5nm) using high precision
reflection mask and projection optics for patterning <10-30nm - $5M (estimate
systems used by microelectronics industry are $10’s of millions however, wafer size
and alignment are major cost drivers and bespoke PV system is likely to be much
cheaper)

•

Nanonex 2000 $0.5M

•

LED Solar Simulator $0.37M

Location / Timing
•

UNSW – probably ANFF / 2018

•

Maybe ANU given work by Kylie Catchpole
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4.3.7.1.31 SPREE#06 - Photoluminescence (PL) Spectroscopy
Research Contact: A/Professor Thorsten Trupke
Technology - Current Status
Photoluminescence technology is now a widely used technique in silicon device performance
characterisation and, to some extent, in manufacturing quality control.
Commercial companies like BT Imaging, a commercial spin-off from seminal work by UNSW
researchers, offer sophisticated tools.
This work looks at extending the range of capability for this technique into materials, manufacturing
and product fault analysis.
Technology Roadmap
•

•

Current research program ARENA RND009,
o

50:50 with ANU ($2M over 3.5yrs)

o

ANU (Dan MacDonald) on fundamentals theory and analysis (detailed defect analysis
etc)

o

UNSW focus on applied methods and systems with real work applications

o

BTi: industrial partner (funding PhD studentships)

PL based defect analysis in silicon; 4 work packages –
1.

Bricks (from cast ingots)

2.

Wafers

3.

Cells

4.

Modules

•
•

Silicon Brick PL Imaging with a focus on lifetime and defect analysis
UNSW currently has lab based prototype at the BTi site, but will move to UNSW TETB
lab in near future
“Easy-IP” type agreement between with NSi / BTi
Commercial tool expectation 1-2 years

Bricks

•
•
Modules
•
•
•
•

Exploratory comparison of PL and EL Imaging for solar panel inspection
EL/PL Imaging comparative analysis is part of the RND009 program.
Areas of inspection include factory, after transport, and after installation
Work with outdoor array test facilities like CSIRO Newcastle on degradation
mechanism analysis
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•

Timeline – ARENA fund development and CSIRO-N do field testing (maybe CSIRO
SIEF grant based)

Fundamental research in:
•

Variable wavelength illumination PL Imaging

•

Exploring the potential application of PL Imaging to new materials (perovskites cells
and maybe OPV cells) and device structures (multi-junction cells)

Gap Analysis & Capital Cost
•

$1-2M project for prototype development
•

Capital Cost – hardware say $300K,

•

Balance - development + tool + running/testing

Timing
•

2017

•

SIRF or CSIRO-N field tester

•

Group – UNSW SPREE / CSIRO-N / BT Imaging

•

Other potential link-ups: Monash / UoM Characterisation initiative for OPV

Location
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4.3.7.1.32

SPREE#07 - Smart Modules

Research Contact: Professor Darren Bagnall
Technology - Current Status
PV modules are currently “dumb” in that there is no external control capability (although most modules
have by-pass diodes built into the electrical junction box for protection against shading or damage, and
a proportion have micro-inverters built into the external module level junction box giving AC output).
This work looks at a greater level of external control over module operation by embedding a degree of
intelligence into the module.
Technology Roadmap
•

Smart capabilities integrated into module / dynamic photovoltaic arrays (DPVA)


Recent publications:
•

Storey J; Redman T; Wilson PR; Bagnall D, 2015, “Integrated simulator and
hardware platform for dynamic photovoltaic array optimization and testing”,
Journal of Nanoelectronics and Optoelectronics, vol. 10, no. 1, Pages 104 – 113

•

J. Storey, P. R. Wilson, and D. Bagnall, “The Optimized-String Dynamic
Photovoltaic Array,” IEEE Transactions on Power Electronics, vol. 29, no. 4, Pages
1768–1776, Apr. 2014.



Pre-pattered printed-circuit layer for interconnection with integrated switching
capabilities



Enables dynamic arrays/modules with the capability for dynamic re-stringing



Potential for inverter-less AC module via switching in the interconnection layer

Capability Gap
•

Testbed hardware platform for PV reconfiguration studies (e.g. switching system based on
MOSFET, FET and IGBT fast switching with microprocessor control )

•

Programmable LED module tester for simulating shading and spectral variations

Capital Cost
•

PV reconfiguration platform: $50-100k (estimated)

•

Programmable LED module tester/simulator: $250-350k (estimated)

Location / Timing
•

SIRF or TETB / 2017
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4.3.7.1.33 SPREE#08 - Recrystallised In-Situ Doped Si-on-Si
Research Contact: Dr Ivan Perez-Wurfl
Technology
This program investigates an industrial process aimed at low cost silicon cell processing via the use of a
wide, split beam YAG laser and large area rastering laser diode arrays to:
•
•

background heat a doped silicon wafer
melt and recrystallise full wafer surface silicon in the presence of emitter dopant to form a
deep, light emitter diffusion profile

Technology Roadmap
•

To develop laser capability to demonstrate high quality large area emitter diffusion at very fast
rate and low cost

Capability Gap
•

Industrial scale 6” wafer capable split beam laser

Cost
•

$1M

Location / Timing
•

SIRF / 2017
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4.3.7.1.34 SPREE #09 - Scaling impacts on PV research and manufacturability.
Research Contact: A/Professor Matt Boreland
Technology - Current Status
Lab-to-Factory Gap
The past few decades has seen a massive expansion of the PV sector with a corresponding increase in
the size of factorise from the 50MW range to the 1GW range. However, as the scale of manufacturing
increased, the gap between lab-scale R&D and manufacturing has also widened, significantly extending
the scale-up phase of technology transfer from lab-bench to factory. This schism between lab-bench
and factory scales greatly amplifies the risk of transferring new IP especially in regards to process
variance and yield when migrating from lab-scale to factory scale. The context of low margins,
combined with the well quantified yield/risk profile of incumbent technologies, further increases the risk
sensitivity to new technology. The most straightforward approach to minimising tech-transfer risk is to
narrow the gap between the lab and factory by scaling up the lab R&D pilot line using industrial
process tools, effectively creating a “research factory”. Such an approach is embodied in the Solar
Industrial Research Facility (SIRF) project at UNSW. In addition to supporting accelerated the
progression of lab technologies on the technology readiness levels, the SIRF platform will enable direct
research into process engineering of industrial process that is not possible at the lab bench scale.
Production variance
The gigawatt scale of factories has also significantly increased the sensitivity of industrial processes to
variance factors that were otherwise unimportant at the megawatt scale (i.e. 0.01% efficiency spread
on a GW factory is a 1MW problem). Consequently, analysis and control of process variance is
increasingly important, which impacts overall production cost. Up to 10-20% reduction in production
cost may be possible by reductions in process variance. Whilst the volume of solar cell production is
well suited to the application statistical methodologies for the analysis and reduction of process
variance, such approaches are not widespread or optimised for PV production.
Integrated product design
Although the scale of manufacturing has increased, the level of integrated design in regards to the PV
end-production (i.e. solar generated kWh of electricity) is still rudimentary. The design integration of a
modern car or mobile phone is well beyond a PV system. For instance, solar cell design and fabrication
is optimised for un-encapsulated performance (efficiency) at 25°C under AM1.5, which goes on to be
fabricated into modules and tested for encapsulated performance at 25°C under AM1.5. However, the
modules have to perform at up to 60°C over a range of Air Mass resulting in a rift between cell
design/fabrication and expected module end-product performance. This gap is expected to widen for
high performance and high lifetime solar cells (e.g. PERC), which often have a more non-linear
performance curve.
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Technology Roadmap
SIRF “Research Factory” for Si PV
•

Establishment of robust baseline processes and process tracking to enable Si PV applied R&D
programs (e.g. hydrogenation, advanced metallisation, advanced interconnection, ultrathin
flexible Si solar cells on steel, etc)

•

Process engineering R&D on industrial processes including adaptive processing (i.e. metrology
informed self-tuning process).

Manufacturing variance and statistics
•

Development of PV-specific methodologies for statistical analysis of manufacturing variance
and yield

•

Application of PV-specific stateside methods to predictive/adaptive process engineering to
reduce variance and yield

Integrated product optimisation
•

Development of testing methodologies to enable optimising cell design and fabrication based
on kWh generation at the module for in-field conditions.

Capability Gaps
•

UNSW SIRF “Research Factory”

•

MES* for SIRF
(*Manufacturing Execution System: system for gathering in-process of end process
performance data for statistical analysis)

•

Statistical software platforms

•

LED cell and module simulator/testers

Capital Cost
•

SIRF - $3-5M (est.)

•

MES - $250-350k (est.)

•

Statistical software - $50-100k (est.)

•

LED cell and module simulator/testers - $500 -700k (est.)

Location / Timing
SIRF / 2017
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4.3.7.2

Australian National University, Engineering

Research Institution:

Australian National University

Campus / Location:

Acton, Canberra, ACT

Institute / Division:

Engineering

Principal Contact:

Professor Andrew Blakers

Principal Researchers:

Professor Andres Cuevas, Professor Dan Macdonald
A/Professor Kylie Catchpole, Dr Evan Franklin

4.3.7.2.1

ACAP PP 1.1 - Solar Silicon (partner with UNSW)

Research Contact: A/Professor Dan Macdonald

Technology
ACAP AR 2014 P15 – “High Temperature Process Optimisation: This has resulted in a modified cell

process which maximises the positive effect of phosphorous gettering while minimising the negative
impact of both boron diffusions and thermal oxidation steps. A key strategy has been to perform the
phosphorous diffusion as the last high temperature step”
•

Development of a modified cell fabrication process that allows high carrier lifetimes after
phosphorous diffusions to be maintained through to the final device

By performing phosphorous diffusion as the last high temperature step, carrier lifetimes in excess
of hundreds of μs are reached after full processing sequence.
•

Development of defect imaging techniques; new vacancy related defects in silicon have
been identified as being important recombination centres and observation that post the
UNSW developed hydrogenation passivation process the well-known B-O defect appears to
be entirely absent.

•

Development of powerful new method for imaging dopant and oxygen concentrations in
silicon wafers.

•

Development of extensive modelling capability in solar cell properties to understand loss
mechanism s in solar grade cells, in particular quantum efficiency of completed cells.

Technology Roadmap
•

Focus on demonstrating efficiencies over 21% in solar grade silicon

•

Further develop strategies to minimise the impacts of defects in solar grade silicon, during
and post-processing.
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Capability Gaps / Costs / Location
•

Wet benches $0.3M

•

Lab extension and fit-out of new rooms: $0.5M
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4.3.7.2.2

ACAP PP 1.2a - Rear Contact Silicon Cells

Research Contact: Dr Evan Franklin

Technology
Work in this program is focussed on rear contacted (or interdigitated back contact) cell structures and
divided into two main areas –
1.

achieving very high efficiency laboratory cell structures

2.

targeting industrially relevant processes

High Efficiency Cells
Factors addressed in very high efficiency cells (1) that have led to 20x20mm cell of 24.4% efficiency
have been demonstrated to be
•

Improved light trapping on front and rear surfaces

•

Reduced rear surface recombination using optimal thickness layers of thermal silicon oxide
and low pressure chemical vapour deposited silicon nitride

•

Improved bulk carrier lifetimes by managing process parameters

•

Reducing edge recombination losses by suppressing lateral carrier diffusion

Industrially Relevant Cells
Work in this area has focussed on low complexity, low thermal budget processes
•

Contact patterning via masked excimer laser ablation of SiN layer, doing away with complex
lithography

•

Use of in-situ laser doping to reduce thermal processing budget

•

Use of ion implantation localised doping

Capability Gaps / Cost / Location
Upgrade of ANU PV labs:
•

Upgrade to 150-200mm capability: $1.8M

•

Excimer laser work station suite $1.9M

•

Ion implanter: $2.5M

•

III-V wafer stock: $0.1M

•

Sputter system: $0.3M
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4.3.7.2.3

ACAP PP 1.2b - Passivated Contacts

Research Contact: Professor Andres Cuevas

Technology
Various methods for the fabrication of carrier selective contacts for silicon solar cells, which ideally
permit the passage of one type of charge carrier while perfectly blocking the other are investigated,
focussing on the following main schemes:
1.

Development of polysilicon contacts, based on quantum tunnelling through a thin interlayer,
together with high temperature incorporation of dopants.

2.

Application of novel thin film materials for low temperature, dopant-free fabrication of electron
and hole transport layers for silicon solar cells.

Technology Roadmap
•

solar cells with phosphorus doped polySi contacts with efficiency in excess of 21%

•

solar cells with boron doped polySi contacts with efficiency in excess of 21%

•

solar cells with both phosphorus and boron doped polySi contacts with efficiency in excess of
21%

•

partial rear contact solar cells and full area cells using molybdenum oxide or equivalent hole
transport layers.

•

Solar cells using deposited thin films as electron transport layers.

•

Solar cells with both electron and hole dopant-free selective contacts.

Capability Gaps
•

Dedicated PECVD equipment for depositing amorphous silicon thin films, preferably with the
possibility of in-situ doping.

•

In addition, an upgrade of current LPCVD system to deposit polycrystalline silicon would expand
capabilities at moderate cost.

•

Dedicated equipment for thin film deposition of novel selective contact materials, particularly
metal oxides. An upgrade to existing vacuum evaporation and sputtering to attach an inert
atmosphere loading station is needed.

•

Improved characterization of silicon interfaces by means of capacitance-voltage measurements.

Cost
•

$1.5 million for a PECVD reactor.

•

$0.5 million for a corona charge contactless C-V system

•

$0.15 million for LPCVD upgrade to deposit polysilicon

•

$0.15 million for glove box attachment to evaporator.
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Location / Timing
•

ANU / 2016
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4.3.7.2.4

ACAP PP 1.3b - Silicon Tandem Cells Mechanically Stacked

Research Contact: Dr Matthew Stocks

Technology
This work investigates a multijunction reflector based architecture with separate cells of different
bandgap, individually electrically contacted and spatially arranged to optimally absorb incoming
sunlight.
Silicon is used as the low bandgap “bottom” cell and a variety of materials and architectures
investigated for the high bandgap material, including physical reflectors and the use of the high
bandgap material as the effective reflector of the sub-bandgap light.
The use of low concentration single axis concentrating systems (roll trackers) adds potential economic
benefit
Modelling of such low concentration structures indicates module efficiencies in excess of 30% can be
achieved, and cost modelling projects a levelised cost of electricity (LCOE) generated from such device
structures at $0.097/kWh, below the “benchmark” $0.10/kWh figure of merit.

Technology Roadmap
•

Reflective tandem arrangement of 45° saw-tooth high bandgap cells with thin bifacial ANU
“Sliver” cells mounted vertically at the sawtooth apex

•

The use, in areas of high direct sunlight, of a moderate linear concentrating element in front
of the active cells to reduce the amount of expensive high bandgap materials

Capability Gaps
•
•
•
•

Low divergence, solar simulating light source to enable accurate characterisation and testing
of concentrating optical elements and tandem device performance
Tooling for manufacturing of tandem cell receivers and optical elements, and assembly
Reliability testing equipment for extended environmental testing of optical elements and
tandem assemblies
External Quantum Efficiency (EQE) measurement system with DC measurement capability, to
allow the accurate characterisation of promising new materials, in particular Perovskites,
which may be used as the top cell in tandem stacks.

Cost
•
•
•
•

Solar simulator $200k
Machining tools $300k
Environmental chambers $100k
EQE system $200k

Location / Timing
•

ANU / 2016
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4.3.7.2.5

ACAP PP 2.1f - OPV Device Structures (with University of Melbourne)

Research Contact: Professor Andrew Blakers

Technology
This program uses the ANU bifacial “sliver” silicon solar cell as the edge collecting device in luminescent
non-tracked solar concentrator materials and structures under investigation by the University of
Melbourne.

Capability Gaps
None identified
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4.3.7.2.6

ACAP PP 3.2a - Light Trapping

Research Contact: A/Professor Kylie Catchpole

Technology
This work investigates a range of plasmonic and nanophotonic structures to better harvest light in the
near infra-red region of the sunlight spectrum. A standardised light-trapping figure of merit is
developed based on photoluminescence spectroscopy.
A variety of programs aimed at understanding and fabricating a range of surface texture and plasmonic
structures on silicon and compare them to conventional crystalline silicon pyramidal surface etch.
•

Reactive ion etch (RIE)

•

Metal-assisted etch texture (MET),

•

Random pyramidal (RAN),

•

Plasmonic Ag nanoparticles + diffusive reflector (Ag/DR)

Capability Gaps
•

Advanced spectrophotometer with integrating sphere

Cost
•

$0.4M

Location / Timing
•

ANU/2017
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4.3.7.2.7

ANU#01 - Advanced Modules for Australian Conditions

Research Contact: Dr Andrew Thomson

Technology
This program develops and monitors modules under a wide variety of Australian conditions

Capability Gaps
•

Outdoors PV module test system

Cost
•

$1.5M

Location
•

ANU / 2016
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4.3.7.3

ANU R esearch School of P hysics & Engineering

Research Contact: Professor Chennupati Jagadish, Department of Electronic Materials Engineering
Technology / Technology Roadmap
•

III-V Nanostructured Solar Cells - The average solar cell that you might see on the roof
of a house has an efficiency of about 10 to 15% and usually made of silicon. One class of
semiconductor frequently used in efficient solar cells is the III-Vs, where efficiencies of over
40% are possible when the cells are coupled with external optical concentrators. In addition,
by making clever use of nanotechnology and quantum engineering, the device performance
can be further enhanced. One technique is the use of quantum dots where due to quantum
confinement effect, they are able to absorb the spectrum of light which cannot be absorbed
by conventional silicon solar cells. Quantum dots also have a few unique properties that could
be advantageous for solar cell applications, such as multi-photocarrier-generation effect,
longer carrier life-time, flexibility in bandgap engineering. Another technique is using the
intrinsic properties of nanowires such as (i) the large surface area, (ii) high aspect ratios (iii)
the intrinsic antireflection effect that increases light absorption and (iv) more importantly, they
provide a paradigm shift in photovoltaics by decoupling light absorption from carrier collection
paths, which lead to more efficient charge extraction. In addition, by embedding the
nanowires in polymers that can be peeled off, the nanowire cell layer can be separated from
the underlying wafer, in effect creating a flexible nanowire solar cell that you can wear

•

Plasmonic solar cells - Bringing down the cost of electricity generated from solar radiation
using photovoltaics has been the focus of intense investigations in recent years. By employing
light trapping techniques to increase the path-length of light, the total absorption inside a thin
absorber layer can be enhanced. Light trapping can be achieved by depositing random arrays
of metal nanoparticles such as gold or silver on the solar cell surface. Light incident on the
nanoparticles is scattered strongly due to excitation of localised surface plasmons and the light
is then absorbed by the solar cell. Plasmonic light trapping can be incorporated into the solar
cells after they have been essentially fabricated and hence does not alter the basic device
characteristics, other than enhancing the overall efficiency

•

III-V quantum dots and wells - Quantum confined structures are utilised in a variety of
applications due to the quantum confinement effect which forms the basis for improved device
characteristics. The mature epitaxy technology has allowed us to grow quantum well and dot
structures with unique electronic and optical properties. Research in this field in the
department revolves around the growth quantum dots and/or quantum wells for use as the (i)
gain medium in metamaterials, (ii) absorption layers in third generation solar cells, (iii)
absorption region in quantum dot infrared photodetectors and (iv) active region in high power
lasers.

•

III-V nanowires - Nanowire research is a new and emerging field growing at a fast pace.
The excitement in this field is due to the unique electronic and optical properties of the
nanowires. The unique properties stem from their large surface to volume ratio, very high
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aspect ratio, and carrier and photon confinement in two dimensions. Novel nanowire-based
electronic and photonic devices with superior performance over existing devices are expected
to revolutionise our technological world in the way of new devices and components. In this
project, the fundamental growth mechanisms of semiconductor nanowires are investigated.
The 1-dimensional anisotropic growths are conducted in the Metal Organic Chemical Vapour
Deposition reactor either by (i) the vapour-liquid-solid (VLS) mechanism using nm-sized gold
particles, (ii) selective area growth and (iii) self-catalysed growth. The many advantages of
this technique include the ability to grow well-aligned nanowires, radial (core-shell) and axial
heterostructures and even branched nanowires. The control and understanding of the growth
mechanism are very important as this will pave the way for developing new technologies and
applications based on nanowires. In addition, there is a great potential for fundamental
discoveries in 1-D quantum confined structures
•

Nanowire devices - Semiconductor nanowires hold outstanding potential as key components
of future devices and systems. Offering reduced dimensionality, outstanding materials
properties and the capability for bottom-up assembly, these nanostructures are highly
promising nanobuilding blocks. Nanowires have a broad range of applications, which
encompasses many science and engineering areas (such as electronics, photonics, bio and
medical technologies). Indeed, the success of nanowires as building blocks for nano-devices
relies not only on the ability to precisely control the growth of these materials but also on the
development of the fabrication techniques. The fabrication of a nanowire device is a
challenging task. Not only are the nanowires intrinsically small and difficult to handle by
standard means, but many fabrication steps for nanowire devices are not compatible with
planar fabrication technology of most semiconductor device processing tools. Hence, various
processing steps need to be developed such as conformal coating with a passivating layer,
planarization and making selective contacts to core and shell regions. A wide range of
nanowire-based optoelectronic devices are being investigated in this project such as solar
cells, lasers, light emitting diodes and photodetectors using state-of-the-art facilities of the
ACT Node of the Australian National Fabrication Facilities.

•

Metal and semiconductor nanoparticles - Particles of nanometric dimensions can exhibit
properties that differ significantly from their bulk counterparts due to finite-size and/or
quantum-confinement effects. One example is the dramatic reduction in melting point
observed in nanoparticles of dimensions ~5 nm or less. A great variety of nanoparticle
projects are on-going in the Department including both metal and semiconductor
nanoparticles with goals that span fundamental scientific insight (for example, the capillarypressure-induced bond length contraction) to direct technological application (for example, Si
nanoparticle based non-volatile memory). The Department has an extensive range of
equipment to fabricate, process and characterise nanoparticles.
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Capability Gap / Cost / Timing / Location
•

High throughput EBL to create large nano-PV cells to study the light coupling effects in
nanostructured solar cells.

•

Dedicated ICP etching systems for various materials to avoid memory effects of one chemistry
on the other.

•

A new sputter system dedicated for PV materials to avoid cross contamination.

Cost / Timing
•

EBL - $3M / 2017

•

ICP Tools 4x / $1M each => $4M / 2016-2018

•

Sputter – 1x $0.8M / 2016

Location
•

ANU RSPE
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4.3.7.4

Sw inburne University of Technology

Research Contact: Professor Min Gu
Technology

Text reproduced verbatim from the below website:

http://www.swinburne.edu.au/engineering/cmp/solar_SIEF.php
HIGH PERFORMANCE SOLAR CELL TECHNOLOGY WITH INTEGRATED NANOPLASMONIC
THIN FILM AND THERMAL MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS
The global drive towards making solar energy more competitive against low cost fossil fuels has given
rise to some amazing solar technologies. However one of the biggest, but least publicised, challenges
that solar cell researchers face is the stability and scalability of their inventions.
Teams from Swinburne University of Technology and CSIRO have joined forces to address some of the
fundamental challenges associated with solar PV technologies. With $4 million in funding over 4 years
from the Science and Industry Endowment Fund (SIEF) and significant in-kind contributions from
industry, the two institutions and academic partner, Stanford University, the teams will work to
overcome the efficiency losses that solar cells suffer when exposed to high temperatures. For every
10°C increase in operating temperature, most solar cells become around 5% less efficient in converting
sunlight into electricity.
Swinburne's patented, low cost NanoPlas solar cell technology with integrated nanoparticles will be
improved to incorporate advanced methods of heat disposal, and then combined with an advanced
thermal management system being developed by CSIRO. The aim of the project is to develop a
prototype device with improved temperature performance and a design that can be manufactured at
low cost.
Swinburne's NanoPlas solar cell technology uses a conductive glass substrate for depositing
nanoparticles upon. The multipurpose custom made nanoparticles act as a barrier for reducing thermal
absorption, while at the same time trapping light within the solar cell – thereby giving the photoactive
material more time to convert photons into electrons. CSIRO draws on existing expertise in heatpipe
technology while developing the next generation of low-cost microfluidic thermal management
systems. The integration of the technologies should produce a solar cell that is highly efficient, with the
added possibility of recovering heat from the microfluidic system.
The solar cells being studied are of the thin-film type, meaning they don't require highly purified
crystalline silicon and can be manufactured on sheet glass using low cost methods such as spraying. It
is estimated that this approach could reduce the manufacturing cost by up to 50%, whilst maintaining
comparable performance to the more complex traditional solar panels.
The goal of this ambitious project is to develop a large scale thermally stable solar cell technology with
double the efficiency of current glass based thin film solar cells at half the cost. This will be achieved
through the integration of the novel NanoPlas thin film technology and thermal management system
for recycling and removing heat generated in the cells for optimal electricity conversion efficiency –
using innovative low-cost processes.
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Midway through the project, a fully operational dedicated pilot production line will be deployed at
Swinburne's new state of the art Advanced Manufacturing and Design Centre in Melbourne. Together
with the advanced solar cell testing facilities of CSIRO, the way is being paved for closer collaboration
with industry – providing meaningful solutions towards transforming Australia's existing energy and
manufacturing industries through the provision of key technologies in energy generation and
manufacturing.
Capability Gap / Cost / Location
None identified
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4.3.7.5

Sydney University

Research Contact: Professor Martjin de Sterke
Technology
•

Design of highly absorbing structures - open source software

Capability Gap / Cost / Location
None identified
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4.3.7.6

M urdoch University

Research Contact: Dr David Parlevliet, Energy Research & Innovation Group
Technology / Technology Roadmap
http://www.murdoch.edu.au/School-of-Engineering-and-Information-Technology/Research/MurdochUniversity-Energy-Research-and-Innovation-Group/Thin-Film-PV-Devices/
“We have an in-house designed and built plasma enhanced chemical vapour deposition system for
research work on PV in Australia and this is used to produce advanced thin film devices with
amorphous silicon. In recent years we have begun to develop hybrid designs by incorporating
microcrystalline and nanocrystalline silicon into the PV devices. We are now looking at ways of
incorporating silicon nanowires into thin film devices to improve their efficiency and stability. Also we
are looking at low cost transparent conducting window materials for solar cells and optoelectronic
devices, based on nanotechnology.
“This group has a good set of deposition and characterisation equipment, including facilities for the
analysis of faults and defects in solar cells.” (pers. comm. David Parlevliet 2 Sep 2015)
http://www.murdoch.edu.au/School-of-Engineering-and-Information-Technology/Research/MurdochUniversity-Energy-Research-and-Innovation-Group/PV-Systems-and-Applications/
“Murdoch University is able to offer an independent testing service through the School of Engineering
and Energy that is tailored to meet the changing needs of the PV industry. This includes a photovoltaic
module testing facility that can measure the performance of modules and diagnose faults or defects
with a PV module through a number of techniques. Laboratory and field testing of PV modules is
carried out at our Murdoch campus in Perth.
“We have expertise in solar cell diagnosis by current-voltage measurements using a calibrated Solar
Simulator as well as testing of modules in situ in our outdoor test facility for real world measurements.
The current solar simulator is a Spire SPI-Sun Simulator 5600SLP, solar panel IV measurement system.
This system has Class A+ spectral/spatial/temporal performance with a measurement repeatability of ≤
0.15% and can accept a wide range of modules sizes.
“We are able to use infrared imaging techniques to locate defective regions within a solar panel. This is
a non-destructive and rapid diagnostic tool. Using thermal imaging cameras we can rapidly identify
anomalies in a PV module. Hot spots on the surface of a module can be indicative of shorts within the
device or damaged cells. These measurements can be performed on solar panels mounted in the field
or under test conditions.
“We can also undertake long term outdoor exposure testing to provide an assessment of performance
degradation over time using our outdoor test facility.
“Where more detail is required the Solar Cell Parameter Mapping system can be used to provide
information on how individual parts of the module are functioning. This is an extension of standard IV
measurements to allow measurements of the local variations in solar cell parameters at many points
across a solar cell. From these many measurements a map of how individual regions of the solar cell
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respond can be produced. The advantage of this measurement is that at a glance, it is easy to identify
physical defects in a solar cell and variations in the performance in different regions of the solar cell.
This technique is appropriate for delaminated panels or small area samples.
“We can also deploy a range of materials analysis techniques including spectroscopic techniques, X-ray
Photoemission Spectroscopy (XPS), XRD and electron microscopy.
“This top-to-bottom analysis capability allows us to offer a service that can provide full testing from the
module level right down to the nanoscale for quality assurance and fault diagnosis in photovoltaic
modules.” (pers. comm. David Parlevliet 2 Sep 2015)
Capability Gap / Cost / Timing / Location
No gaps identified
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4.3.7.7

Bluglass Ltd

Research Contact: Dr Ian Mann
Technology
BluSolar is a wholly owned subsidiary of BluGlass Limited, established to explore and commercialise an
exciting breakthrough in the solar industry. BluSolar is working towards the development of a nitride
solar cell using BluGlass’ patented manufacturing technology, remote plasma chemical vapour
deposition (RPCVD) based manufacturing technology.
Although there are many materials from which solar cells can be developed, there is an emerging
material family with the potential to convert almost the full spectrum of sunlight – from the infrared,
visible and ultraviolet – to electrical power. This material family is BluGlass’ area of expertise – group
III nitrides.
Indium gallium nitride (InGaN) semiconductors have many advantages over current materials making
them an exciting prospect for new high efficiency solar cell applications.
InGaN solar cells have the potential to be long lasting, relatively inexpensive and importantly the most
efficient ever created.
This potential comes from the fact that InGaN has a direct band gap with wide tunability. These
properties potentially allow more energy from the solar spectrum to be captured efficiently into the cell
and converted to power. Research has stated that InGaN solar cells could produce efficiencies of more
than 50% which would be a major breakthrough in solar cell efficiency far exceeding what is available
today.
BluGlass' RPCVD process has great potential to grow high indium content InGaN when compared to
MOCVD due to its low temperature process.
Technology Roadmap
Unless a strategic player in PV was willing to partner with BLG we do not expect PV research to
continue in the next 5 years due to BLG’s current focus on LED and Power Electronics (over PV) –
efforts in LED will have some common ground with PV and this view on no R&D effort in PV could
change if LED developments occur with RPCVD in the epitaxial growth of indium rich InGaN MQWS
(such as those needed in amber and green LEDs)
Capability Gap
•

A new RPCVD system dedicated to InGaN work

Capital Cost
•

$750,000

Location / Timing
•

At BluGlass premises / 2017
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4.3.7.8

Brisbane M aterials

Research Contact: Dr Michael Harvey
Technology
Brisbane Materials Technology’s patented XeroCoat™ antireflection technology creates a porous film of
graded refractive index silica from a liquid precursor at room temperature and pressure. The coating is
chemically bonded to the glass surface for optimum durability and life, with more than 20 years
equivalent field testing (2.5 years of testing in a high-suns high humidity thermal cycling accelerated
environment).
BMT’s inorganic ARC has met all the requirements for a solar AR coating including those embedded in
IEC61215. It can be tailored to the substrate, or modified to produce the desired spectral performance
for any particular solar energy application
Brisbane Materials also possesses anti-soiling materials technology for super-hydrophilic, photocatalytic coatings, alone or in combination with anti-reflective coatings. Our competitive advantage
derives from our ability to produce the highest performing AR coating – >3% efficiency improvement
as confirmed by leading solar module companies – at the lowest cost in the industry.
Capability Gap
No major capability gaps have been identified
Capital Cost
Not Applicable
Location
No applicable
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4.3.8 OPV / OIPV CAPABILITY GAPS – DETAIL BY INSTITUTION
The following section details the outcomes of discussion with all institutions involved with research in
Organic Photovoltaics (OPV) and Organic-Inorganic Photovoltaics (OIPV).
Institutions involved in this survey •
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

University of NSW, School of Photovoltaics & Renewable Energy Engineering
University of NSW, Molecular Photonics Laboratory
University of Melbourne, Bio21 Institute
Monash University, Renewable Energy Laboratory
CSIRO Manufacturing Clayton
University of Queensland, Centre for Organic Photonics & Electronics
University of SA, Wark Institute Future Industries Institute, Energy Materials
University of SA, Wark Institute Future Industries Institute, Thin Film Coatings
University of Adelaide
Flinders University
Dyesol Limited
CSIRO Energy Centre Newcastle
RMIT University
Deakin University IFM
Edith Cowan University
James Cook University

Many of the following research programs are conducted under the ACAP consortium, and a full review
is available from the 2014 Annual Report available on the ACAP website
(http://www.acap.net.au/annual-reports/acap-ausiapv-annual-report-2014).
Appendix C summarises technology areas identified in this study as of near-term importance against
research programs currently in place by Australian institutions.

It highlights the fact that there are very few technology areas that are not currently being addressed.
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4.3.8.1

University of NSW

Research Institution:

University of NSW

Campus / Location:

Kensington, Sydney, NSW

Institute / Division:

SPREE

Principal Contact:

Professor Darren Bagnall

Principal Researchers:

A/Professor Ashraf Uddin, Dr Anita Ho-Baillie
Dr Naveen Kumar Elumalai

4.3.8.1.1 ACAP PP 2.1a - Organic Bulk Heterojunction Solar Cells
Research Contact: A/Professor Ashraf Uddin
Technology
This program is aimed at understanding the effect of nanoscale morphology on the opto-electronic
properties of heterogeneous organic semiconductor films.
Research areas of focus
•

Understanding of energy level alignment at the interfaces and engineering them
for efficient exciton dissociation / carrier transport.

•

Elucidating the localized plasmonic enhancement effects by employing silver
plasmonics in BHJ solar cells.

•

Density Functional Theory (DFT) modelling, to obtain first principles insight into
charge separation and transport processes at the interfaces, including
photochemical stability of the device.

•

Investigating the use of ternary organic blends with optimal energy levels for
enhanced power conversion efficiency in BHJ solar cells by expanding the spectral
range of light absorption.

•

Development of inverted OPV device structure with efficient interfacial layers
(including organic and inorganic components) to improve carrier lifetimes and
power conversion efficiency.

•

Improving the device stability via interfacial and device engineering.

•

Control of mesoscale morphology by means of solution processing techniques.

•

Investigating the benefits of interpenetrating network (scaffold) structure to
maintain domain sizes within the ranges of the exciton diffusion lengths

Future Roadmap
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•
•
•
•

Continual investigation into blend morphology and carrier transport in BHJ devices
Enhancing Light trapping by plasmonic nano-particles
Improving the stability of the devices via interfacial/device engineering.
Investigation of new device architectures (single and tandem)

Capability Gaps / Cost / Location
•

See Section 4.3.3.1.3
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4.3.8.1.2 ACAP PP 2.1b - Organic-Inorganic Base Solar Cells
Research Contact: A/Professor Ashraf Uddin
Technology
This program is aimed at understanding and improving the performance of the organic-inorganic solar
cell devices, with focus on developing novel porous metal oxide scaffold structures for efficient polymer
infiltration, light absorption and charge transport. Benefits of self-assembled surface modifiers and
quantum dots are also investigated.
Research areas of focus

•

Development of novel paste formulation for fabricating wide band gap metal oxide
mesostructured scaffolds.

•

Investigating the efficiency of innovative dyes/ sensitizers on inorganic scaffolds
with respect to photon harvesting and carrier transport.

•

Enhancing the metal oxide scaffold overlayer optical properties by incorporating
plasmonic gold (Au) nanoparticles.

•

Use of perovskite materials as sensitizers on metal oxide scaffolds.

•

Employing advanced material and device characterization techniques to
understand the photo-physics and carrier transport in organic-inorganic metal
halide (perovskite) solar cells.

Future Roadmap
•

Development of novel mesoporous and planar heterojunction perovskite solar cells
for application in single and tandem solar cells

•

Optimization of perovskite device processing techniques aimed at scalability and
compatibility with roll-to-roll fabrication.

•

Application of Up-Conversion materials/techniques in the perovskite devices to
enhance spectral absorption and conversion efficiency.

Capability Gaps / Cost / Location
•

See Section 4.3.3.1.3
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4.3.8.1.3 UNSW OPV General
Research Contact: A/Professor Ashraf Uddin
Technology Roadmap
•

Single junction OPV devices utilising new materials (eg PTB7 donor) to 10-12% PCE;

•

Utilisation of improved but commercial electron / hole transport materials to 11-12 PCE;

•

Tandem structures to PCE >20% (organic-perovskite)

•

Solution based deposition onto glass/ITO or (better) glass/graphene multilayers;

•

Enhancement in device efficiency by Up-Conversion techniques;

•

Reliability / lifetime improvement via development of advanced encapsulation techniques
aimed at technology transfer from •

commercially proven techniques (eg. organic polymer based medical sensors),

•

device in-situ sealing layers (eg graphite / graphene sealing layers);

Focus on new chalcogenide semiconductors materials eg. Sb2Se3

•

Capability Gap
•

Requirement for more human resources

•

New toolsets –


Development of lab infrastructure for material synthesis (e.g fume hoods, centrifuge,
rotary evaporator, vacuum oven etc.)

•

Polymer/graphene based encapsulation technology;

•

Plasma polymer deposition – say 1m square deposition chamber for 30x30cm
substrate. Commercially available at say $250-300K. Timing - now

•

Capability for in-situ processing and characterization inside glovebox (Starting from
device fabrication, encapsulation and testing). Timing – now.

•

Accelerated device lifetime testing capabilities

•

Total capex cost say $1.5M

Capital Cost
•

Plasma polymer deposition – Commercially available at say $150-200K

•

Glovebox with capability for in-situ processing. Total capex cost say $1.5M

Location / Timing
•

UNSW TETB / 2016
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4.3.8.2

UNSW M olecular P hotonics Laboratory

Research Contact: Professor Tim Schmidt

Technology
MPL performs research into fundamental aspects of molecular spectroscopy, with applications in
renewable energy, medicine, and atmospheric and interstellar chemistry.
Photochemical Upconversion - conversion of lower energy light into higher energy light has applications
in photovoltaics, solar fuels, medicine, and low voltage lighting. MPL researches upconversion in
collaboration with others in Australia, Germany and the US with a view to making solar cells more
efficient.
Technology Roadmap
Capability Gap / Cost / Location
None identified
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4.3.8.3

University of M elbourne

Research Institution:

University of Melbourne

Campus / Location:

Parkville, Melbourne, Victoria

Institute / Division:

Bio21 Institute / Department of Chemistry

Principal Contact:

Dr David John Jones

Principal Researchers:

Professor Andrew Holmes, Dr Wallace Wong,
A/Professor Paul Mulvaney, A/Professor Rachel Caruso

The following ACAP programs led by the University of Melbourne focus on the requirement to produce
devices with –
•

commercial level performance (>10% PCE)

•

stability during processing

•

processability in industrially relevant solvent systems

•

novel device architectures requiring new materials

To this end, this program focusses on 1.

block copolymers (blocks of different polymerized monomers) and conjugated polymer
nanoparticles for solvent compatibility

2.

high performance p-type (donor) and n-type (acceptor) organic semiconductor materials

3.

new materials for luminescent solar concentrators

4.

understanding degradation mechanisms in OPV devices

5.

triplet host materials

4.3.8.3.1

ACAP PP 2.1c - Printing & Scale Up (with CSIRO Manufacturing, Clayton)

Research Contact: Dr David Jones
See CSIRO Manufacturing, Section 4.3.8.6
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4.3.8.3.2

ACAP PP2.1d - Industrially Relevant Solvent Systems

Research Contact: Dr David Jones
Technology
This program focusses on Point 1 of the University of Melbourne program, industrial solvent
compatibility •

synthetic path to new block copolymers with side-chains that promote solubility in
industrially relevant solvents (specifically, non-chlorinated)

•

water dispersible conjugated polymer nanoparticles by re-precipitation and emulsion
methods (which, to date, show lower performance than solvent film cast layers)

Future Roadmap
•

Optimise the annealing conditions necessary for these new classes of materials, and complete
characterisation

•

Translate the synthetic conditions established for these materials to new materials of high
electron and hole mobility.

Capability Gap / Cost / Location
See Section 4.3.8.6
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4.3.8.3.3

ACAP PP2.1e - OPV High Performance Materials (partner CSIRO
Manufacturing)

Research Contact: Dr David Jones
Technology
This program focusses on Point 2 / 5 of the University of Melbourne program, high performance
donor and acceptor materials, specifically
•

New high performance p-type polymer PBDT-BT

•

New nematic liquid crystal p-type material (BTR)

•

Overcoming synthesis issues to develop new porphyrins containing triplet host materials

•

Regiospecific synthesis (one only possible product) methods for single isomer isolation of
high performance fullerene bisadduct

Future Roadmap
•

Continue to develop all the above high performance materials

•

Investigate and the advantages of self-organising nematic liquid crystal materials in OPV
devices with respect to structure-property analysis and look to beneficial changes in
electron acceptor unit, central core substitution and conjugation length

•

Develop high yield synthetic routes to fullerene bis-adducts

•

Continue to develop new classes of p- and n-type block copolymers soluble in industrially
relevant solvents

•

Investigate the synthesis of new perovskite analogues to fully test theoretical modelling of
PeSC functions

Capability Gap / Cost / Location
See Section 4.3.8.6
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4.3.8.3.4

ACAP PP 2.1f - OPV Device Architectures

Research Contact: Professor Ken Ghiggino
Technology
This program focusses on Point 3 of the University of Melbourne program, new materials for
luminescent solar concentrators (LSC), specifically
•

The use of two different dyes, increasing the separation of absorption and emission and
increasing device efficiency

•

Dyes comprising aggregated induced emitters as fluorophore donors with a secondary
emitter better matched to the Si bandgap

•

The integration of identified dyes into an LSC device with bifacial “sliver” cells from ANU

Future Roadmap
•

Build more LCS/sliver devise and test stability

•

Continue with the design of more stable dye systems

•

Integrate new dye systems into lithographically patterned micron size solar cells
(microcells, overseas sourced)

Capability Gap / Cost / Location
See Section 4.3.8.6
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4.3.8.3.5

ACAP PP 2.1g - OPV Characterisation

Research Contact: Dr David Jones
Technology
This program focusses on Point 4 of the University of Melbourne program, understanding degradation
mechanisms in OPV devices, specifically •

Synthesis of materials for degradation studies, specifically including the previously noted
PBDT-BT polymer, industrially relevant block copolymers, and porphyrin triplet host materials

•

Degradation analysis by specifically developed spectroscopic instrumentation – PhotoCELIV
(charge extraction with linearly increasing voltage) mobility & fast (femtosecond) time
resolved energy and charge transport spectroscopic analysis.

Future Roadmap
•

Analyse performance degradation of high performance PBDT-BT during thermal processing

•

Characterisation of new conjugated and block copolymers, and semiconducting
nanoparticles by charge mobility and fast time resolved spectroscopy

Capability Gap / Cost / Location
See Section 4.3.8.6
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4.3.8.4

M onash University

Research Institution:

Monash University

Campus / Location:

Clayton, Victoria

Institute / Division:

New Horizons

Principal Contact:

Professor Udo Bach

Principal Researchers:

Professor Yi-Bing Cheng, A/Professor Chris McNeill
Dr Jacek Jaseniak

4.3.8.4.1

ACAP PP1.3a(v) - Non-epitaxial Tandem Cells on Silicon (partner to
UNSW)

Research Contact: Professor Udo Bach
See Section 4.3.2.1.15, UNSW Lead partner

4.3.8.4.2

ACAP PP2.1d – Industrially Relevant Solvent Systems (partner to
University of Melbourne)

Research Contact: Professor Chris McNeill
See Section 4.3.3.2.2, University of Melbourne Lead partner
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4.3.8.4.3

ACAP PP2.1j(ii) – Organic/Inorganic Hybrid Solar Cells

Research Contact: Professor Yi-Bing Cheng
Technology
This program investigates three main areas –
1.

Spectroscopy studies of perovskite solar cells

2.

Flexible perovskite solar cells

3.

Uniform, compact CH3NH3PbI3 Films for High Efficiency Perovskite Solar Cells

These programs are further described in the following three sections, as programs PP2.1j(iii), (iv) and
(vi)

4.3.8.4.4

ACAP 2.1j(iii) - Impedance Spectroscopy

Research Contact: Professor Udo Bach
Technology
Frequency dependent features apparent within the impedance spectroscopy of perovskite
structures is shown to be an important technique in understanding charge transfer
mechanisms at the interface between perovskites and its bordering materials.

•

Future Roadmap
•

The proposed impedance model will be applied to PeSC’s comprising a broad range of
different materials to examine the effect of different contacts on the high frequency and
low frequency impedance features.

Capability Gap / Cost / Location
See Section 4.3.8.6
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4.3.8.4.5

ACAP 2.1j(iv) - Flexible Perovskite Solar Cells

Research Contact: Professor Yi-Bing Cheng
Technology

ACAP 2014 Annual Report, p49
“In 2014, we developed a device fabrication to efficiently produce CH3NH3PbI3 based planer PeSCs on
polymer substrates with the entire process conducted at 150°C or below. The hole blocking layer
employed was a solution based mesoporous TiO2 layer. A gas assisted perovskite deposition methods
used to produce excellent coverage of the hole blocking layer by a ≈350 nm thick CH3NH3PbI3 film”
•

Gas assisted methods (spin coat drying under Ar flow) were developed to produce the
CH3NH3PbI3 to avoid the formation of large dendritic perovskite crystals typical of slow
crystallisation methods. The substrate used was flexible PET with indium zinc oxide (IZO)
conductive coating.

•

The impact of the hole blocking TiO2 layer was investigated and an optimum layer thickness
demonstrated (70-80nm)

•

The impact of device bending (flexibility) under repeated cycles at varying bend curvature
radius was investigated, and limits demonstrated

•

Best efficiency obtained for this flexible device structure on IZO was 13.4%.

Future Roadmap
•

Investigation and understanding of the degradation mechanism and development of stable
devices, particularly when applied to polymeric substrates.

•

The fabrication of perovskite solar cells on plastic relies on low-temperature processes to
produce e.g. charge-selective contact materials such as TiO2 at low temperatures (< 200 °C).
Atomic layer deposition (ALD) techniques are the most suitable to produce such layers.

Capability Gap / Cost / Location
•

Dedicated Atomic Layer Deposition tool with in-situ ellipsometry and handling facility for highly
reactive precursors

•

Estimated Cost: $ 400,000

•

Timing – 2016

•

Location – Monash University

See also Section 4.3.8.6
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4.3.8.4.6

ACAP PP2.1j(vi) - Fast Deposition of Lead Iodide Perovskite Solar Cells

Research Contact: Professor Yi-Bing Cheng
Technology
•

Conventional perovskite layer deposition spin coating results in porous, crystallised layers,
the large dendritic structure attributed to slow nucleation and fast crystal growth

•

To induce a compact layer, the nucleation rate should be much larger than the
crystallisation rate, achievable by rapid increase in the degree of super-saturation.

•

Two approaches have been investigated –
•

Solvent induced fast deposition – spin coating followed by the immediate
exposure to a second solvent

•

Gas assisted spin-coating – fast drying of the wet spun layer by dry gas blowing
during spin coating, to produce a monolayer of virtually identical single-sized / single
crystal grains

The film layer analysis indicates single grain monolayer, favourable to fast charge transport, and
resulting in best efficiency devices of 17% post 100°C annealing.
Future Roadmap
•

Investigate the use of both fast deposition methods to a range of other perovskite materials,
including partial halide substitution with bromide (CH3NH3PbBrI2), lead (Pb) replacement with
tin (Sn), and the use of formamidimium alkyl group (FAPbI3).

•

The development of defect-free highly crystalline perovskite films by scalable solutionprocessing methods is a key towards the development of high-efficiency, stable perovskite
solar cells.

•

We will develop the high-throughput techniques that yield these high-performance films, as
well as the analytical tools that allow us to quantify/image the parameters (fluorescence,
charge carrier lifetime) that allow us to determine the quality of perovskite films.

Capability Gap / Cost / Location
•

Fluorescence imaging capability based on confocal and near field microscopy techniques
(lifetime, spectra, quantum yield)

•

Estimated cost - $1,000,000

•

Timing - 2016

•

Location - Monash

See also Section 4.3.8.6
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4.3.8.4.7

ACAP PP6.2 – Metal Complexes as Solid State Hole Conducting
Materials

Research Contact: Professor Udo Bach
Technology
Conventional Dye Sensitised Solar Cells (DSC) devices typically use a dye adsorbed onto mesoporous
titanium dioxide (titania) and a hole conductor layer (such as the expensive organic Spiro-OMeTAD)
over-coated onto the dye coated titania substrates.
A recent alternative has been the use of perovskite material in place of the dye.
This work investigates the use of a metal based hole-conducting material, of impressive initial
performance
Technology Roadmap
•

Further investigation of non-Arrhenius hole transport mechanism and the surface morphology
of metal-complex based conducting films and their use with perovskite sensitised solar cells

Capability Gap / Cost / Location
Temperature-dependent conductivity and Hall-effect measurement facility down to liquid Helium
temperatures
Estimated Cost: $ 650,000
Timing – 2016
Location – Monash University

See also Section 4.3.8.6
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4.3.8.4.8

Monash #01 – High-Throughput Hybrid-PV-Materials Discovery
Program
Research Contact: Prof. U. Bach, Prof Yi-Bing Cheng, Prof Leone Spiccia, Prof Jacek Jaseniak.
Technology
This program is aimed at understanding the effect of nanoscale morphology on the opto-electronic
properties of heterogeneous organic semiconductor films.
Research areas of focus
•

Understanding of energy level alignment at the interfaces and engineering them for efficient
exciton dissociation / carrier transport.

•

Elucidating the localized plasmonic enhancement effects by employing silver plasmonics in BHJ
solar cells.

•

Density Functional Theory (DFT) modelling, to obtain first principles insight into charge
separation and transport processes at the interfaces, including photochemical stability of the
device.

•

Investigating the use of ternary organic blends with optimal energy levels for enhanced power
conversion efficiency in BHJ solar cells by expanding the spectral range of light absorption.

•

Development of inverted OPV device structure with efficient interfacial layers (including
organic and inorganic components) to improve carrier lifetimes and power conversion
efficiency.

•

Improving the device stability via interfacial and device engineering.

•

Control of mesoscale morphology by means of solution processing techniques.

•

Investigating the benefits of interpenetrating network (scaffold) structure to maintain domain
sizes within the ranges of the exciton diffusion lengths

Future Roadmap
•

Continual investigation into blend morphology and carrier transport in BHJ devices

•

Enhancing Light trapping by plasmonic nano-particles

•

Improving the stability of the devices via interfacial/device engineering

•

Investigation of new device architectures (single and tandem)

Capability Gaps / Cost
•

High-throughput solar cell performance analysis (16-channel parallel
measurements)


Opto-Mechanics
•

Modal Damped Optical Breadboard (~$5,000, Newport, US)

•

Dovetail Optical Rails ($1,500, Newport, US)
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Motion controller
•

XPS Universal High-Performance Motion Controller/Driver ($5,300,
Newport, US)

•

Accessories for motion controller for XY stage ($1,500, Newport, US)

Optics




Solar simulator - The 94083A is the Sol3A Class AAA Solar Simulator with a
1600 Watt Xenon source and 8 x 8 in. illuminated area. (~$100,000, Newport,
US)



Multimeter (16 channel)
•

•

Neutral Density Filters ($2,000, Newport, US)

~$5,000, Keithley, US

Photoluminescence Lifetime analysis


High Performance Fluorescence Lifetime Spectrometer
•

•

FluoTime 300 (~$450,000, PicoQuant, Germany)

Frequency resolved analysis


Electrochemical Impedance, Intensity Modulated Photocurrent and
Photovoltage Spectrometer
•

Multi-channel Potentiostat/Galvanostats with optional modularity
(~$100,000, Metrohm, Netherlands)

Location / Timing


All - 2016



All – Monash University
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4.3.8.5

CSI R O M anufacturing

Research Institution:

CSIRO Manufacturing

Campus / Location:

Clayton, Victoria

Institute / Division:

Manufacturing Flagship / Industrial Innovation Program

Principal Contact:

Dr Gerry Wilson

Principal Researchers:

Dr Fiona Scholes, Ms Regine Chantler

4.3.8.5.1

ACAP PP2.1c - OPV Printing & Scale Up (partner with Uni Melbourne)

Research Contact: Dr Fiona Scholes
Technology
•

Printing for Scale Up – 12m of 30cm wide OPV material has been printed on the μCoater,
with zinc oxide conductive transparent layer and active layer P3HT/PCBM printed on flexible
ITO-PET. The silver electrode was printed on an Essemtec batch screen printer in roll—to-roll
mode. Completed modules were encapsulated and laminated to Aramax roofing panels and a
successful installation trial conducted.

•

Spray / 3D Coating – development of a mini-slot die coater 3D printing platform as a “labto-fab” translation tool

•

Optically Monitored Spray deposition – development of an in-situ optically monitored
thickness controlled spray coating process for rapid process optimisation of OPV active layer.

•

Photocurrent mapping - capability has been developed to evaluate the quality of printed
OPV modules and assess degradation of OPV modules during lifetime assessment, and to
evaluate performance of different encapsulation architectures under outdoor conditions using
the weathering station (OSCAR)

•

Low Temperature / Light dependent OPV Cell Characterisation – development of
versatile, automated characterisation test setup suited to incident photon conversion efficiency
(IPCE) and IV curve measurement

Technology Roadmap
•

Transfer non-scalable spin coating to proven and scalable spray coater and 3D coater
techniques

•

Continue scale-up of OPV and perovskite devices

•

Use of the photocurrent mapping system to support other (ACAP) research programs
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•

Apply the temperature and light dependent characteristic measurement system typical of
commercial silicon based manufacturing to thin film organic and inorganic technologies

Capability Gap / Cost / Location
See Section 4.3.8.6
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4.3.8.5.2

ACAP PP2.1e - -OPV High Performance Materials (partner to University of
Melbourne)

Research Contact: Dr Gerard J. Wilson
See Section 4.3.3.2.2, University of Melbourne Lead partner
Capability Gap / Cost / Location
See Section 4.3.8.6
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4.3.8.5.3

CSIRO Manufacturing - Non ACAP Research

Technology
•
•
•

Environmental Stability – indoors / outdoors environmental stability test station (OSCAR)
Integration of large scale flexible modules into prototype products
Large scale flexible thin film PV

Capability Gap / Cost / Location
See Section 4.3.8.6
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4.3.8.6

University of M elbourne / M onash University / CSI R O Clayton

Dr David Jones, Professor Udo Bach, Dr Jacek Jasieniak, Dr Fiona Scholes
Technology Roadmap

There is general agreement with the need to meet the projected (Ref 11) performance target of
conversion efficiencies at or above 10% for reasonably large area devices, such that commerciallysensible size modules can be fabricated and demonstrated.
This would probably require demonstration of deposited films (or substrates) of at least 30cm width, in
a continuous production environment, in all likelihood including roll-to-roll deposition as either liquid
solution or physical vapour deposition based, or an in-line combination of both.
The following areas have been identified as the major areas to be addressed in order to meet timely
development and commercial demonstration of OPV / OIPV technology.
•

The identification and synthesis of improved (simpler) photo-active materials;

•

Identification of suitable industrial solvents for solution based processing;

•

Removal of dependence on indium based conductive coatings;

•

Improved (and lower cost) encapsulation techniques to demonstrate long term
environmental reliability;

•

Removal of, or safe working with, toxic Pb in perovskite devices;

•

Understanding alternative perovskite structures – alkyl group and/or metal options;

•

Understanding the potential for material purity improvements in OPV;

•

Understanding the potential for crystallinity improvements in perovskites.

Capability Gap Analysis
In no institution was the need for significant new laboratory level equipment or infrastructure
expenditure noted, beyond the call for increased effort (staffing, materials etc).
There was, however, a strong and consensual call for the timely provision of a state-of-the-art “pilot
line” fabrication facility capable of demonstrating semi-mature technology at near-industrial scale.
The urgency of this capability was reinforced by the presence overseas of just such capability, notably
•

•
•

Technical University of Denmark Department of Energy Conversion & Storage (Ref 17)
and the (apparently) associated commercial operation infnitypv (Ref 13)
http://plasticphotovoltaics.org/)
Swansea SPECIFIC - pilot production line (http://www.specific.eu.com/capabilities)
HOLST Centre (IMEC / TNO) - http://www.holstcentre.com/innovation-areas/photovoltaicstechnology/
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VTT Technical Research Centre of Finland - Roll-to-Roll printed OPV & PeSC manufacturing
capability http://www.vttresearch.com/services/low-carbon-energy

•

The structure of such a facility was not fully defined or agreed, but the following guiding principles
were put forward –
•

The pilot line should preferably be located within the Victorian Clayton precinct given the
geographically co-located OPV-OIPV research and support sites of Monash University,
CSIRO Manufacturing Flagship, Melbourne Centre for Nanofabrication and Australian
Synchrotron, and the proximate Melbourne University, La Trobe University and RMIT
University;

•

The facility should come under the management control of the CSIRO group given their
extensive background and expertise in OPV manufacturing issues, and the potential
availability of physical space or existing infrastructure to house it;

•

The facility would best be established as some form of quasi-independent CSIRO spin-off,
to ensure focus on manufacturing demonstration and not research;

•

The line should be a continuous flow configuration, capable of handling OPV and OIPV
perovskite materials, and building on contributing research groups with proven but discrete
processes;

•

The line should not be overly ambitious in its initial materials processing scope, starting at
input material widths of 10cm. A later move to 30cm should be considered in planning the
facility;

•

The line should include the flexibility of incorporating both solution and physical deposition
based processing, specifically solution based coating (print, spray, slot die, spin) and
atmospheric or load locked physical / chemical vapour deposition (thermal vacuum
evaporation, sputter);

•

The line should include in-line quality control capability, for instance the current CSIRO /
Uni of Melbourne photo-current mapping, or other methods;

•

The line should include advanced encapsulation capability given the critical nature of
product stability;

•

The line should incorporate in-line laser based processing (contact patterning, material
sectioning). This should ideally incorporate high focus, short duration laser pulsing (femtosecond) to facilitate high resolution patterning and maximise active area utilisation;

•

The line should be flexible as to input material type, allowing a range of conductive coated
flexible plastics (such as the UniSA FII, ITEK PEDOT product), hard substrates (glass,
plastic), conductive coated, and quantity (small length runs where possible, to conserve
running costs);

•

Planning should allow for additional processes to be added or inserted, for instance
bringing the UniSA conductive coating process into the line (IP issues allowing);
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•

Users would access the line by demonstrating individual process steps within their own
research labs, and via stage-gate vetting to demonstrate technical viability, safety, process
integrity, success feasibility and commercial relevance;

•

The toolset componentry should examine both the options of acquiring (purchasing)
commercially available equipment (say from infinitypv, Ref 13) and custom engineering it
to suit the Australian researcher base OR it should build on production capable equipment
already acquired, installed, commissioned and in use at CSIRO. The latter would seem to
be a more sensible use of both invested funds and gained experience, but should not
jeopardise the capability intent and timely installation of the overall concept;

•

The site should include significant environmental testing capability, given the critical
requirement to prove long term product stability and the current high call demand on test
chambers. It was proposed at least 5 large area, fully automated test chambers could be
installed and fully utilised;

Timing for such capability is seen as immediate given the rapid advancement of the technologies
elsewhere, the closing window of opportunity presented by competing and established technologies
(viz Si based) and the established presence of competing demonstration capability outside Australia.
Cost of such capability has not been fully investigated in this report by quote request from commercial
suppliers, but contributing institutions have done such exercises and the consensus opinion is that a
capital cost of the equipment elements of such a (10cm input) line with both solution and PVD based
deposition capability would be of the order of A$1.5 - 2.0M, with a further A$0.5M for in-line laser
capability.
Additionally, the need for say 5 environmental test chambers at a projected A$200K each would add a
further A$1M to the capital cost
Setting up facilities, installing and commissioning equipment would be additional to this and, depending
on the level of host contribution, could easily double this or more.
Running costs are seen as significant, with conservative estimates of at least 3 engineering level
technical staff per shift, with additional maintenance and administration. This could well add to over
$0.5M per year.
Additionally, standard process line materials and utilities & services were conservatively projected at a
further $0.5M per year
Combined, the annual operational costs would amount to well over $1M per year and would require a
level of ongoing base funding commitment from intending user groups (and probably government).
In assessing this proposal, note should be taken of the earlier reference to significant similar capability
already in place and operational overseas, and the potential for local procedures to “trip up” on
established IP.
.
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Timing
•
•

Pilot line ASAP (2016)
Enviro Chambers ASAP (2016)
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4.3.8.7

University of Queensland – Centre for Organic P hotonics & Electronics

Research Institution:

University of Queensland

Campus / Location:

St Lucia, Brisbane, Qld

Institute / Division:

COPE

Principal Contact:

Professor Paul Meredith

Principal Researchers:

Professor Paul Burn, Dr Ardalan Armin,
Dr Helen Jin, Dr Dani Lyons

4.3.8.7.1

ACAP PP2.1h - Elucidating The Role of Donor and Acceptor in
Photocurrent Generation

Research Contact: Professor Paul Meredith
Technology
This program focusses on two main areas:
1.

Alternative (non-fullerene) Electron Acceptor Materials

2.

Defining Channel I and Channel II Charge Generation Efficiencies

Non-Fullerene Acceptors
•

More than 10 new non-fullerene acceptors have been prepared, offering differing functionality
to enable tuning of the optical gap (as low as ≈1eV), electron affinity and dielectric constant
(static constant to ≈8)

•

Work continues on film morphology, transport, charge generation and device studies

Defining Channel I / Channel II Charge Generation Efficiencies
•

•

Channel I generation involves photoexcitation of donor followed by photo-induced electron
transfer, while Channel II generation involves photoexcitation of the acceptor component
followed by photo-induced hole transfer.
Investigation of a range of model high efficiency polymer:fullerene indicated both channels
operate effectively, in some cases at the same efficiency or reportedly where the Channel II
generation is more efficient than Channel I

Technology Roadmap
•

Testing of alternative new electron acceptor materials
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•

Understanding charge generation and extraction physics in low donor / low acceptor organic
solar cells

•
Capability Gap / Cost / Location
See Section 4.3.7.7.3
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4.3.8.7.2

ACAP 2.1i - Characterising Factors Affecting Photocurrent Collection in
Sub-Module Cells

Research Contact: Professor Paul Meredith
Technology
This program focusses on two main areas in scaling organic solar cells to monolithic large area cells of
effective active apertures >20cm2:
1.

The Thick Junction Concept

2.

Balanced Carrier Mobilities and Fill Factor Maintenance

Thick Junctions
Scaling OPV devices to larger area monolithic devices must address the issues of –
a.

Unacceptably high anode sheet resistance giving parasitic series cell resistance and resultant
poor fill factor

b.

Short circuit causing high defect density in typically thin junctions, which scale exponentially
with area

A rear surface metal grid mesh was developed that only marginally reduced transparency and
maintained fill factor to an aperture area of 25cm2 and a thick junction (>400nm) material option
demonstrated. A 5% efficient monolithic OPV sub-module was fabricated using these developments,
although the “thick junction” is not suited to all organic solar cell material combinations.
Balanced Carrier Mobilities
By the application of a new analytical technique called Metal-Insulator-Semiconductor Charge
Extraction with Linearly Increasing Voltage (MIS-CELIV) it was shown that thick junction systems
maintain fill factor and possess balanced electron / hole mobilities.
This condition appears necessary for junction thicknesses >100nm and has significant application in
materials requiring thicker layers for coating and morphology control, and has potential application in
other photo-active devices (organic photodiodes, for example)
Technology Roadmap
•

Application of the scaling physics principles developed in this work are applicable to large area
organohalide perovskite solar cells

•

Demonstration of efficiencies above 7% for >1cm2 perovskite or OPV devices

Capability Gap / Cost / Location
See Section 4.3.7.7.3
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4.3.8.7.3

ACAP PP3.1 - Characterisation of Optical & Electrical Properties of OPV
& Other Thin Film Earth Abundant Solar Cells

Research Contact: Professor Paul Meredith
Technology
This program aims to better understand the structure-property relationships in thin film organic and
earth abundant solar cells through •

the development of a sophisticated set of techniques for accurately measuring properties such
as internal quantum efficiency, carrier mobilities for both electrons and holes,

•

skills in neutron and x-ray structural analysis techniques

•

establishing predictive structure-property relationships from the molecule to device level

New methodologies have been developed (MIS-CELIV, resistance dependent photovoltage, driftdiffusion modelling) to measure basic material/cell properties such as dielectric constant (static-tooptical frequency), optical constants, internal quantum efficiency and exciton binding energy.
These analytical techniques have been applied to new organohalide perovskite solar cells (linear
junctions) and results to date indicate that, contrary to current thinking, planar methyl ammonium lead
triiodide perovskite solar cells are strongly non-excitonic, with low binding energies (≈2meV) and
Johnscher Law (relaxation) characteristic of ionic behaviour.
This understanding has enabled cell structure and electrode work function optimisation resulting in a
16.5% hysteresis free homojunction device with flat 100% IQE.
Technology Roadmap
Development of intensity-dependent photocurrent methodology to accurately measure
recombination losses
Application of transport methodologies to study transport physics in organohalide perovskites
Apply new techniques for dielectric and optical constants measurement to new organic
semiconductors
Correlate new transport measurements with established techniques such as transient
absorption spectroscopy

•
•
•
•

Gap Analysis
•

Replacement of ageing laboratory synthesis capability (acquitted in 2007); gloveboxes (4x)
equipped with perovskite capable low temperature PVD / solution deposition;

•

Cluster deposition tool for accurate stoichiometric control of perovskite multi-material
deposition, potentially equipped with Knudsen effusion (evaporation) cells and pumps
capable of handling corrosive halide based acids (HI);
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•

Upgrade of CSIRO Energy Centre (Newcastle) capability in precise performance
measurement of large area (5x5cm) monolithic devices

Capital / Installed Cost
•

Gloveboxes with integrated deposition capability $200,000 per at 4x => $800,000

•

Cluster deposition tool – say Leybold commercially customised at $1,000,000

•

CSIRO measurement capability upgrade $100,000-150,000
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4.3.8.8

University of SA - Future I ndustries I nstitute

Research Contact: Professor Mats Andersson
Technology Roadmap
Research is performed within the field of polymer electronics, with a main focus on designing and
synthesizing polymers for solar cell applications. Research interests are focused on structure - property
relationships of organic materials and more specifically to relate the chemical structure of the polymer
to the device performance
SYNTHESIS OF CONJUGATED POLYMERS FOR GREEN ORGANIC SOLAR CELLS - the organic solar cell
is one of the most promising renewable technologies at present, and hailed for their high efficiency
combined with high-throughput and low cost manufacturing. The vast majority of these organic solar
cells incorporate a combination of conjugated polymers and fullerenes, which are solution processed
from organic solvents to form the active layer that is responsible for absorption of sunlight and
conversion of photons into electricity. However, the currently used organic solvents are toxic and pose
severe safety requirements on the manufacturing process.
This project deals with the synthesis and analysis of conjugated polymers and fullerenes that are
soluble in so-called ‘green solvents’ such as alcohols or preferably, water. The majority of the work
done in this project is organic synthesis, with subsequent analysis of the produced compounds by
NMR. Synthesized polymers will be tested on their solubility properties in green solvents and analysed
on various opto-electronic properties.
MORPHOLOGY CONTROL OF THE ACTIVE MATERIAL IN PRINTED POLYMER SOLAR CELLS - during
recent years the development of organic electronics has been significant and, as an example, the best
performances of polymer solar cells on a laboratory scale are now at the same level as amorphous
silicon solar cells, and they will in the coming years probably approach the performance of
polycrystalline silicon cells. The morphology of the active material is of outmost importance for the
function of the solar cells. It determines the efficiency of the final device and can also severely
influence the lifetime.
Today the active layer, normally consisting of a conjugated polymer and a fullerene derivative, is
deposited from a solvent or a solvent mixture onto a substrate forming a film with a thickness of
typically 70-200 nm. The control of the morphology of the film has turned out to be the most difficult
part when preparing these types of devices and an increased understanding in controlling and
analyzing the morphology is highly desired.
This project is focused on developing printing methods of optimal active materials for plastic solar cells
and includes extensive morphology studies.
Capability Gaps, Cost, Location
No major PV research capability gaps are identified
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4.3.8.9

University of SA - Future I ndustries I nstitute, Coatings

Research Contact: A/Professor Drew Evans, Thin Film Coatings Group

Technology Roadmap
Advanced manufacturing of thin film coatings, in particular conducting polymers and inorganic
materials, and their use in the next generation of energy related devices; from energy
generation/harvesting, to energy storage, to energy efficient devices.
Example projects:
INFRARED FILTER - Infrared light creates significant heat in the solar panel without providing the
corresponding energy output that other light on the spectrum does. Therefore, using an infrared filter
that can remove the major part of the infrared radiation and allow the visible part to be transmitted
can help increasing efficiency of the cell in hot sunny days.
In this project University of South Australia and Tindo Solar collaborated to design an optical filter to
absorb/reflect the infrared part of the solar spectrum.
CONDUCTIVE POLYMERS - With respect to opto-electronic devices, the ability to engineer highly
conductive polymers is of great interest. Not only do these polymers allow for flexible electronic
devices to be constructed, if the conductivity is high enough they can remove or replace the relatively
expensive inorganic Indium Tin Oxide (ITO), which is used in almost every touch and flat panel display
in the world. Studies on the synthesis of these polymers, namely PEDOT, using the Vapour Phase
Polymerisation has yielded the most conductive air-stable polymer to date. These uniform films over
large areas find application in many transparent electrode applications including organic PV as well as
in novel energy storage systems complementary to the PV power generation.
The University of South Australia is investigating the integration of conducting polymers into optoelectronic devices using a range of advanced manufacturing techniques, including but limited to
printing processes.
DURABLE OPTICAL COATINGS – In practical applications of solar technology the products must not
only maintain their optical properties with time, they need to demonstrate superior levels of durability
and stability. Through the judicious use of liquid and vacuum applied coatings, from metallic to oxide
materials, durable optical coatings are being engineered for use in solar devices. Engineering these
coatings to withstand abrasion, UV exposure, and weathering conditions is of primary focus.
In this project University of South Australia and Heliostat-SA will collaborate to design advanced optical
coatings for use in long-term outdoor exposure conditions.
Capability Gaps, Cost, Location
No major PV research capability gaps are identified
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4.3.8.10

University of Adelaide

Research Contact: A/Professor Tak Kee, Laboratory for Chemical Spectroscopy and Microscopy
Research Contact: Dr David Huang, Huang Research Group: Soft Condensed Matter Theory
Technology
•

•

Highly fluorescent conjugated polymer nanostructures: the group is currently focus on using
femtosecond time resolved absorption spectroscopy and fluorescence up-conversion
spectroscopy to understand the effect of the shape of the nanostructure on the energy and
charge transfer processes in these structures. Because conjugated polymers are used as
organic solar cell materials, a good understanding of these processes will lead to strategies for
improving the efficiency of organic solar cells.
Soft Condensed Matter Theory: The Huang research group uses theory and computation to
study condensed phase phenomena in chemistry, biology, and materials science on the
molecular and nano scales. The group is particularly interested in devising ways to control the
properties of soft matter for applications in renewable energy, novel functional materials, and
drug design and delivery

Capability Gaps, Cost, Location
No major PV research capability gaps are identified
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4.3.8.11

Flinders University

Research Contact: Professor David Lewis
Technology Roadmap
Professor David Lewis,
Director, Flinders Centre for Nanoscale Science & Technology
Nanotechnology and Polymer Science applied to Solar cells
The major focus of research is on the processsability of next generation solar cells, especially OPV, by
taking a processing approach to the challenges. In particular, the approaches are to
(i)
(ii)

Use water soluble donors and acceptors;
Laminate cells to form and control the diffusion and structure of key interfaces.

Critical parameters to meeting these research approaches are an understanding of the relationship
between the fundamental electronic properties and processing conditions and how these impact the
efficiency. Thickness of some of the layers has been shown to have a significant impact on both the
electronic properties and efficiency of the solar cells.
Novel new acceptor molecules are being synthesised to both control the morphology development of
the bulk heterojunction in OPV’s as well as limit the subsequent diffusion of these species which can
impact the lifetime of the cells.
A new transparent electrode based on silver nanowires and carbon nanotubes that is highly flexible
and with superior transmission / conductivity properties to ITO has been developed through a CSIRO
Cluster project. This electrode shows significant promise in flexible electronics.
Professor Gunther Andersson
Interfaces and electronic properties in Solar Cells:
Schematics show the interfaces in solar cells to be atomistically sharp with idealised electronic
properties, however, this is far from the truth in organic and some dye sensitised solar cells. The
relationship between the chemistry (in particular the metal to oxygen ratio in these inorganic layers)
and the electronic properties has been found to be critically important on the efficiency of devices
produced.
In my laboratory, we have the ability to measure the XPS and UPS of the same sample to determine
these relationships. This has proven particularly effective in understanding the impact of processing
parameters on the properties of buffer layers within the device for Organic Photovoltaic Devices
(OPV’s) in particular.
A second technique, NICISS, can accurately profile the depth concentration of a wide range of atoms
for a thickness of up to 10 nm. This technique was used to show that the effect of humidity in
conventional OPV’s resulted in indium and tin extraction from the ITO in a anon-diffusion controlled
process. It also has been successfully used in Dye-sensitised Solar Cells (DSSCs) to understand on a
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molecular basis the processes for charge generation and transport over the interface between the
electrolyte, the dye and the titania. NICISS is used to measure concentration depth profiles over the
interfaces for understanding the charge distribution at the interfaces and also the morphology of the
adsorbed dye layer.

Professor Joe Shapter
Dean, School of Chemical & Physical Sciences
Our work in solar energy is broadly centred in two areas:
(i)
(ii)

Electrode structure in dye sensitised solar cells (DSSC)
Novel carbon nanotube based heterojunction solar cells.

The electrode structure and in particular the surface area is critical in the performance of DSSC’s. This
is particularly the case for solid state systems, where diffusion lengths and rates are inherently
compromised. Through controlled nano-structured systems the interface to the perovskite can be
integrated and optimised.
Carbon nanotubes have a number of very interesting properties – being an allotrope of carbon, carbon
nanotubes a highly conductive 1-D nanoparticle with some similarity in electronic properties to
fullerenes that are used in OPV’s. These interesting devices have achieved efficiencies of over 10%
with processing in an open laboratory, with no expensive environmental or process equipment and
offer an interesting opportunity for the future.
Capability Gaps, Cost, Timing / Location
•

Ability to test and characterise large format solar cells to AM1.5, tbd, Flinders Uni

•

Roll to roll processing equipment including deposition capability to prove larger format
configurations, tbd, Flinders Uni

Commentary: Professor David Lewis:
We know we need them and have started looking. The big issue is the detailed specification of the
systems which direct impacts the cost and we don’t have values for them. Regarding timeframe, we
would like them immediately, but realistically, the next 12-18 months is the time we need them.
Someone interstate having a system doesn’t really help at some level, because of the level of
customisation needed around various processes and the time then needed to do a development. We
can already access some printing equipment at Newcastle and CSIRO.
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4.3.8.12

La Trobe University

Research Contact: A/Professor Paul Pigram, Director, Centre for Materials and Surface Science

Technology
•

Contemporary surface analytical techniques allowing the elemental composition, chemistry and
molecular structure of the outermost layers of solid surfaces to be determined

Technology Roadmap
•

Better integration of PV materials and systems development, with state-of-the-art surface
characterisation and optimisation activities. There is some of this activity occurring in
Australia. Activity integration is much better developed overseas. In some cases, entire
characterisation labs are attached to major PV groups.

•

Tendency in PV groups to develop one material after another looking for incrementally
improved performance, rather than understanding deeply what is limiting performance or
lifetime eg more forensic analysis of ageing or failing cells to work out why.

•

Stronger connections between the research lab, the spin off companies and the broader
industry, as UNSW has done a lot of this over the years with BP Solar and Pacific Solar etc. It
is not clear how many Australian groups use the UNSW approach.

•

There are significant benefits to PV companies pursuing aggressive performance improvement
processes - industry pulling the technology along.

Capability Gaps, Cost, Location
No major PV research capability gaps are identified
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4.3.8.13

R M I T University

Research Contact: A/Professor Yasuhiro Tachibana

Technology
Nanotechnology Research Programs/Activities:
•

Novel nanomaterials,

•

Dye sensitised titanium dioxide hybrid solar cells,

•

Quantum dot sensitised titanium dioxide hybrid solar cells,

•

Perovskite solar cells

•

Photo-induced Electron transfer dynamics,

•

Laser Spectroscopy

Nanotechnology research facilities:
•

Facilities to synthesise and purify nanocrystals of various compositions.

•

The Nanomaterials & Solar Photovoltaics Group possesses a glove box, spin coater, high
temperature furnace, absorbance spectrophotometer, PL spectrophotometer, screen printer,
as well as world class spectroscopy equipment including pulsed lasers, optics, and detectors.
Further RMIT provides access to its microscope facility, which includes important
characterisation equipment including SEM, TEM (FEGTEM), XPS, XRD, and AFM.

Technology Roadmap

Capability Gaps / Cost / Location
None identified
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4.3.8.14

CSI R O Energy Centre

Research Contact: Dr Chris Fell

Technology
•
•
•
•
•

Perovskite, organic, dye-sensitised & related solar cells - materials synthesis
Perovskite, organic, dye-sensitised & related solar cells - cell & sub-module fabrication
Outdoor I-V testing - all cell & module types
Calibrated module flash testing
IEC 17025 accredited cell testing

Flash Testing - Our Spire 5600SLP is a high end flash solar simulator with an adjustable pulse
duration, making it suitable for all solar panel technologies, including thin film and high efficiency
designs. Careful calibration using primary reference modules ensures the highest possible accuracy.
Among other things the system can be used to check the rated performance of commercial PV
modules.
Outdoor Testing - Our outdoor research facility provides 60 individual test beds for advanced
diagnostic testing of PV panels under a carefully monitored outdoor solar environment.
The facility performs calibrated current-voltage sweeps of each panel at defined intervals. The panels
are installed in a defined test plane (precisely North facing with 30 degree tilt) and the temperature of
each panel is logged with each measurement. Advanced solar monitoring facilities report the direct,
global and diffuse solar irradiance in both the horizontal and array planes, along with the solar angle of
incidence, atmospheric and weather conditions and the solar spectrum (350 - 1700 nm). Cloud
conditions are recorded using 360 degree sky cameras in both the horizontal and array planes.
In between tests the solar modules are connected to the site electricity grid, providing power to the
site and keeping the modules under the operating conditions they would typically see in a real PV
power system. Special functions allow rapid repeat testing for extracting performance parameters such
as the temperature coefficient.
We have developed software tools for correcting the output of test modules to the standard laboratory
reference conditions (25°C and the AM1.5G reference spectral irradiance as per IEC 60904). This
allows sensitive tracking of module performance and degradation over time.
NATA Accredited Cell Testing - Our solar cell measurement laboratory is the only PV laboratory in
the southern hemisphere to achieve National Association of Testing Authorities (NATA) accreditation
for the IEC17025 technical competency standard. Maintaining accreditation requires us to regularly
calibrate 18 different measurement tools and conduct regular inter-comparisons with the key overseas
PV laboratories. This makes us one of the most accurate laboratories in the world for measuring
photovoltaic efficiency.
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Electroluminescence (EL) & Thermal Imaging - we can also perform electroluminescence and
thermal imaging for detection of cracks and hotspots.
Current Projects:
•

Performance Measurements of PV Devices Subject to Metastability and Degradation

•

Better Predictions for the Impact of Spectrum on PV Output

•

Light-beam induced current (LBIC) studies of Perovskite solar cells

•

Lateral optimisation of dye-sensitised thin-film photovoltaics

•

Reducing energy losses in water-based organic solar cells

•

Exploring Uncertainties in PV Module Flash Testing

Capability Gap
The lack of high-quality, independent performance validation of commercial PV modules opens the
door to unscrupulous import practices such as label-swapping to a higher power rating, brand forgery
and the use of modules that do not meet standards requirements. It also makes it difficult and
expensive to resolve commercial disputes around the performance of installed PV systems. The
flow-on effect is reduced consumer confidence, an unfair environment for reputable operators and
ultimately, slower growth for renewable energy in Australia.
A good, off the shelf, flash tester and reference module operated according to the manual gives a
measurement uncertainty in the 8-10% range. With significant investment, CSIRO has reduced this to
4.5%, however it has become clear that 2-3% will be necessary to allow resolution of legal disputes.
As commercial providers of flash testing enter the Australian market, the CSIRO PV Performance
Laboratory seeks to encourage open discussion of sources of measurement error, along with
approaches to minimising these, or accurately accounting for them in the reported measurement
uncertainty. The aim is to maximise the national benefit of these significant investments in capital,
create a level playing field for Australian businesses and improve consumer confidence in PV.
Cost - Capital / Operational
CSIRO has invested in a high-end flash tester and has already drawn on existing relationships with
NREL and AIST to halve the uncertainty of the measurement. To cut this by half again will require a
deeper analysis of the sources of error, along with some additional characterisation of the existing
system.
Capex required: $50K / Labour required: $150K
Timing
•

The sooner, the better

Location
•

CSIRO Energy Centre, Newcastle
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4.3.8.15

Queensland University of Technology

Research Contact: Professor John Bell, Dr Hongxia Wang

Technology
Sensitized solar cells and earth-abundant thin film solar cells
•

The research at QUT is focus on development of cost-effective third generation solar cells
(including sensitized solar cells and new type of thin film solar cells using earth-abundant
materials) through both material and device engineering as well as in-depth understanding the
fundamental working mechanism of the devices. The research on materials including metal
oxides with controlled morphology (titanium dioxide, zinc oxide), new light absorbing material
with panchromatic light absorption (dye, quantum dots, perovskite compounds) and rich
abundance in earth crust (CZTS), new hole transport material with improved water resistance
has been carried out actively. The third generation solar cells can be produced through low
cost, scalable roll-to-roll production line in technically. One of the areas these solar cells will be
potentially very useful is employed as smart windows that can capture solar energy to power
buildings and reduce overheating in houses and reduces the need for cooling. The above
research activities have been funded by the Australian Council of Research and by Queensland
government.

Nanotechnology Research Programs/Activities
•

Semiconductor quantum dots synthesis and application

•

Development of new light absorber materials and stable hole transport materials for
perovskite solar cells

•

Synthesis of 1D nanomaterials

•

Dye Sensitized Solar Cells

•

Kinetics of charge carrier transport in solar cells

•

Earth-abundant Thin film solar cells

Capability Gaps, Cost, Location
•

Fundamental study of the operational mechanism that governs the performance of perovskite
solar cells and earth-abundant CZTS solar cells is of high importance. However, lots of open
questions on the device physics of the solar cells including defects, influence of grain
boundaries, charge carrier lifetime, recombination processes etc have not fully been addressed
yet and should be the subject for future research.

•

No major infrastructure capability gaps are identified
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4.3.8.16

Deakin University I nstitute for Frontier M aterials

Research Contact: A/Professor Jane Dai

Technology

A unique Plasma + Thermal (P+T) technology has been developed. This system combines plasma and
thermal energy to fabricate nano-semiconductors. Several plasma sources have been designed to
enable different types of nano-fabrication. Three key strategies to this approach are:
•

nano-structuring (to increase surface area) including by top down (plasma etching) and
bottom up (nanomaterial growth), as well as in combination with electro-chemical and
chemical methods.

•

element doping (to reduce band-gap and to produce multi-functional materials.)

•

surface cleaning / functionalization.

An advanced plasma facility which is comprised of PECVD (Plasma Enhanced Chemical Vapour
Deposition) and PVD (Physical Vapour Deposition) has been used to grow semiconductor thin films.
The PVD system (Magnetron sputtering) comes with a substrate heating facility which enables growth
of thin films which otherwise would be difficult at room temperature.
Example processes •

•

Modifying TiO₂ surface architecture by oxygen plasma to increase dye sensitized solar cell
efficiency (DSSC).
•

Using a custom built inductively coupled plasma apparatus, X-ray photoelectron
spectroscopy revealed that oxygen-plasma treatment increased the number of
oxygen functional groups (hydroxyl groups) and introduced some Ti³⁺ species on the
surface of TiO₂.

•

The photon conversion efficiency for the plasma treated TiO₂ was 34% higher than
untreated TiO₂. This enhanced cell-performance is partly due to increased dye
adsorption from an increase in surface oxygen functional groups and also may be
partly due to Ti³⁺ states on the surface of TiO₂

TiO2 was doped with nitrogen using the P+T system to alter its energy band gap. The P+T
treatment for doping TiO2 with nitrogen gives a more environmentally friendly and less time
consuming approach for nitrogen doping of TiO2 for use in the DSSC
•

Controllable and effective nitrogen doping of TiO2 that could not be achieved by heat
or plasma alone was successfully achieved using the P+T system.

•

A highest nitrogen doping level of 6% (atomic), achieved by a 30 min treatment,
reduced the energy band gap of TiO2 from 3.2 eV to 2.7 eV.

•

A crystalline TiO2 thin film was successfully grown at a low temperature (150 ˚C)
using the PVD system.
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•

The reactively sputtered TiO2 thin films were used as a blocking layer in perovskite
solar cells (PSC).

•

The best performance, of about 8.7% energy conversion efficiency, was obtained for
a PSC with about 80 nm thick blocking layer.

Capability Gaps, Cost, Timing / Location
No major PV research capability gaps are identified
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4.3.8.17

Griffith University

Research Contact: Professor Huijun Zhao, Director Centre for Clean Environment & Energy

Technology
•

Synthesis of Light Harvesting Nanomaterials

•

Perovskite Solar Cells

•

Dye Sensitised Solar Cells

•

Sustainable Materials for Energy Conversion & Storage

•

Professor Huijun Zhao - Development of new generation photoanodes for solar energy
conversion (dye-sensitised solar cell); functional polymer materials.

•

Dr Eddie Zhang - working on synthesis, modification, characterisation of nanostructured
materials for sensing, energy conversion and energy storage devices, with research on

synthesis of functional nanomaterials and functionalization of natural polymers for lithium

ion batteries, sodium ion batteries and supercapacitors.
•

Dr Yun Wang - theoretical chemistry based simulations tightly bound to experimental work
focused on energy materials involving several areas of applications:
•

artificial photosynthesis and solar cells,

•

targeting theoretical understanding of physicochemical properties of functional
materials and related reaction mechanisms through first-principles density functional
theory calculations and molecular design of novel materials with desired
functionalities.

Capability Gaps, Cost, Location
No major PV research capability gaps are identified
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4.3.8.18

Dyesol Ltd

Dr Damion Milliken

Technology
While detailed R&D plans are naturally commercially sensitive, Dyesol maintains three main broad
thrusts for future development:
•

proving of system stability/durability to industrial standards (e.g., IEC 61646);

•

achieving efficiency for stable/durable systems at commercially competitive levels (~15%);
and

•

scaling-up modules and panels, via both demonstrator fabrication to prove designs and
process development to engineer manufacturing capability.

Dyesol’s perovskite technology development roadmap for opaque Glass substrate (suitable for
freestanding, utility, rooftop, or spandrel BIPV) and Metal substrate (suitable for rooftop BIPV) is
summarised in the figure below.

Additionally, Dyesol will pursue applications for PSC technology in the view Glass substrate (suitable for
window BIPV) and possibly tandem Si/PSC domains, when technological maturity is appropriate.

Capability Gaps
The primary capability gaps in relation to Australian PSC R&D capabilities to support Dyesol’s roadmap
revolve around:
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•

large area deposition/fabrication/manufacturing equipment (a clear gap, as although
Dyesol has some capacity in this area, no comprehensive capability exists in Australia for
PSC technology);

•

in-line metrology capabilities relevant for PSC material layers and module/panel
configurations (while some relevant base capabilities certainly exist in Australia, adaptation
to suit manufacturing requirements is required); and

•

materials scale-up facilities (the least gap exists here, as Dyesol already has much of what
is necessary, PSC devices need relatively little material, and the gaps can likely often be
filled by off-the-shelf equipment, some of which may already be installed in Australia).

Cost
Expenditure to conduct R&D, process development, and pilot production leading to commercial
capabilities in materials and panel manufacture is estimated to be in the 10’s of millions.

Location
Earlier base R&D would be best located at Dyesol’s premises where extensive facilities for this work
already exist. Some supporting work, such as metrology development, may be suitable for
development at appropriate technology provider sites (e.g., CSIRO Clayton, or elsewhere if suitable
technical facilities are already available). Fabrication of panel-sized demonstration devices may not be
able to occur within Australia until relevant deposition and processing capabilities are acquired, most
likely by Dyesol.
For pilot-scale activities, the logical site location would be close to relevant expertise and/or material
supply chains. Thus, in relation to expertise, the favourable options are Canberra/Queanbeyan
(Dyesol’s location) or Melbourne (CSIRO/Monash location). In terms of raw material inputs, Melbourne
would likely be more desirable than Canberra/Queanbeyan.
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4.3.8.19

Jam es Cook University

Research Contact: A/Professor Michael Oelgemoeller, Associate Dean of Research, College of Science,
Technology and Engineering

Technology
•

Ron White – https://research.jcu.edu.au/portfolio/ronald.white/
•

Charge transport in organic materials for application in organic opto-electronics and
organic solar cells

•

Michael Oelgemoeller - https://research.jcu.edu.au/portfolio/michael.oelgemoeller/
•

Developed porphyrin-TiO2 hybrid materials that overcome the poor absorption
characteristics of the semiconductor within the solar spectrum

•

Conduced photostability testing of organic polymers used for solar cells

•

Demonstrated potential hazards of combining TiO2 nanoparticles with organic
compounds

•

World-leader in solar manufacturing of organic chemicals with concentrated sunlight

•

Successfully demonstrated the potential of solar energy for water treatment
applications

•
•

•

Developed novel integrated photocatalytic adsorbents (IPAs) for waste treatment

Mohan Jacob – https://research.jcu.edu.au/portfolio/mohan.jacob/
•

Development of sustainable, natural-resource-based environmentally friendly
biomaterials and electronic and biomedical devices

•

Use of essential oils or its constituents as a precursor for preparing polymer thin films
using low-temperature plasma polymerization

•

Successfully demonstrated the fabrication of optically transparent polymer thin films
over a variety of substrates including silicon and plastics

•

Developed graphene from non-conventional sustainable sources using plasma
enhanced chemical vapour deposition

•

Non-destructive characterisation of various materials but primarily dielectric and
superconducting materials

Bronson Philippa– https://research.jcu.edu.au/portfolio/bronson.philippa/
•

Charge transport mobility in organic polymers for application in organic optoelectronics and organic solar cells

•

Ahmed Zahedi - https://research.jcu.edu.au/portfolio/ahmad.zahedi/
•

Smart Grid & Smart Grid technologies

•

Grid integration of alternative sources

•

Distributed renewable energy generation systems
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•

•

Impacts of large-scale penetration of solar PV and wind generation on dynamic
performance of power system

•

Power system modelling

•

Renewable energy education and Plug-in Hybrid Electric Vehicle (PHEV)

•

Operates several PV panels

Katia Bazaka - https://research.jcu.edu.au/portfolio/katia.bazaka/
•

Polymer thin films

•

Organic electronics

•

Plasma nanoscience

•

Material characterisation

•

In vitro material testing

Technology Roadmap
•

JCU is a leading institution in tropical research and is favourably located in the sun-blessed
northern region of Australia. The College of Science, Technology and Engineering is currently
expanding its Solar Energy research within its Smart & Sustainable Northern Queensland
activities. Several appointments are being made in Engineering to recognize and boost this
leading position. JCU Townsville is also seen as a potential future Centre for Sustainable
Tropical Energy Systems.

Capability Gaps
•

While isolated solar research platforms exist on its campus in Townsville, we propose a
dedicated and state-of-the-art solar research building that can host or satisfy all solar activities
at JCU, for example in the form as a future Centre of Excellence.

Cost / Timing
•

To support current and upcoming research as part of new appointments, JCU would need a
sustainable investment into equipment (ca. $2.5 mio. over 5 years). JCU also requires an
urgent upgrade to its current outdoor solar platform (ca $100K). In the longer term, a
dedicated building with reserved outdoor space (‘The Solar Place’) is envisaged (ca. $35 mio.).
This centre would complete existing infrastructure in Science and Engineering.

Location
•

Townsville campus in Northern Queensland.
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4.3.8.20

Edith Cow an University

Research Contact: Professor Kamal Alameh, Director Electron Science Institute

Technology
•

Design and development of functional materials, comprising photoluminescent materials
and embedded absorption-free controlled-size particulate scatterers, which assist trapping
of light within glass waveguides.

•

Design and development of new spectrally-selective optical coatings that enable low
thermal emissivity, solar radiation control, and high spectral selectivity.

•

Micro/Nano-patterning of glass substrates for spectrally-selective trapping of radiation
inside various wave-guiding structures.

•

The control of light scattering effects in materials with very low optical absorption.

Capability Gaps
•

Large-scale (> 2m×2m substrate size) thin-film coating facility.

•

Large-scale Micro/Nano fabrication facility

•

Large-scale solar simulator

•

US$15m:

Cost


US$10m for large-scale thin-film coating



US$3m for large-scale Micro/Nano fabrication



US$2m for large-scale Solar simulator and solar glass panel characterisation

Location
•

Any Australian capital city.
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4.3.8.21

Charles Darw in University

Research Contact: Professor Jai Singh, Organic Electronics

Technology / Technology Roadmap
Text verbatim from CDU website - http://www.cdu.edu.au/engit/organic-electronics
Organic Electronics covers a number of research areas in materials science and engineering, including
design of (i) thin film organic solar cells for optimal photovoltaic performance, (ii) organic light emitting
devices with optimal light emission and (iii) inorganic scintillators with optimal energy resolution for
applications in nuclear medical imaging and excitonic and photonic processes in materials, including
crystals, non-crystalline materials and nanostructures (quantum wells, wires and dots).
Design and fabrication of thin film organic solar cells for optimal photovoltaic performance
- there are four key processes which control the performance of bulk hetro-junction organic solar cells
(OSCs): 1) absorption of photons leading to creation of excitons, 2) transport of excitons to the donor
(D) – acceptor (A) interface, 3) formation of charge transfer excitons at the interface and its
dissociation and 4) collection of dissociated free electrons and holes to the cathode and anode
electrodes, respectively, to produce current. The research activities on designing involve optimisation
of all the four processes leading to the optimized power conversion efficiency of OSCs. The optimal
designs thus achieved can be used to fabricate OSCs in the laboratory and test their performance.
Excitonic and Photonic Processes in Materials: the dynamics of excitons in semiconductors,
including bulk crystalline, non-crystalline and nan-structures.

Capability Gaps / Cost / Location / Timing
None are identified
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4.3.9 SUPPORT INSTITUTIONS – DETAIL BY INSTITUTION
4.3.9.1.1

UNSW Mark Wainwright Analytical Centre

Research Contact: A/Professor Grainne Moran
Technology
•
•
•
•
•
•

Electron Microscopy Unit (EMU)
Nuclear Magnetic Resonance Facility (NMR)
Spectroscopy Lab (SPECLAB)
Solid State & Elemental Unit (SSEAU)
Commercial & Consulting (CCL)
Fluorescence Microscopy (BMIF)

Capability Gaps / Cost / Timing / Location
•

No major PV related capability gaps have been identified

4.3.9.1.2

Bragg Institute

Research Contact: Dr Vanessa Peterson
Technology
•

Neutron and X-Ray Scattering Based Energy Materials Analysis

Capability Gaps / Cost / Timing / Location
•

No major PV related capability gaps have been identified

4.3.9.1.3

Australian Synchrotron

Research Contact: Professor Michael James
Industry Contact: Dr David Cookson
Technology
Synchrotron Beamlines •
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Infrared Microspectroscopy (IRM)
Far Infrared Spectroscopy (THz/Far-IR)
Microcrystallography (MX2)
Powder Diffraction (PD)
Small and Wide-angle X-Ray Scattering (SAXS/WAXS)
Soft X-Ray Spectroscopy (SXR)
X-Ray Absorption Spectroscopy (XAS)
X-Ray Fluorescence Microscopy (XFM)
Imaging and Medical Beamline (IMBL)
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Capability Gaps / Cost / Timing / Location
•

No major PV related capability gaps have been identified

4.3.9.1.4

ANFF-NSW Node

Research Contact: Dr Linda Macks
•
•
•
•

Nanoelectronics
High resolution electron-beam lithography
Nanoelectronics (Si MOS and GaAs)
Semiconductor device processing

Capability Gaps / Cost / Timing / Location
•

No major PV related capability gaps have been identified

____________________________________________________________________

4.3.9.1.5

ANFF-ACT Node

Research Contact: Professor Chennupati Jagadish
•
•
•
•

Nanowire Solar Cells
Plasmonic Solar Cells
Quantum Dot Solar Cells
Np-n Junction less Solar Cells

Capability Gaps / Cost / Timing / Location
•

No major PV related capability gaps have been identified

____________________________________________________________________

4.3.9.1.6

ANFF-SA Node

Research Contact: Dr Craig Priest
Technology
•
•

Surface modification, characterisation, nanotechnology, and advanced materials
Design and fabrication of micro and nano-engineered structures in polymer and glass
substrates

Capability Gaps / Cost / Timing / Location
•

No major PV related capability gaps have been identified
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4.3.9.1.7

Melbourne Centre for Nanofabrication (ANFF-VIC Member)

Research Contact: Dr Lachlan Hyde
Technology
•
•
•
•
•
•

Lithography
Thin Film Deposition
Chemical etching
Reactive Ion Etching and Characterisation
Characterisation
Materials - metals, silicon, diamond, nitrides and oxides

Capability Gaps / Cost / Timing / Location
•

No major PV related capability gaps have been identified

4.3.9.1.8

Centre for Materials & Surface Science, La Trobe University

Research Contact: Dr Paul Pigram
Technology
•
•
•
•
•

Surface Analysis
Fabrication (Plasma / Electro Deposition)
Characterisation
Sample Preparation
Advanced Machining

Capability Gaps / Cost / Timing / Location
•

See Section 4.3.7.12

4.3.9.1.9

Queensland Microtechnology Facility, Griffith University

Research Contact: Mr Alan Iacopi
Technology
•

SiC on Si

Capability Gaps / Cost / Timing / Location
•

No major PV related capability gaps have been identified
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5 SHARED ACCESS IN OTHER AUSTRALIAN RESEARCH &
ENGINEERING DISCIPLINES
External access to advanced capability and toolsets is already well established within the quasicommercial analytical and high technology fabrication centres associated with universities, or
government supported facilities.
Many such groups are included in this survey, now increasingly offering advanced capability relevant to
PV processing and characterisation •
•
•
•
•
•
•

Australian Synchrotron
Bragg Institute, ANSTO
CSIRO Clayton and Newcastle
UNSW MW Analytical Centre
Melbourne Centre for Nanofabrication
La Trobe University Centre for Material & Surface Science
Various ANFF nodes

These groups all have well established access or sharing capability and experience, notably the many
nodes under the Australian Nanofabrication Facility (ANFF, Ref 18) and AMMRF, The Australian
Microscopy and Microanalysis Research Facility (AMMRF, Ref 19).
Other groupings facilitating general sharing of access include the Victorian Platform Technology
Network (VPTN, Ref 20), the Adelaide based South Australian Renewable Energy Institute (SAREI, Ref
21), the Australian Nanotechnology Network (Ref 22)
Some universities are also well used to facilitating sharing of tools and expertise, and the organic PV
cluster members in Melbourne particularly stand out, to the extent that Monash University has elected
not to denote its current toolsets as Marquee in the website capability register given almost total
saturation user loading.
UNSW and ANU are also cooperative in tool sharing, given several joint research projects and who of
course are co-participants in the Australian Centre for Advanced Photovoltaics (ACAP).
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6 FEASIBILITY OF COMPREHENSIVE SHARING OF
RESEARCH INFRASTRUCTURE
From this survey it is clear there exists a strong desire and potential for significantly increased levels of
sharing research capability (infrastructure and toolsets), expertise and experience.
While the major universities and analytical / fabrication centres surveyed in this work were aware of
the research and capabilities of most other Australian institutions, and actively participated in sharing
or collaborative arrangements, many of the smaller research groups were not.
The web capability register was hence a well-received initiative and the reaction to the web site format
and usability overwhelmingly positive. The nomination of tools available for sharing, accompanied by
comprehensive guidelines on how to manage this, has been strongly appreciated.
Listing of current capability under a comprehensive set of search criteria also facilitates search and, of
course, any review of applications for sourcing and locating new capability.
On a more practical note, grant applications for new capability (such as ARC Linkage Infrastructure,
Equipment and Facilities (LIEF) Project grants) are often collaborative and require facility access and
equipment usage by external users.
While not investigated in detail, it has been proposed that, similar to other cooperative consortia
operating in Australia, a loose consortium of contributing Australian PV research institutions could be
formed to further facilitate infrastructure sharing.
Denoted notionally as the Australian PV Research Consortium (APVRC) such a group could manage
functions like for instance the ongoing maintenance and update of the research capability register
website, perhaps host an on-line expert advisory “chat-room”, offer advisory assistance to ARENA on
application calls and responses, and maybe even acquire capital funding sources.
It is, however, somewhat difficult to envisage significant gains to tool sharing, given the current degree
of geographical co-location of, and cooperation among, the major institutions working in the same
technology field – the Melbourne based OPV-OIPV cluster (University of Melbourne, Monash University,
La Trobe University, RMIT University, CSIRO, Melbourne Centre for Nanofabrication (MCN), Australian
Synchrotron) and UNSW / ANU in the IPV field.
Such a consortium, based on similar principles to ANFF, would seem sensibly to sit within the ACAP
group, and may look, as many other institutions do, to NCRIS, the National Collaborative Research
Infrastructure Strategy (Ref 1) for a level of funding support.
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https://www.greentechmedia.com/research/report/global-pv-demand-outlook-2015-2020

7.

Solar Cell Efficiency Tables, Green et al, Progress in Photovoltaics V46,23, Pages 805-812

8.

Trina, http://www.pvtech.org/news/trina_hails_milestone_for_multi_si_module_with_19.14_record

9. TOSHIBA REVIEW SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY HIGHLIGHTS 2014,
http://www.toshiba.co.jp/rdc/rd/fields/14_e07_e.htm
10.

Perovskite Solar Cell Reaches Record Efficiency, (http://techxplore.com/news/2015-01perovskite-solar-cell-efficiency.html

11.

“Market Analysis for Organic Photovoltaics: Current Status and Prospects to 2020 & Beyond”,
Meredith et al, University of Queensland COPE, November 2013

12.

13.

“PV Module Costs to Drop to $0.36c/W by 2017”,Vorath, S, 20 June 2013
http://reneweconomy.com.au/2013/graph-of-the-day-pv-module-costs-to-drop-to-0-36cw-by2017-2017
InfinityPV foil, http://www.infinitypv.com/infinityopv/infinitypv-foil) (and see footnote)

14.

“Cost analysis of roll-to-roll fabricated ITO free single and tandem solar modules based on
data from manufacture”, Machui et al, Energy & Environmental Science, 2014, 7, Pages 27922802

15.

“A Projection of commercial-scale organic photovoltaic module costs”, Mulligan et al, Solar
Energy Materials & Solar Cells 120 (2014), Pages 9-17

16.

IEC 61215 “Crystalline silicon terrestrial photovoltaic (PV) Modules - Design qualification and
type approval” and IEC 61646 “Thin-film terrestrial photovoltaic (PV) Modules - Design
qualification and type approval”,
http://www.tuv-intercert.org/en/our-services/product/renewable-energy/solar-energy/iec61215-iec-61646.html#.Vax1p84w-mQ

17.

Technical University of Denmark, Department of Energy Conversion & Storage,
http://plasticphotovoltaics.org/)

18.

Australian Nanofabrication Facility (ANFF), http://www.anff.org.au/
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19.

The Australian Microscopy and Microanalysis Research Facility (AMMRF), http://ammrf.org.au/

20.

Victorian Platform Technology Network (VPTN), http://www.platformtechnologies.org/

21.

South Australian Renewable Energy Institute (SAREI), http://sarenewableenergyinstitute.com/

22.

Australian Nanotechnology Network, http://www.ausnano.net/

______________________________________________________________________________
The Danish based group infinitypv currently supplies commercial ranges of flexible OPV product at
widths up to 510mm and active area photoconversion efficiencies up to 5%.
The foil is offered in varying lengths and widths in a format designed to be cut, edge sealed and
electrically contacted by the user.
Infinitypv’s website quoted flexible foil OPV product prices are €175/m which, at 4W/m and current
exchange rates, translate to ≈US$44/Wp.
________________________________________________________________________________
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8 APPENDIX A- USER AGREEMENT APVC
USER AGREEMENT
Host #1
User Name:

User #1

Host #1 is a member of the Australian Photovoltaics Research Consortium (APVRC) with
facilities based at __________________________.
As a user of Host #1 facilities I acknowledge that I have read and understood the APVRC User
Access & Pricing Policy Guidelines which accompany this document.
Further, I confirm that:
8.

Marquee Tool / Capability Offer - I acknowledge that I have read and understood the
Marquee Tool or Capability Offer (Attachment 1) and agree to all its terms and
conditions.

9.

Host Usage Classification – I nominate, from the options included in the Host Usage
Classification (Attachment 2) the below classification of the proposed usage, and
acknowledge that this nomination may be used in determining the priority and pricing of
usage.
o

Usage Classification Proposed: __________________________________

o

Purpose of Work: _____________________________________________

10.

Usage Request – I acknowledge that the host makes tools available for external use in
line with their published Usage Request Form (Attachment 3), and I have complied with
the requirements therein.

11.

Toolset Availability / Booking - I acknowledge that the host makes tools available for
external use in line with their published Marquee Tool Booking Schedule (Attachment 4),
and I have complied with the requirements therein.

12.

Access Prioritisation – I acknowledge that the host determines at its sole discretion the
priority it places on usage requests, and I agree to abide by its decision.

13.

Regulatory Compliance – I acknowledge that I have read, fully understood and will at all
times abide by all rules and regulations in place within the host institution.

14.

Process Integrity - I acknowledge that I have fully complied with the host Process Detail
Disclosure Form (Attachment 5) and have disclosed all access and processing details,
including but not limited to materials to be used and process parameters, and that to the
best of my knowledge my usage of the tool will not result in safety breaches, equipment
damage or contamination.

13.

Insurance: I acknowledge that I have read, fully understood and agree the host User
Insurance Policy (Attachment 6) for facility access and equipment usage, and am aware
of my responsibility and liability should I be shown to cause damage to equipment or
facility during my usage.
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14.

Intellectual Property / Information Publication / Acknowledgement – I
acknowledge that I have read, fully understood and agree the host IP Handling Policy
(Attachment 7) and will abide by its terms and conditions.

15.

Data Security - I acknowledge that I have read, fully understood and agree the host
Data Security Policy (Attachment 8) and will abide by its terms and conditions.

16.

Pricing Schedule – I acknowledge that I have read the host Pricing Schedule
(Attachment 9) and accept the rates shown below –

17.

i.

Tool #1 Usage Rate: $_________________________________________

ii.

Tool #2 Usage Rate: $_________________________________________

iii.

Other Charge #1: $_________________________________________

iv.

Other Charge #2: $_________________________________________

Dispute Resolution – in the event of any dispute arising between the host and users, I
agree that the procedures within the host Dispute Resolution Procedure (Attachment 10)
will be followed.

Title / Name:

________________________________________

Institution:

________________________________________

Signature:
Date:

___________________________
___________________________
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Attachment 1

Marquee Tool / Capability Offer

To Be Provided by Host; Noting Accompanying Guidelines
____________________________________________________________________
Attachment 2

Host Usage Classification

To Be Provided by Host; Noting Accompanying Guidelines
____________________________________________________________________
Attachment 3

Usage Request Form

To Be Provided by Host; Noting Accompanying Guidelines
____________________________________________________________________
Attachment 4

Marquee Tool Booking Schedule

To Be Provided by Host; Noting Accompanying Guidelines
____________________________________________________________________
Attachment 5

Process Detail Disclosure Form

To Be Provided by Host; Noting Accompanying Guidelines
____________________________________________________________________
Attachment 6

User Insurance Policy

To Be Provided by Host; Noting Accompanying Guidelines
____________________________________________________________________
Attachment 7

IP Handling Policy

To Be Provided by Host; Noting Accompanying Guidelines
____________________________________________________________________
Attachment 8

Data Security Policy

To Be Provided by Host; Noting Accompanying Guidelines
____________________________________________________________________
Attachment 9

Pricing Schedule

To Be Provided by Host; Noting Accompanying Guidelines
Example ….
Table 1 Pricing Structure for Marquee Tool Usage, by Host Usage Classification
Marquee Tool

Classification
#1
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Tool #1
Tool #2
Tool #3
Tool #4
Etc

$## / block hour

$## / block hour

$## / block hour

$## / block hour
$## / block hour
$## / block hour

$## / block hour
$## / block hour
$## / block hour

$## / block hour
$## / block hour
$## / block hour

Table 2 Other Applicable Charges
Other Charges

Classification
#1

Classification
#2

Classification
#3

Staff Time – User
Accreditation

$## / hour

$$## / hour

$## / hour

Staff Time – User
Training

$## / hour

$## / hour

$## / hour

Staff Time – User
Assistance

$## / hour

$## / hour

$## / hour

Out of Hours
Usage
Staff Attendance

$## / hour

$## / hour

$## / hour

Out of Hours
Usage
Additional Facility
Costs
Etc
____________________________________________________________________
Attachment 10

Dispute Resolution Procedure

To Be Provided by Host; Noting Accompanying Guidelines
____________________________________________________________________
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9 APPENDIX B – GUIDELINES USER ACCESS & PRICING POLICY
The purpose of this document is to offer suggestions and potential guidance to institutions within the
proposed Australian Photovoltaics Research Consortium (APVRC) proposing to offer Host facility access
and Marquee Tool usage to external institutions through the Australian Research Capability Directory
database.
These guidelines are intended for institutions that do not already have experience of such external
access.
It is noted that some institutions included in the database already have proven experience of external
User access, and reviewing their procedures is strongly recommended when addressing the following
sections.
Organisation
o

The Australian Photovoltaics Research Consortium (APVRC) is a proposed loose consortium of
Australian research facilities which have elected to be included in the national register. This
register is embedded with the website of ACAP, the Australian Centre for Advanced PV,
headquartered at the University of NSW and supported by ARENA, the Federal Government
Australian Renewable Energy Agency.

o

APVRC members have nominated selected toolsets or capabilities within their respective
facilities for listing in the APVRC database register, with the potential to enable external
access. As noted earlier, several institutions captured within the register already offer PV
relevant capability to third party users.

Two levels of toolsets or capabilities are included in the APVRC register:
a. Marquee Tool: are tools offered as available to 3rd party users under the principles in
these guidelines. Such toolsets or capabilities are denoted “Marquee” in the APVRC
register.
b. Non-Marquee tools: are also listed in the APVRC register. Access to these tools or
capabilities may also be possible, but such access will be on an ad hoc basis and thus
currently outside the scope of these guidelines.
o

The proposed APVRC comprises research institutions from the university sector, industry and
potentially established analytical and fabrication centres and government agencies such as
CSIRO.

o

External users of APVRC Marquee toolsets or capabilities will access Host facilities and use
equipment other than their own and must satisfy all policies and procedures of the Host
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institution, and potentially those in these guidelines, including and specifically all Work Health
& Safety (WHS) obligations.
The following sections offer suggestions to Hosts on content to be included in their User
Agreements and broadly follows the sequence of those areas.
Definitions
o

APVRC Register: online database of PV relevant tools or capabilities hosted by APVRC

members (http://staging.acap.unsw.edu.au/acap/directory/locations).
o

Host Institution: APVRC research institution member making tools and / or capabilities
available to external users.

o

User: APVRC research institution member or external party accessing or using tools and /
or capabilities listed in the APVRC register.

o

Marquee Tool (or Capability): Tool or Capability listed on the APVRC register and explicitly
identified as such.

o

Non-Marquee Tool / Capability: Tool or Capability listed on the APVRC register that is not
explicitly identified as a Marquee tool.

1. Marquee Tool / Capability Offer
The Marquee Tool (or capability) available at the Host institution, and its operational
condition, should be fully defined and, where appropriate, disclaimers stated. Such an offer
should consider the following aspects:

o

“SMART” objectives
Ideally SMART Objectives should be possible for Marquee tools, but may not
always be so within the constraints of the specific tool or capability or associated
resources o
o
o
o
o

o

Specific – clearly defined, documented and readily understood,
Measurable – enabled for quantitative or qualitative assessment,
Achievable – realistic and reproducible outcomes,
Relevant – relevant and desirable to PV users,
Time Bound – able to deliver to a timeline.

Assessment of Marquee capabilities
The capabilities of Marquee tools should be clearly defined and documented to
avoid disputes over service delivery.
o Baseline Capability (predictability)
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i.
ii.
iii.

Baseline performance: where verifiable and reproducible
process performance results and operating parameters /
boundaries are clearly defined and documented,
Non-baseline performance: for tools or processes whose
baseline performance is not capable of absolute definition or
guarantee (eg processes under experimental development),
In defining the offer, the Host should consider the potential
necessity to maintain a constant baseline performance quality,
and the time and resources needed to ensure this.

o Bandwidth (capacity for external users):

o

o

i.

Excess / High bandwidth: where tools have excess or high
availability to accommodate external users (eg high
throughput tools, tools available booking space).

ii.

Restricted bandwidth: where tools have restrictions to
accommodate external users (eg low throughput tools; those
heavily booked by Host users).

Availability (uptime, capacity-factor, staffing factors, etc)
i.

Predictable: known and/or predictable uptime, trained staff
availability, lead times, booking systems etc.

ii.

Variable: where uptime, trained staff availability, lead times
are variable, variable Host utilisation levels or restricted by
Host resourcing.

Scope of Access
Clear measures and metrics (what is to be delivered, and exactly how it
is measured) are important to absolutely define outcomes and avoid
disputes over service delivery.

o

o

i.

Fixed scope: where tools or capability are offered with an
agreed scope including clearly defined effort / outcomes.

ii.

Aspirational scope: the offer of tools on a “best-effort” basis,
with agreed effort but no assured/pre-agreed outcomes.

iii.

Research scope: the offer of tools on a research basis, with
agreed effort and (non-binding) research targets.

Timeline for Access
i.

Fixed timeline: where tools or capability are offered with an
agreed / predictable timeline for return of results.

ii.

Flexible timeline: the offer of tools on a “best-effort” basis,
with agreed effort but no assured/pre-agreed timeline.

Cost for Access
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Cost structures should be clearly defined, and linked to scope and timeline, to
avoid disputes over service delivery (see later section on pricing).
o

Quality of Access
Host are encouraged to regularly assess the quality of service delivery and User
satisfaction.

o

o

Communication before / during Access
i.

Clear points of communication should be defined to minimise miscommunication of requirements, status, outcomes and results,

ii.

Ideally a single point of contact (SPOC) should be defined for each
offer or access.

Risk factors
Risk factors should be considered for both the User and Host (see later sections):

2.

i.

WHS,

ii.

IP and data security,

iii.

Tool / process integrity (eg contamination, tool damage),

iv.

Opportunity costs (eg due to tool outage or contamination),

v.

Timelines.

Host Usage Classification
The manner in which tool / capability usage is classified by the Host should be clearly defined,
and noted as potentially determining access priority and pricing. These may include one or
more of the following –

o

collaborative research – joint R&D between Host and User.

o

project / contract research – Host provides R&D services to User.

o

assisted (staff accompanied) – Host directly supervises User during access.

o

unassisted (unaccompanied) – User self-supervised during access (subject to
training and accreditation).

o

foundry- Host provides services/processing according to User scope.

o

commercial consultancy - Host provides services/processing externally.

o

commercial consultancy – User provides services/processing externally using Host
tools / capability.

In addition, the purpose of the proposed work may be taken into account –

3.

o

thesis – undergraduate, post-graduate,

o

academic research – single institution or joint,

o

commercial / industrial research,

o

consultancy based problem solving.

Usage Request
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Host institutions should have in place procedures for facilitating external access requests,
which may include –
o

o

4.

An Initial Contact Form, specifying


Host institution name and initial point (IPOC) of contact details,



lodgement details (email address, website),



User contact details (name, institution, position, phone, email),



User profile (CV, publication list etc),



User experience at Host facility,



User experience with tools,



sample / materials description,



brief access/usage proposal (tools, process, materials, expected duration,
expected outcomes),



data / results required (process recipes, product performance,
characterisation, samples etc),



IP and data security considerations,



funding source (grant, other),



usage classification,



purpose of work,



User access timeframe constraints.

A Host Request Response procedure, including


direction to the appropriate internal staff resource (SPOC),



registration of new User, if appropriate,



feedback on proposed usage and usage classification,



scope definition,



timeline and booking time options,



pricing and billing details,



deliverables & reporting structure,



IP and data security measures,



risk factors (eg upcoming maintenance, contaminant restrictions etc),



User accreditations required, potential dispensations and required training
(site induction, WHS, lab access, equipment usage etc).

Tool Availability / Booking
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The stated availability of Marquee tools on offer needs careful consideration by the Host
institution. The inclusion of robust disclaimers may be needed since tools noted as available
at some time in the future may subsequently become unavailable, due to unforeseen factors
including:
o

the operating environment of tools within experimental research sites, including
multiple and potentially inexperienced Host users,

o

changes to planned maintenance,

o

unplanned maintenance / breakdown,

o

usage priority changes by the Host,

o

changes in utilisation / booking levels by the Host,

o

changes in Host staff support resourcing availability (travel, out-of-hours),

o

failure to meet baseline performance quality criteria (process drift).

A procedure for external booking may be made available, although few universities currently
have such a system in place.
A booking system may simply be administered manually by the Host via the Usage Request
response. Alternatively, it may be automated / semi-automated and optionally made
externally accessible, which would be particularly beneficial for high demand tools /
capabilities.
An example of an externally accessible booking system is the website based UNSW Analytical
Centre and MCN Laboratory System (ACLS). Other suggestions include a shared MS Outlook /
Exchange or Google calendar based system. Most institutions, however, appear to administer
bookings through direct contact in the first instance.
Any booking system should take account of factors that will potentially influence timing:
o

Usage request acceptance / approval

o

Process integrity review / approval,

o

Usage classification,

o

Accreditation status of User,

o

Host resource availability (staff, materials, utilities & services, outages, status
changes),

o

Host priority for usage classification,

o

Transparency to other users (potential cooperation, confidentiality conflict).

o

Data collection of bookings for assessment of facility utilisation levels, bottle necks
etc, to enable strategic decisions on facility operation and upgrades
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5.

Access Prioritisation
Difficulty in determining usage priority is a commonly raised issue and, in deciding this, the
following issues should be considered:
o

Is the proposed usage:


collaborative research with the Host (or leading towards such)?



enhancing academic / industry engagement (and possible future
collaboration)?



of high academic merit?



considered to have a high chance of success?



by Host internal users?



a problem based consultancy, with shared learnings?



contributing to developing/maintaining skills and core competencies?



likely to generate financial return, or at least recover costs?



commercial?



of risk to the facility (process / tool integrity etc)?

Commercial users, even though usually paying higher access fees, were generally seen as low
priority, although one (fabrication) site highly values commercial return and adopts a “first in,
first served” access protocol.
A consideration noted by one site is the risk of “shopping” – users looking outside their
institution for similar services at lower cost or better availability, posing the risk of a “flood” of
User requests. Mitigation approaches may include blocking out an amount of time slots for
Host researchers, placing a cap on external bookings (with regular review of utilisation /
access levels) or simply developing strong Host prioritisation protocols.
It is important to realise that timeliness on access will be an important quality factor for most
external Users and will likely impact the uptake levels from external users and hence the
effectiveness of the APVRC register.
6.

Regulatory Compliance
All external Users must be fully trained and accredited in the Host site’s rules and regulations,
including site induction, security, WHS and equipment training.
Similarly, the Host must be compliant with all work place regulatory requirements, ensuring a
safe work environment and tool regulatory compliance.
If users have been accredited to access the Host site on an unaccompanied basis, the Host
must ensure their document control system is robust – that all relevant internal
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documentation and preventative maintenance is up-to-date and externally visible to accredited
users, and ensure accredited users have seen and agreed current revisions.
Should the Host elect to accept a level of User’s own institution accreditation, they must also
maintain vigilant scrutiny of the User accreditation process, and maintain overview of their
document control status and ensure the User is up-to-date.
It should be noted that very few universities countenance unaccompanied access, while some
analytical and fabrication centres offer and prefer this model as a reduced drain on resources.
7.

Process Integrity
Hosts must ensure the proposed usage by the User does not pose a risk to staff safety or risk
damage to or contamination of tools or facilities.
The Host should develop and provide a Process Detail Disclosure Form which captures and
formally agrees:
o

proposed tool operating recipe,

o

new material types (other than standard),

o

new material Material Safety Data Sheets (MSDS) provided by the User,

o

material pre-preparation and post-processing requirements.

Experience (off-shore) has been noted with the commercially available experiment process
definition and tracking software package EPICS (Experimental Physics & Industrial Control
System) which proved useful for process pre-approval, experiment tracking and data control.
Process or materials confidentiality may also pose challenges for some Users (particularly
industrial users) in regard to the above disclosure requirements. Host institutions should
consider this on a case-by-case basis, within the context of ensuring safe operations.
Additional levels of confidentiality agreements could be useful in this regard.
8. Insurance
Hosts should consider personal and property insurance issues arising from external tool use,
and develop an External User Insurance Policy addressing at least the following:

9.

o

equipment damage and cost of repair,

o

equipment contamination and cost of repair,

o

facility damage and cost of repair,

o

down-time opportunity cost compensation,

o

down-time direct cost compensation (eg lost R&D projects, milestone payments),

o

unintended security / fire call-outs,

o

Host impact on all on-costs,

o

User workers compensation or other on-costs.

Intellectual Property / Information Publication / Acknowledgement
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A formal Intellectual Property (IP) agreement should be in place before any User access.
Hosts should consider and develop an IP Handling Policy covering at least:
o

declaration of pre-existing (background IP), by both parties,

o

secure record keeping and audit capability for lab books, experimental notes etc,

o

developed (project) IP, whether joint or individually created,

o

protocols for handling developed joint or project IP- ownership, rights to exploit,
rights to research usage etc,

o

agreement on the roles and responsibilities of parties with respect to the
management and costs of IP protection and upkeep (eg patent lodgement and
ongoing maintenance),

o

protocols for dealing with undergraduate or postgraduate student Users, including
potential IP development and ownership, and the ability to publish or copyright
theses,

o

potential for Host or User information “leakage”, and the use of (1- or 2-way)
confidentiality / non-disclosure agreements,

o

data transfer agreements (for transfer/deletion of data at the end of a project),

o

User materials transfer agreements (for confidential materials).

Any publications or presentation of work resulting from the use of APVRC Host facilities should
be reviewed and approved by the Host in advance, and should acknowledge the role of the
Host.
10.

Data Security
Similar issues should be considered to IP security, but additionally noting:

o

tool baseline process data should be date stamped and securely stored,

o

User process recipes, materials used (which must be disclosed to ensure process
integrity / safety), performance results, characterisation scans and any other
results developed during the course of the work should be date stamped and
securely stored,

o

Users may require data to be fully deleted from Host tools and storage, once the
User access has been fully completed and all contractual requirements met,

o

Hosts may require that in-house baseline process recipes, data logs, hardware
details or procedures not be recorded or transferred offsite without specific
approval,

o

Hosts may require that Users have restricted, tracked or supervised access to
storage sites of in-house data, which should be incorporated in any access
agreement and control or policing costs taken into account.

The previously noted EPICS software suite may be of value in providing data security.
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11.

Pricing Schedule
Costing and pricing of services is well established in analytical and fabrication centres, but has
proven a difficult area for university research labs to address, given the difficulty in “ring
fencing” cost structures of individual labs or tools.
Additionally, universities appear generally more interested in increasing research engagement
and offsetting research costs than generating commercial profit from User access.
However they are concerned to ensure that external tool usage does not incur additional
expenses, or relegate their internal staff to lower priority or out-of-hours use.
In developing cost and price structures, the following points may assist:
o

o

Set-up to Shut-down costing: almost all tools will require significant time in
addition to actual usage. This will usually lead to the requirement for a block
period of time to be allocated, and the pricing structure should reflect:


sample pre-preparation (cleaning, surface prep etc),



tool set up and baseline operation stabilisation / verification,



User process setup (process recipes, characterisation parameters etc),
and tool stabilisation,



User processing,



any required in-process sample inspection / characterisation,



sample post-processing (anneal etc),



tool ramp-down (cooling, cleaning etc),



results or data collection, presentation, report writing etc.

Simple Costing: a simple pricing approach noted is to set a usage charge based
simply on the installed cost of the tool (say, a fixed % to cover direct running
costs and a level of depreciation).
The price then reflects the value of the tool, and usually also its running costs, and
may further reflect the uniqueness and research value of the tool.
Some adjustment may be required for tools that deviate substantially from the
approximation - complex utilities and services, materials, maintenance etc). An
example of how this might work is presented at the end of this section.

o

Detailed costing: some universities and other institutions do have “ring fenced”
facilities with a limited number of tools, where establishing reasonably accurate
running cost structure for each tool is possible, based on 

staffing (technical and maintenance),



materials used,



utilities & services required,



floor space,
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baseline performance maintenance,



institutional overheads,



future tool upgrade / replacement.

o

Training costs: support staffing will be required to train and assist Users. This
may require diverting staff from current duties, by employing and training
additional staff,

o

Extended operation: out-of-hours operation, should it be required, will incur
additional costs - security, utilities & services, support staff etc,

o

Administration costs: general facility administration on-costs will also be
incurred – security, cost accounting / billing, payroll, materials ordering etc,

o

Block access: some institutions offer pre-paid block access via membership.

In developing price structures, institutions may strategically seek to favour some users over
others, and tiered payments will reflect this. Pricing levels (but not necessarily priority) may
reflect:
o

undergraduate & postgraduate thesis students,

o

internal academic and research grant support;

o

collaborative research;

o

external academic research,

o

international collaboration,

o

commercial use,

o

proposals of high research merit,

o

proposals with high chance of success,

o

pre-proposal scoping experiments,

o

seeding (pump priming) new research areas.

Example Usage Charge Calculation – Tool Value Based
A very simple tool value based User pricing calculation based on tool capex may look like the
following –

o

Tool:

TOOL X

o

Tool Cost:

$2,000,000 fully installed / commissioned

o

Access block:

8 hours (1 standard daytime shift)
•
•
•
•
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• Clean

1 hour

o

Usage:

5 blocks week, 48 weeks per year (240 time blocks per year)

o

Rate:

$2,000 per usage block ($250 / hour)

o

Split:

$1,000 staff / materials / utilities, $1,000 tool depreciation

o

Annual Return:

$480,000 ($240,000 depreciation)

o

Payback:

≈ 8 years

This approach is a commonly used first order approximation based on the assumption that
operational costs roughly scale with the tool cost. This may not be the case for tools that, for
example, have high utilities cost or high safety overhead costs ie the approximation
assumption starts to breakdown. In such cases, more detailed costing approaches may be
warranted.
The block rate for staffing and materials / utilities is not unreasonable given staff fully built up
wage costs, and the simple payback figure, while based on very optimistic levels of projected
tool usage, is reasonably in line with expected tool lifetime before replacement.
This rate would constitute the upper level for commercial / industry users, although it would
probably need to be varied downward for other users, and is more or less in line with available
data from analytical and fabrication centres.
It should be noted, however, that few institutions would consider it necessary to achieve full
cost recovery, given tool capital cost is generally provided from grants or other funds, and a
level of base support funding is usually provided by the Host institution.
Moreover, non-monetised benefits such as engagement with industry/institutions and
expanded research activity are usually highly valued by the Host institution.
12.

Dispute Resolution
Given the commercial nature of these transactions, grievance and dispute resolution should be
clearly addressed.
Attention to detail in addressing the Marquee Tool / Capability Offer will help mitigate
exposure to dispute, but strong resolution procedures should be developed in collaboration
with the Host institution legal services.
One site has nominated unresolved disputes be referred to the Australian Commercial
Disputes Centre for arbitration (https://disputescentre.com.au/).
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10 APPENDIX C - OPV TECHNOLOGY ROADMAP DETAIL BY
INSTITUTION
The following section summarises current research activity in the OPV and OIPV sectors by technology
area and research institution or notes if no activity has been identified.

1.

Active Materials


Material Properties Modelling
 Density Functional Theory (DFT) modelling
 UNSW, ACAP AR P33
 Soft Condensed Matter Modelling
 Huang Research Group, University of Adelaide
 Ab Initio Molecular Orbital Modelling
 Molecular orbital calculations on large molecules including
buckminsterfullerene adducts, La Trobe CMSS



Carrier Transport Modelling
 Channel I / Channel II Photocurrent Generation / Transfer Modelling
 Uni Queensland, ACAP AR P43
 Large Area / Thick Junction OPV Carrier Transport Modelling
 Metal-Insulator Semiconductor Charge Extraction with Linearly Increasing
Voltage (MIS-CELIV), Uni Queensland, ACAP AR P44 / P70
 Resistance Dependent Photovoltage / Drift-Diffusion Modelling
 Uni Queensland, ACAP AR P71
 Exciton Transport / Dissociation Modelling
 Kinetic Monte Carlo (KMC) / Foster Resonance Energy Theory (FRET) –
visiting seminar James Cave, Bath University, UNSW 06 July 2015
 Large Area PeSC Module Modelling
 Dyesol



New Materials / Material Combinations
 DSC
 TiO2 - new TiO2 formulation / C106 dye / P3HT, UNSW / Dyesol, ACAP AR
P35
 Z907 dye, UNSW ACAP AR P35
 Perovskite - TiO2 / PeSC / P3HT, UNSW ACAP AR P36, Dyesol
 Quantum Dot Sensitised TiO2 DSC, RMIT University, Bundoora
 Plasma Activated nanomaterials- Deakin IFM (Ref 12)
 OPV
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 Development of synthetic methodologies for high electron/hole mobility
block copolymers soluble in industrial solvents , Uni Melbourne / Monash Uni,
ACAP AR P39
 Nematic liquid crystal p-type, Uni Melbourne ACAP AR P41
 P-type polymer PBD-BT, Uni Melbourne – CSIRO-C, ACAP AR p41
 Fullerene bisadduct, Uni Melbourne, ACAP AR P41
 Novel perovskite analogues, Uni Melbourne ACAP AR P41, Dyesol (via its
Swiss subsidiary Greatcell Solar)
 Non-fullerene based acceptors, Uni Queensland ACAP AR P43
 PeSC
 Hysteresis free PeSC devices, Uni Queensland, ACAP AR P70
 Low Temp Plasma Assisted Material Deposition - Deakin IFM
 Pb Free Organometal Halides – Dyesol (via its Swiss subsidiary Greatcell
Solar)
 High-stability PeSC materials & device architecture, Dyesol


Morphology Control
 Electronic structure at interfaces / Exciton Dissociation / Carrier Transport
 UNSW, ACAP AR P33


Scaffold Support Structure
 UNSW ACAP AR P34

 Large area deposition processes for PeSC
 Dyesol


Material Synthesis
 Solvent Drying
 Vacuum - UNSW ACAP AR P34
 Perovskite precursor and additive materials scale-up
 Dyesol
 Solid hole-transport materials scale-up
 Dyesol



Conductive Layers
 Highly Conductive Transparent Polymer Surface Coating
 Coated PEDOT, UniSA Future Industries Institute
 Dyesol (via its UK subsidiary Dyesol UK)
 Indium Free Transparent Conductive Oxide Coatings
 FTO, doped ZnO – No activity noted
 Graphene Surface Coating
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 UNSW OPV General, ACAP 1.3a(v) - Non –epitaxial Tandem Cells on Silicon
and others
 Dyesol (via its UK subsidiary Dyesol UK)
 Thin Metallic / Nanostructures
 Silver nanowires , Cu mesh, carbon nanotubes – ACAP 3.2c – Plasmonic
Nanomesh Contacts for Thin-Film Photovoltaics, ANU RSPE and others,
Dyesol (via its UK subsidiary Dyesol UK)
 Low-cost scalable carbon conductors for PeSC
 Dyesol
2.

Optical Absorption Enhancement


Absorption Enhancement


Silver (Ag) plasmonic enhancement
 OPV - UNSW ACAP AR P33



Gold (Au) nanoparticles / TiO2 overlayers (amorphous / anatase)
 DSC - UNSW ACAP AR P36



Up / Down Converters
 LSC Silver Devices, Uni Melbourne, ACAP AR P41

3.

New Structures / Architecture


Stacked Structures


Perovskite (PeSC) on Si tandem
 UNSW / Monash ACAP AR P29



Inverted Device Structure


PCPDTBT: (70)PCBM
 UNSW ACAP AR P34



Inorganic hole-selective materials
 Dyesol (via its UK subsidiary Dyesol UK)



Flexible


PeSC (CH3NH3PbI3)
 Flexible Low Temp PeSC Gas-Assisted Spin Coat on PET-IZO, Monash Uni,
ACAP AR P46 / P49
 Dyesol (via its UK subsidiary Dyesol UK)




See also Manufacturing - CSIRO/UoM and Dyesol Scale Up

Luminescent Solar Concentrators (LSC)


Aggregated induced emitters (AIE)
 LSC Silver Devices, Uni Melbourne, ACAP AR P41



Develop stable dyes / fluorophore emitters matched to Si Bandgap
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 LSC Silver Devices, Uni Melbourne, ACAP AR P41


Lithographically defined LSC microcells
 LSC Silver Devices, Uni Melbourne, ACAP AR P41

4.

Encapsulation


Mechanically Robust / Optically Stable Sub/Superstrates
 Ultra-Thin Glass (Schott) – Dyesol (via its UK subsidiary Dyesol UK)
 Plastic (polycarbonate) – UNSW OPV General



Conductive Coating Layers
 Highly Conductive Transparent Polymer Surface Coating
 Coated PEDOT, UniSA Future Industries Institute, Dyesol (via its UK
subsidiary Dyesol UK)
 Transparent Conductors
 Nanocomposite Transparent Conductors, Flinders University, Dyesol (via its
UK subsidiary Dyesol UK)



Enviro-Stability Testing (indoor / outdoor)
 CSIRO-N, CSIRO-C, Murdoch Uni, Desert Knowledge Centre, Dyesol



DSC Hole Fill / End Seal
 CSIRO-N



Lamination
 Dyesol PeSC



5.

Novel Encapsulants


SPREE#01, High Efficiency, Industrial Module Design & Fabrication



PeSC, Dyesol

Characterisation


Impedance Spectroscopy
 PeSC, Monash University, ACAP AR P45 / P47
 PeSC, Dyesol



Metal-Insulator Semiconductor Charge Extraction with Linearly Increasing Voltage (MISCELIV)
 Metal-Insulator Semiconductor Charge Extraction with Linearly Increasing
Voltage (MIS-CELIV), Uni Queensland, ACAP AR P44 / P71
 Photo-CELIV, Uni Melbourne



Resistance Dependent Photovoltage
 Uni Queensland, ACAP AR P71



Secondary Ion Mass Spectrometry (SIMS)
 GCIS ToF SIMS (ION TOF ToF-SIMS 5 (GCIS), La Trobe University CMSS



Meta Stable Induced Electron Spectroscopy
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 DSC / OPV Interface - MEIS, Flinders Uni


Neutral Impact Collision Ion Scattering Spectroscopy
 DSC / OPV Interface - NICISS, Flinders Uni



Australian Synchrotron Beamlines
 Infrared Microspectroscopy / Far Infrared Spectroscopy /
Microcrystallography / Powder Diffraction / Small and Wide-angle X-Ray
Scattering / Soft X-Ray Spectroscopy / X-Ray Absorption Spectroscopy / XRay Fluorescence Microscopy / Imaging and Medical Beamline



Neutron Beam
 Neutron reflectometer - organic surfaces / interfaces, Bragg Institute
 Small angle neutron scattering diffractometer, Bragg Institute



Fast Transient Spectroscopy / Fluorescence Spectroscopy
 Uni Melbourne, ACAP AR P42
 Uni Adelaide
 RMIT Bundoora



NMR Spectroscopy
 Structure, dynamics and ion transport in electromaterials, Deakin University
IFM NMR, Geelong Waurn Ponds

6.

Manufacturing


Device Quality


OPV Print Quality / Degradation Analysis
 Photocurrent / IPCE CSIRO-C / UoM - ACAP AR P36



PeSC Print Quality / Degradation Analysis
 Large area inline coating metrology, Dyesol
 IEC 61646 sub-tests, Dyesol



Screen Printing / Coating


Deposition Scale Up
 Flexible PET-ITO substrate print - CSIRO-C / UoM, ACAP AR P37
 Slot Die Coat, Mini 3D - CSIRO-C, ACAP AR P37, Dyesol
 Spray with Optical Thickness Monitor, CSIRO-C / UoM ACAP AR P38, Dyesol
 Mini Roll Coating, UniSA Wark Institute
 Thermal PVD Organic Thin Film Coating, MCN Angstrom Eng EvoVac
 Screen Printing, Dyesol



Solvent Systems


Industrial Relevant Solvents
 Identification / synthesis of novel block copolymers soluble in industrial
solvents, Uni Melbourne / Monash Uni, ACAP AR P39
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 Uni SA Wark Institute “Green OPV”
 Large area PeSC materials coating & deposition, Dyesol


Large Area OPV / PeSC


Field Trial


Printed OPV, CSIRO-C / UoM / Aramax, ACAP AR P36

 Outdoor testing of PeSC devices, Dyesol


Large Area Perovskite Based
 Thick Junction Balanced Carrier Mobility, Uni Queensland, ACAP AR P44
 Carbon based PeSC scale-up, Dyesol



Flexible PeSC / OPV


PeSC (CH3NH3PbI3)
 Flexible Low Temp Gas-Assisted Spin Coat PeSC / PET-IZO, Monash
University, ACAP AR P46
 Flexible PET-ITO substrate print - CSIRO-C / UoM, ACAP AR P37
 Metal substrate PeSC, Dyesol (via its UK subsidiary Dyesol UK)



Fast Deposition
 Fast deposition Pb Iodide PeSC by solvent induced nucleation, gas –assisted
spin coating, Monash Uni ACAP AR P51
 High speed deposition processes, Dyesol



Product Cost Modelling
 Total Cost of Ownership (TCoO) UNSW ACAP AR P77
 LCOE modelling, Dyesol
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